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Stiff Debate
Expected On
Missile Pact

State Democrats
Select Delegates
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) —
Kentucky Democrats prepared
to hold their district conventions Friday under new reform rules and potential challenges from McGovern forces.
Delegates from all seven congressional districts will meet
here to select 35 of the state's
47 delegates to the national convention.
On Saturday, the remaining
12 will be chosen at the state
convention.
The first step was taken last
April when 1,994 delegates were
elected at county and legislative district levels.
The final 47 members are expected in large part to reflect
the results of the April voting.
But the process 19 complicated, many rules are new
and a number of protests are in
the offing.
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The supporters of South Dakota Sen. George McGovern for
president have indicated they
will challenge county results in
possibly every district meeting
Friday.
If the battles are lost then,
the issues can be taken to the
state credentials committee
Saturday.
There are three other standing committees—rules, resolutions and organization.
They are not expected to be
as busy as credentials, where
practitally all the complaints
about delegate selection may
be funneled.
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Sore Subjects
In a medical journal article on hippie malaise, two
dermatologists report as unusual complaint:
nagging navel. This is a rather fiercely itching rash
affecting the belly button and stomach. It cause: the
rubbing of a large belt buckle when jeans are worn
ADIP-slung.

This affliction must be at least a first cousin to that
sometimes complained of by people who carry flags
in a parade. The ailment in this instance is known as
chafed navel—or,in extreme cases, stretched navel.
Hippies with the belt-buckle-syndrome are given
medication to relieve the immediate symptoms. The
long-range cure lies in hitching up one's britches or
getting a smaller belt buckle.
Flag-bearers are in a bit more difficulty unless
they can get transferred to the drum section. Even
there, they'd better be on guard against the constant
bounce of the instrument. Causes something called
ruffler's ridge.—Charlotte (N.C.) Observer

4

'WE'LL ASK VI tA i AMEVCANS

CAN

Blue Cross To
Purchase Land

Not Needed Here
London reports that the government is starting an
investigation to determine whether violence is increasing in Britain's 28,000 state-run schools. No
such investigation is needed over here.—Greenville
(S.C.) News.

To Be Alive
Once Dr. Albert Einstein wrote: "The most
beautiful thing we can experience is the mysterious.
It is the source of all art life and science. He to whom
this emotion is a stranger, who can no longer pause
to wonder and stand in rapt awe, is as good as dead;
his eyes are closed."
A little while ago it was winter grey; now it is
spring green. Mysterious life forces worked silently
in limb and bud to re-create. Some call it art and
science. Some call it God. But by whatever name, no
one really alive can ponder it without a profound
experience of mystery. And that said Einstein, is a
"beautiful thing."—Florence (S.C.) Morning News.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGE & TIMES FILE

A large section of the city will start receiving
sewer service in about ten days, according to a
report made by Councilman Leonard Vaughn at the
meeting of the Murray City Council.
Three hundred and seventy-eight persons will
receive degrees at the commencement exercises at
Murray State College on June 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lee Riley of Paducah announce the engagement of their daughter, Georgia
Lee, to Ted Ford Sykes, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dick
Sykes.
Mr. 'and Mrs. Urban Belcher announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Mary Sandra, to Bobby Stephens, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Stephens of Wingo.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Davenport, 1404 Poplar Street,
are the parents of a son, David, born this morning at
the Murray Hospital.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIKES TIM

Henry Willoughby, age 77, died May 31 at his
home.
Max Sykes, C.L. Page, Henry Smith, L.C. Lee,
R.J. Burpoe, C.E. Boswell, and P.T. Lyles, local
ministers, will attend the Memphis Annual Conference of the Methodist Church at Syersburg,
Tenn., to open June 4.
Mrs. Don Sweet, the former Marion Copeland of
Murray, received her B.S. degree in Education,
magna cum laude, from Bethel College, McKenzie,
Tenn., June 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Tabers, 1404 Vine Street, are
the parents of a daughter born this week at the
Murray Hospital.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The differences in the generations of education
are measured in prejudices. Once upon a time, the
old succeeded in cramming their prejudices into the
minds of the young.Today,the young are winning no
winners in trying to cram their prejudices into the
minds of the old; which is to say you can't teach
your grandmother to suck eggs.
"The secret of teaching is to
appear to have known all your
life what _you learned this

Dear Editor:
Americanism
In
my
programs,I have endeavored to
correct a false impression. We
need to overcome a complacent
conception of our democracy.
We need a realistic interpretation of its meaning at
this time.
Our children are taught that
any man can become president
of the United States. This is an
attractive myth, and, needless
to say, I hope this will never be
true. This, in practice, would
lead to a dead-level cultural
mediocrity.
Many years ago I heard a vice
president say, "This is a Century for the Common Man." His
implication was accepted: men
are equally worthy, equally
important to be promoted to the
highest position in the land;
equal before the law in wealth
color and status.
To bring the country to a
"Century of the Common
Place," is another matter.
Lincoln expressed the position
of ethical religion, 'The Lord
must have loved the common
people, He made so many of
them." The church's mission
has always been to make a
better world for all men by first
making better men. This does
.4.1seft not
mean to exalt the Common
Csefer tfwesevers
Place.
At this hour, we have these
FIX ANYTMG
parallel trends—the
"'glorification of the common
man and the enthronement of
the cheap, common values—the
senseless slogans and the acceptance of a candidate
regardless of his background
•
The Board of Trustees of Blue and educational qualifications.
Cross Hospital Plan, Inc. has It is true that in a democracy we
exercised an option to purchase must be tolerant of all shades of
. twelve acres of land, located political beliefs. This does not
near I-64 at Hurstborne, Lane, imply that all beliefs are of
from the Plainview Develop- equal value. Political opinions
ment Corporation. A new home must be informed opinions. The
iffice building for Blue Cross, ability to govern requires skill
Blue Shield and Delta Dental and training. In a democracy,
will eventually be erected on we too easily contend one
the stie. The new facilities will Opinion is as good as another.
house all employees in the We confuse quality of civil
Louisville area of the three rights with equality of ability.
Today, in a complex,
corporations. Currently, Blue
Cross and Blue Shield and technological world and in an
Delta Dental have 474 em- atomic age, with space travel
countless
research
ployees located in 80,000 square and
feet of their current home office laboratories, these are beyond
building at 3101 Bardstown the common man. The
Road. plus an additional 143 problems are not only national
employees in 21,500 square feet and international they are
leased space in two other cosmic. We need more than
good intentions; we need more
locations.
The
newly
purchased than a victorious party.
In the present upheaval, I am
property will make it possible to
bring al employees back wondering if the present
together in one location and political management has not
enchani e communications and been accompanied by general
economies and in the overall cheapening of cultural and
artistic standards. Must
operation
Mr. J. Ed McConnell, equalitarianism mean
president of the corporations, mediocrity? Does democracy
stated, "The constant steady simply mean standardized
growth of our organizations and tastes and values? My old
professor used to say, "It is not
projections
for
future
the
glorification of the low
requirements indicate the need
for considerable additional brow."
I plead for the aristocracy of
space. Our goal is to maintain
the
intellect that rises above the
quality service to our members
metropolitan ward politician
and continue to offer to all
eligible Kentuckians prepaid who boasts of his comhealth care benefits at the monplaceness. Let us thank
lowest possible cost. This new God for our rich heritage and
facility should help accomplish cultural Murray environment.
this as well as provide for long- We have self-realization
range planning and future because we are independent of
mass conformity.
Complacence,conformity and
stand-patism are ominous
words in a democratic society.
They mean stultification and
decay. They herald the doom of
originality, imagination and
creativity
wherever and
whenever they creep into
cultural psychology. On the
other hand, man's perennial
dissatisfaction with himself has
Net income of the Tennessee always been the "leaven of
Valley Authority's power history." There are signs that
system in the three months the leaven is still at work in our
ended March 31, 1972, was $44:7 midst. We do hear protest
million, down from $51.5 million against the emptiness and
in the same quarter a year ago, drabness of status quo thinking.
according to the Federal We can still hear the insistenc7,,
agency's quarterly report. TVA call of the early Christians,"Be
stated that increased costs not conformed to this world, but
more than offset moderate be you transformed by the
increases in power sales and renewing of your mind that ye
revenues to cause the decline in may prove what is that good
earnings.
and acceptable and perfect will
These third-quarter results of God.",
brought net income for the first
Rev. Henry McKenzie
nine months of the current
fiscal year to $95.4 million. This
Wipe Off Can Tops
was about $5 million more than
the net income in the same nineWipe the tops of canned goods
month period of the previous with
a damp sponge before
year.
opening to help prevent dust
Power system revenues were
from contaminating the food.
$485.9 million for the nine
This tip comes from Extension
months ended March 31,
nutritionists at the University of
compared with $447.6 million in
Kentucky. And, for baby food
the same period of the previous
and other
jars with
year.
vacuumheld tops, wash around
the outside of the jar with hot,
uppy water. Otherwise, the
, ath. of air
MARCIANO WINS
going*to the jar
Rocky Marciano knocked out when you break the vacuum
Don Cockell in the ninth round seal could bring contamination
of their fight at San Francisco from the outside of the jar with
it.
1454, •

What's wrong with writing simple poems? They are often the
most beautiful of all. Their meaning is simple and clear. The joy
of them comesfrom the simple meaning which is, more often than
not, universal.
A SIMPLE POEM
I heard Jesus say
To me one day,
I am the Way,
The mold for clay.
I felt Je.noi' hand
On me one day,
Shaping the man.
Shapeless of clay.
I cried aloud,
Shameless and proud,
In even refrain,
Of His sweet name.
I knew, I said,
Your ways of love,
revealing led,
To look above.
—Tom Perkins

The "Minister's Wife" comes to us all the way from Trinidad. It
is a pleasure to read and know that folks feel like us, and can
communicate with us even though they live a long way away.
MINISTER'S WIFE:
A lady of talent—a lady of leve—
Devout, sincere, a true witness of God's love.
Tactful, gentle, humble and refined—
Always smiling—goodness and understanding combined.
MINISTER'S WIFE:
But she is also made of flesh like you,
With human weaknesses and passions too;
With a woman's need for love and gratitude
And a woman's scorn for actions base and crude.

Net Income
Of TVA Down
From 1971

MINISTER'S WIFE:
But how often she is misunderstood,
This gentle creature, so kind and good.
Who knows the many tears she shed
When weary and worn, she seeks her bed?
MINISTER'S WIFE:
But who knows the anxious thoughts and fears
When sickness in her home appears?
When the bills run high, and problems arise,
Who sees the torment in her eyes?
MINISTER'S WIFE:
But who knows the lonely hours that come
When her husband is called away from borne?
GOD KNOWS,for every often He hears her pleas
As she seeks for comfort upon her knees.
MINISTER'S WIFE:
But oh my friends,she's not made out of gold,
Give her a sympathetic hand to hold,
A word of comfort, a word of praise,
And these will help her through her gloomy days.
Emaeve Vernon

Bible Thoughtfor Today
The glory of Lebanon shall come unto thee, the fir
tree, the pine tree, and the boil together, to beautify
the place of my sanctity.—Isaiah 60:13.
Joyce Kilmer wrote that only God could make
tree. How often we enjoy God's great outdoors b
_forget-thathe ts ther4iver.oLallgood things.

-7--
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THE
FAMILY LAWYER—
Temptation for Tots
Planks and sandpiles. Mud and
sawdust. Nooks and crannies.
Such are the ingredients that
make a house under construction
so alluring to young children.
But if there is allure, there is
danger too. If a child is injured
while exploring an unfinished
house, is the builder legally
liable?

work. Denying the
boy's claim, the court said:
"Any barricade of sufficient
size to keep children from going
up the stairs would destroy the
very purpose for which the stairs
were built."
But in another case, involving
a similar accident, the house was
much nearer to completion.
There was already a door at the
foot of the steps that could easily
have been locked—but wasn't.
When preventing accidents was
so simple, said the court, the
builder should indeed bear responsibility for what happened
Another factor is the age of
the child. In most successful
claims, the victim has been under 12„ relatively inexperienced
in coping with danger. The older
the child, the lighter the burden
on the builder. Thus:
A 13-year-old boy fell from a
scaffolding left overnight by a
construction crew. Was the builder liable? A court said no, because this kind of accident was
too improbable to have been
foreseen. The judge said that as
a rule, a child old enough to
climb scaffolding is also old
enough to recognize the risk of
falling.
construction

'The— builder will point out,
rightly, that the child is a trespasser. Nonetheless, most courts
will overlook this factor if the
builder should reasonably have
foreseen the child's visit. At
least, they will examine the specific circumstances to see whether
the builder can fairly be blamed.
For example:
Wildlife On Farms
A 10-year-old boy climbed the
About 100 million acres of
steps of an unfinished house,
wandered around the second U.S. land in public ownership
floor, and tumbled through a are set aside primarily for
hole in the flooring. Suit was wildlife production. Even so.
brought on the boy's behalf
the bulk of our wildlife is
against the builder, on the theory produced and fed by farmers on
that he should have erected a their own land, according to
barricade at the foot of the stair- economists at the University of
way.
of
College
But a court said that would Kentucky
have interfered unduly with the Agriculture.
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Chapter No. 1465 of the
Women's Auxiliary of the
Murray Moose Lodge met
Thursday evening May 18, at
eight o'clock at the Moose
Lodge. The meeting was called
to order by the senior regent.
Gloria Boy. The minutes were
read by the recorder, Wanda
Williford.
New officers were elected for
the coming year. They are as
follows: Senior regent, Dorothy
Phillips; Jr. Regent, Wanda
Williford; chaplain, Virginia
Scott; recorder, Joyce Mohon;
treasurer, Jean Kalaber. All of
the new officers will be installed
on June 19 at eight o'clock in the
evening at the Moose Lodge and
will take office July 1.
A collection was taken for the
flower fund. A thank you note
was received by the Paul Heise
family. Paul Heise was past
governor of the lodge and will
be
greatly missed. The
Welcome Wagon sponsors sent
a thank you letter for the
auxiliary's donation to the
March of Dimes.
Shirley Doran is the pianist
for the auxiliary.
Ora Lee Farris received an
invitation to the Sponsors
luncheon to be held in
Jacksonville. The incoming
officers are asked to wear a
street dress at the installation.
Charles Tubbs will make pictures of the new officers. The
new senior regent is to be installed by George Hodge, who is
past governor of the Lodge.
A new pass word was given to
the co-workers.
The door prize was won by
Dorothy Phillips.
The next meeting will be
Thursday, June 1, at eight p.m.
at the Murray Moose Lodge.
All co-workers are urged to
attend.

Cathy Christopher
To Head Tri-Alpha
At Murray High
Cathy Christopher, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
„Christopher, was installed as.
iikigesit of the ittattay. Igh
Tr -Alpha for the 1972-73 year at
a dinner meeting held recently
at the Southside.
Others installed were Kathy
Rogers, vice-president,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Rogers; Wanda Rolfe,
secretary, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Rickman; Nancy
Spann, treasurer, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hal Spann;
Jan
Purdom,
chaplain,
daughter of John Neal Purdom
and Mrs. Mona Purdom; Anne
Erwin, program chairman,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Hampton Erwin; and Gail
Herndon, service chairman,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Herndon.
Another highlight of the
dinner meeting was the naming
of Anne Erwin as recipient of
the annual Lulu Young Award.
Last year's winner, Gail
Russell, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. W.P. Russell, presented to
Miss Erwin the bronze plaque
bearing the inscription of
winners. The selection was
made by the senior members of
the club to recognize the junior
member, who, in their opinion,
was the most ideal Tr -Alpha
member.
service
Tr -Alpha,
a
organization affiliated with the
Kentucky YMCA, is composed
of junior and senior girls of
Murray High School who wish to
devote a portion of their time to
school and community service
projects. The club is sponsored
by Mrs. Allen Russell.
•

Mrs. Earl Lee Is
Program Leader

Russell's Chapel
United Methodist
Women Holds Meet

Friday, June 2
Mrs. Lyndia Cochran will
present her dance students in a
recital entitled "Love" at the
Murray State University
auditorium at 7:30 p.m. There is
no admission charge.

The Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church, was the
scene of the May meeting of the
United Methodist Women of the
church.
Mrs.
Rosezella
Outland, vice-president,
The Wranglers Riding Club
presided at the meeting.
will ride at the club grounds at
Mrs. Mettle Hopson, spiritual
seven p.m.
leader, presented a beautiful
spiritual table setting with a
A benefit for Charlie Rushing
picture of Christ, open Bible,
will be held Calloway County
and a bird. Her subject was
High School from eight p.m. to
"Involved With Human Needs."
midnight. Gospel and country
A beautiful friendship guilt
music will be featured. Adhas been made by the women
mission is one dollar for adults
and tickets will be sold with
and fifty cents for children.
Members of the Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi receiving perfect attendance awards drawing to be at the next
for the 1971-72 chapter year were, left to right, Mrs. Willard Ails, six years; Mrs. Dan Wall, three meeting on June 20. The money
Teentown will be held from
years; Mrs. Larry Overbey, one year; Mrs. John Paul Nesbitt, three years; Mrs. Bill Overbey, one from this project will go toward
eight to 11:30 p.m. at the First
carpeting, furniture, and a
year; Miss Beverly Herndon, one year.
Methodist Church. "Shadrack"
communion table for the
will play and admission will be
church. Mrs. Martha Crass was
75 cents.
appointed to get the table.
Mrs.
Lora
Wilkinson,
Saturday, June 3
,president, told about her trip to
A barbecue supper will be
Paris, Tenn.,
to attend
held at the Oaks Country Club at
"Presidents Day" at the lovely
7:30 p.m. The charge will be
home of Dr. and Mrs Wayne
$3.00 per couple. Reservations
The Gamma Gamma Chapter Lamb. Dr. Lamb is district
should be made by signing at
They hate us all the way of Beta Sigma Phi soroity met superintendent. She announced
the Pro Shop or call Mr. and
By KATHRYN JOHNSON
the new
name of the
Mrs. Mickey Boggess 753-6270,
through .
particularly the Tuesday, May 23, at seven
Associated Press Writer
organization will now be United
o'clock
women.'.
in
the
evening
at
the
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Junior Story
In New Orleans and other home of Mrs. Sylvia Thomas Methodist Women.
753-8151, Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
ATLANTA, Ga.
This month's program leader
Mohon, 753-8223, or Mr. and (AP) — The women of the southern cities occupied by the with the president, Mrs. Anita
federals,
women
was
cursed
the
Mrs. Shirley Garlane; and
Thomas,
presiding.
Mrs. Ira Lee Story 753-6454.
Confederacy, strong-willed, men in blue and
pretended to be
"Charm and Poise" was the the title of the program was
enduring, and often fierce in nauseated when they met them
"What Woman Am I" taken
The Wranglers W.K.H.A. defense of their husbands and on the streets. Some even theme of the program given by
from
"The Quiet Day." Mrs.
Mrs.
Sylvia
Thomas
who
spoke
the
South, could well be called doused the Yankees from a secPoint Show will be held at the
Martha Crass led in prayer.
Wrangler Riding Club starting forerunners of women's lib, ond floor window with the con- on her experiences in a charm
The group welcomed a new
school and also pointed out the
says a well-known Civil War tents of chamberpots.
at four p.m.
member,
Mrs. Dorothy Simon.
historian.
major
aspects
in
judging
a
Some southern women were
Other members present were
"They were among the most opposed to slavery and said so. beauty contest.
Breakfast'WI be served at ardent
advocates of secession Wiley said, but they still reMiss Rita Farris, service Mesdames Martha Crass, Ruby
the Oaks Country Club from and often
the most bitter and mained loyal to the South and chairman, reported that the Harris, Ethel Walker, Susan
7:30 to 8:30 a.m. and will be vengeful," said
Dr. Bell I. Wi- its cause.
Heart Clinic will be held 'June 23 Adams, Rosezella Outland,
served each Saturday through ley, an Emory University histoMary Boykin Chestnut, wife and members will prepare food Shirley Garland, Mellie Hopson
September 30. The charge will rian and author of numerous of a U. S. senator who later was
to serve the children at the and Lora Wilkinson. Visitor
be $1.00 per plate. Hostesses books on the Civil War.
military aide to Jefferson Davis
were Mrs. Ambie Willoughby
Wiley said that while pre- was one of those. "Her princi- clinic. A swim party at the
this week are Mesdames
Mickey Boggess, Ray Junior, paring a series of lectures on pal reason for loathing slavery Holiday Inn for members and and Master Mark Charlton.
The June program leader will
Story, Tommy Mohon, and "Women of the Lost Cause," he was its corrupting influence on other activities have been
realized these southern women the white men of the South," planned by the social com- be Mrs. Martha Crass.
Wallace Ford.
Delicious refreshments of
did much to aid the women's lib Wiley said.
mittee.
The annual Mental Health movement of today.
A special award for her cake, nuts, potato chips, and
In 1861, Mrs. Chestnut wrote
He obtained his material in her diary, "God forgive us, outstanding contributions and drinks were served by Mrs.
Charity Ball will be held at the
Murray State University from letters and diaries and in but ours is a monstrous system, attendance during the year Was Lora Wilkinson, and MrX. Ruby
Student Union ball room from* an interview, he told what they a wrong, an inequity. Like the presented to Mrs. Sue Overby Harris.
nine p.m. to one a.m, with revealed about Confederate patriarchs of old, our men live by Mrs. Martha Ails. Perfect
women.
in one house with their wives attendance awards for the year
music by Berl Olswanger's
In the spring of 1851, a Wis- and their concubines, and the
1971-72 have been presented to
Orchestra from Memphis, consin officer
encamped near mulattoes one sees in every
Did you know that calcium
Tenn.
Is the most abundant mineral
Fredericksberg, Va., wrote a family partly resemble the Mrs. Willard Ails, six years,
Mrs. Dan Wall, and Mrs. John
element in the body? Teamed
friend, "You have no idea, b- white children
Sunday, June 4
up, with phosphorous, it is
Paul Nesbitt, three years, Mrs.
by, how bitter these people are
Annual homecoming and in their hatred of us Yankees.
largely responsible for the
"Any lady is ready to tell you Larry Overbey, Mrs. Bill
hardness of bones and teeth
Memorial Day services will be
who is the father of all the Overbey, and Miss Beverly
where about 99 per cent of the
held -at Coles Camp Ground
mulatto children in everybody's Flerndon, one year.
calcium in the body is found
United Methodist Church.
household but her own. Those
Mrs. Connie Oliver who is
she seems to think dropped leaving Murray expressed her
Sunday School will be at ten
from the clouds. My disgust regrets in leaving and thanked
a.m. with preaching at eleven
sometimes is boiling over."
a.m.,followed by a basket lunch
each one for the gifts given to
Even in Civil War days, womand singing at 1:30 p.m.
her at the luncheon in her honor
en accompanied husbands who
on
May 16.
The
New
Concord were running for public office
Mr. and Mrs Vester Orr, Sr.,
A surprise baby shower was
will be honored with a reception Homemakers Club met in the on their campaigns. Virginia held in
honor of Mrs. Kathryn
by their children in celebration home of Mrs. Charlie Stub- Tunstall Clay accompanied her Lichtenegger
at the meeting
husband,
Clement
Claiborne
blefield
at
one
o'clock in the
of their golden wedding anafternoon for its May meeting. Clay on his campaign for U.S. which was adjourned with the
niversary at the
Murray
members
Mrs. W.T. Kingins, cultural Senator. On impulse. she per- twenty-three
Woman's Club House from two
suaded an innkeeper's daughter repeating the closing ritual and
development
leader, gave the
to five p.m. All friends and
to exchange her country sun- Mizpah.
relatives are invited to attend. devotion. In the absence of the bonnet for Mrs. Clay's preRefreshments of sandwiches,
secretary, Mrs. T.R. Edwards, tentious stylish city hat.
potato
chips, lemonade and tea
the
roll
call
and treasurer's
Monday, June 5
She later credited the green were
served on the patio of Mrs.
First ladies steak night will be report were by Mrs. John bonnet, lined in pink and stiffened with pasteboard slats. Thomas' new home. Present
held at the Oaks Country Club at Livesay.
The
selecting
of the roster of with being the "political mas- were Mesdames Martha Ails,
6:30 p.m. Members bring own
Toni Bohannon, Baren Bolls,
steak and pay one dollar officers, chairmen, and leaders ter stroke" in winning Clay a
Julia Cain, Libby Conley, Paula
charge. Make reservations with for the coming year was an rural county that previously
Duncan, Pat Hopkins, Candy
Mrs. Ray Junior Story, Mrs. important part of the meeting. had been for the incumbent.
Wiley said Confederate wom- Jenkins, Kathryn Lichtenegger,
The landscape notes were
Tommy Mohon, Mrs. Wallace
en who ran plantations and Pat McClure, Patricia Nesbitt.
Ford, or Mrs. Mickey Boggess. read by Mrs. Thomas Herndon. large farms while their husConnie Oliver, Melissa OverMrs. Charlie Stubblefield bands were
at war often man- bey, Sue Overby, Jerri Parkin,
The
Licensed Practical presented the lesson on "Fresh aged with great proficiency.
THts concise guide ton-is
Linda Rogers, Janice Rose,
Nurses will meet in the con- Flowers for Accent."
With only the help of their Anita Thomas,
New SCOFIELD REFERSylvia
Thomas,
The
recerational
period was children, many planted crops.
ference room of the Murrayerica Billie shows how to
Edna
Vaughn,
Judy
Wall,
Miss
Lornan plowed fields, reaped harvests,
make the best use of the
Calloway County Convalescent conducted by Mrs.
killed hogs, cured meat, cut and Beverly Herndon,and Miss Rita
study helps, and aims to
Division at seven p.m. Dr. H.S. Bailey. Refreshments
help the reader understand
The recreational period was hauled firewood and spun mate- Farris.
Jackson will be the speaker,
ths Scriptures as a whole.
and new officers will be in- conducted by Mrs. Loman rial for clothes. They also had
A shoe bag mans a practical bag
$4.50
Bailey. Refreshments were to tan leather for shoes and for cleaning equipment Fill the
stalled.
treat family illnesses with pockets with spray can of polishes.
Wallace's
served by the hostess to the
Book
The executive board of the seventeen members present. medicine made from roots and waxes. dust cloths sponges you use
Store
for cleaning The hag is handy to
Murray Woman's Club will hold
The next meeting will be the herbs.
One Virginia woman, while take from room to room when you
1413 Olive Blvd.
it.Xluncheon meeting at the club cannual picnic at the Paris
struggling to provide for herself
house at 11:30 a.m. Persons Landing State Park on Wedand her children, wrote her hushaving cookbooks still for sale nesday, June 14, at eleven a.m. band, "Don't be uneasy about
are asked to call Mrs. Bob
us We will try and take care of
Billington.
ourselfs as best we can I donte
mind what I do just so you can
The Kathleen Jones Group of
get back safe."
While the war did not transthe Baptist Women of the First
Church will meet at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ward and form the South to a matriarchy.
Miss Hazel Tarry at 7:15 p.m. daughter, Michele, and niece, Wiley said the war and Hewnwith Mrs. Myrtle Wall in charge Miss Karen Ward, will leave struction did weaken the
and LITTLE UNS
of the program.
Saturday morning for Marble South's patriarchy.
"The southern male, whose
Hill, Mo., to attend the
dominance both sexes accepted
We have more Pontoon Boats in stock than
The Lottie Moon Group of the prenuptial events and wedding in antebellttm times. lost caste
Baptist Women of the First of their son, brother, and
suffering
by
defeat in the war
anyone else for miles around.
Church will meet with Mrs. T. cousin, Mike Ward to Miss Hetti that he made and conducted.'
C. Collie at 7:30 p.m.
Rahm on Sunday, June 4.
said Wiley. "When he came
A number of them were bought at distributor
home from that war, he could
The United Methodist Women
prices, which means you can buy for less than
Arnold Ray Thomason of not logically regard-arid treat
of the Coldwater Church are Murray Route Seven was as utterly inferior the women
some dealers pay for theirs.
scheduled to meet at seven p.m. dismissed May 25 from the who had successfully managed
at the church,
Community Hospital, Mayfield. a farm or plantation.guring• his
— CLOSE OUT PRICES ON SOME —
absence."
women
Wiley
said
made
Grayson McClure
The Olga Hampton Baptist
Mrs. Dorothy Farris of more progress in the 49
years
D-B-A HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL, INC.
Women of the Sinking Spring Murray has been a patient at following the Civil War to the
Church is scheduled to meet at the Western Baptist Hospital, first World War, than they had
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
seven p.m. at the church.
94 East out of Murray to 230 to 614 to Panorama. Stay on
Paducah.
___rihthe 78 years from Revolutionblacktop to boats.
ary days up to the Civil War.
See Dane McClure, Jerry Henry.Don or Grayson McClure
Mrs. Ruth Paschall of Murray
The name, "
ge,"
was dismissed from the
Luxury
comes from the Roman word
Western Baptist Hospital, "Salsaswhich means salted or
In butter or margarine,
Paducah.
literally, preserved meat. Sausage
saute canned peach halves or
Incorporated
is one of the oldest forms of pro-pineapple slices until golden..
SHORES
PANORAMA
food,
CPAiled
dating
back
over a
Nite Phone
Mis. Van L'hildres.4 Of Ha in
Top with ice cream, then with
some peach syrup TO which a
available
etraearly evenings & Holidays
has been a patient at Lourdes thousand years, B.C., reports
4364483
Carhide's
Union
Films-Packaging
little sherry has been added Hospital, Paducah.
division.

A Civil War Historian Calls

Senior Citizens of the Hazel community are pictured in the two
above pictures as they were honored at the second annual luncheon held by the members of the Hazel Woman'p Club.

Senior Citizens Day Luncheon Held By
Hazel Woman's Club At Baptist Church
The Hazel Woman's Club held
its second annual Senior
Citizens Day on Saturday, May
27, at the educational building of
the Hazel Baptist Church.
Woman's Club president,.
Mrs. Gerald Ray, welcomed the
ladies and guests present.
Mrs. Bobby Grogan, director
of Senior Citizens for Calloway
County,
explained
the
assistance and programs
available through the Murray
organization. She encouraged
all interested persons to contact
her for further information.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Gerald Gallinulre followed
by the invocation by Mrs.
Harold Wilkinson. The group
was served a buffet luncheon
prepared by the club members.
Following the meal Mrs.
Wally Taylor led the group in
singing with Mrs. J.W. Jones
playiag the piano.
, Mrs.Hughes Bennett read the
"Club Collect" and a poem
entitled "The Hazel Woman's
Club," written by a club
member,
Mrs.
Gerald
Gallimore.
The group enjoyed games led
by Mrs.Steve Knott. Winners of
the prizes were Mrs. Verba
Paschall, Mrs. Winnie Klines,
and Mrs. Pauline Knott.
Special recognition was given
the following: Oldest lady
present, Mrs. Bell Orr, age 87;
most grandchildren, Mrs.
Verba Paschall with 27, and
most great grandchildren, Ms.
Paschall with 16.
Each lady was presented a
"tote bag" made by the club
members. The bags contained
special favors donated by
businesses in the Murray and
Hazel communities.
Senior ladies present were
Mesdames Justine Story, Dollie
Starks, Maggie Boyd, Viola
McReynolds, Ermine Stewart,
Nina Craig, Lydia Foster,
Grace Wilcox, Altie Bray,
Audrey Whit, Pearl Miller, Bell
Orr, Gladys Raspberry, Cletie
Dublin, Ethel Dunn, Bobbie

FBIRTHSj
MITCHUSON BOY
Thomas Darrell is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Mitchuson of Hardin Route One
for their baby boy, weighing
nine pounds 8,2 ounces, born on
Saturday, May 27, at 3:28 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Their other children are
Chester Lee, Jr., 1512, Jeffrey,
13, Anita, 11, Lorraine, 9, Judy,
7, Brian, 4, and James, fifteen
months. The father is employed
at the Kentucky Dam State
Park, Gilbertsville.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Oakley of Canton.

West, Ora Joyce, Koska Jones,
Mary Turnbow, Roberta
Brandon, Mary Lamb, Fannie
Owen, Notie Miller, Rose
Patterson, Winnie Kline, Melo
Paschall, Verba Paschall,
Elbert Allbritten, Lula Craig,
Cora Jackson, Mary Rhodes,
Genova Lassiter, Versie Treas,
Hazel Alton, Libbie James,
Olga K. Freeman, Ola McIntosh, Dorothy Oliver, Eula
McCullough, 011ie Key, and
Pauline Knott.
Special guests were Mrs.
Grogan, Mrs. Taylor, and Mrs.
Jones, Club members present
the
for
luncheon
were
Mesdames Hughes Bennett,
Jackie Butterworth, Gerald
Gallimore, Steve Knott, Gerald
Ray, Kent Simpson, Tommy
Story, Jerry Thompson, and
Harold Wilkinson.

Mrs. James Byrn
Hostess For Meet
Of Church Circle
The home of Mrs. James
Bryn was the scene of the May
meeting of the Maryleona Frost
Circle of the United Methodist
Women of the First Church.
Mrs. Raymong ( Frances1
Carter was the guest speaker.
She discussed her work and
personal relationship with the
foreign students at Murray
State University. The speaker
also displayed and told of many
interesting things about her
Japanese friends.
The chairman, Mrs. G.C.
Fain, opened the meeting with
prayer. Mrs. A.J. Kipp, sunshine chairman, reported on
absent
members.
The
treasurer's report was given by
Mrs. Johnny Walker.
Announcement was made of
Rev. Baggett as guest speaker
for the general meeting on
Tuesday, June 6. The circle
will meet with Mrs. N.P. Hutson
in June.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Byrn to the ten members and one guest, Mrs. Carter.

"Story Of Ruth"
Program Theme At
Circle I Meeting
Mrs. Connie Ford, chairman,
presided at the May meeting of
Circle I of the United Methodist
Women of the First Church held
at the social hall of the church.
The inspiring devotion and
program was presented by Mrs.
E.A. Lundouist who had as her
topic, "The Story of Ruth". She
closed with prayer.
Mrs. Robert Smith,
secretary, called the roll and
read the minutes. Mrs. Carl
Rowland gave the financial
report and Mrs. J.C. Joiner
reported on the sick and
shutins. Mrs. Carl Harrison and
Mrs. Julius Sharpe volunteered
to visit the sick and shutins
during the month of June.

Mrs. Earl Lee was the leader
for the program on "Missions
and Crises Of Affluence—Men
Without Motif" presented at the
meeting of the Baptist Women'
of the Elm Grove Baptist
ROGERS GIRL
Church held on Wednesday,
A baby girl, Denecia Renae,
May 17, at seven-thirty o'clock weighing eight pounds three
in the evening at the church.
ounces, was born to Mr. and
The call to prayer and Mrs. Franklin Rogers of
scripture reading from I Murray Route Six, on Sunday;
Corinthians 13:4-7 were given May 28, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Coming
were
events
by Mrs. Lee. Prayers were led Murray-Calloway County
discussed by Mrs. Ford. Circle
by Mrs. Dock Boggess and Mrs. Hospital.
Luther Hendon.
They have one son, Ricky, age I will! be hostess for the coffee
Others present and taking 5'2. The father is self employed at the general meeting on June 6
when the wortien of the
part were Mrs. George C,ossey, as a building contractor.
Palestine Church will be guests.
Mrs. Gary/ Wicker, Mrs. Mason
Grandparents are Mr.
The hostesses, Mrs. Mary
Thomas, Mrs. Albert Crider, Mrs. Paul Rogers of Murray
Mrs. Forrest llifiir&a,---Mrs.
and Nr. and Mts. J.t.. Louise Baker, Mrs. Gladys
Charles Burkeen, Mrs. Walter Culpepper of Murray Route Six. Hale, and Mrs. O.B. tveurin,
Fulkerson, Mrs. Purdom Mrs. Jesse Rogers of Murray is served refreshments to the
eighteen members present.
Lassiter, and Mrs. Glen Hale. a great grandmother.
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Confederacy Women Strong-Wiled

Thomas Home Scene
Of Gamma Gamma
Chapter Meeting

Main mineral

New Concord Club
Meets In Home Of
Mrs. Stubblefield

itemow.414,\\

JUST
PUBLISHED!

PONTOON BOAT
Headquarters
BIG UNS

dessert

Happy Holiday Travel
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Local Baseball Roundup

Four Games Played At
City Park Last Night

Indianapolis Drivers Unhappy
With Lack Of Communication

Bobby English
Leads Drivers
At Keeling

Jane Blalock Cou nters
Suspension With Suit

The popular driver was
INDIANAPOLIS.t AP) — Add shoved down seven places beof the suspension Tuesday
the
to
name
Jim Hurtubise's
a
court
seeks
also
was
hauled
night.
The suit
cause his racer
ATLANTA I AP) — Jane Blalist of drivers disgruntled with
Miss Blalock wasn't available
across the infield to the pits
lock, one of the most promising order to permit Miss Blalock to
By JANE BRANDON
Saturday's Indianapolis 500while
ments
tourna
comment on the matter and
in
e
for
compet
after running out of fuel during
Bobby English in Car 3, young players on the Ladies
mile race.
B) MIKE BRANDON
is being resolved. Erickson declined to comment
case
the
race.
the
tion
Golf
ional
Associa
Profess
Keeling
at
from
Ben(On, led drivers
Hurtubise was dropped
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
—They let me drive 200 miles,
r sus- Judge Charles A. Moye Jr. on her lawsuit. "We will anSuper Stock Track Saturday tour, countered a one-yea
to lead the Twins to 16th to 23rd, and he's not happy
night
last
hits
four
out
Hurtbanged
race,"
the
half
Kizer
scheduled a hearing on that swer the complaint at the propnearly
Reggie
night, taking both the feature pension Thursday by filing a $5
League action. The other about it. In fact, he says he
by telephone from
motion for 10 a.m. today in his er time," he said.
said
ubise
ora 16-1 whitewashing of the Nats in Little
the
million
lawsuit
against
the
race and the winner's race.
the Cubs 5-3 behind
may quit the U.S. Auto Club.
rs.
Erickson said Miss Blalock
his North Tonowanda, N.Y., gachanibe
game in the loop found the Yanks edging
ion.
Bobby also placed fifth in the ganizat
Suiter.
26-year-old
of
is
a
,a
lot
,,
Larry
there
disqoalified after the secBlalock
of
think
"I
Miss
g
was
rage.
pitchin
heat and was the third
The suspension "for actions
their second straight
from Ports- ond round the Blue Grass Inout needed in a second
blonde
ed
tening
blue-ey
Over in the Park League, the Tigers won
straigh
Twins
outslugged the
inconsistent with the code of
top qualifier.
N.H., i,s the leading
vitation at Louisville May 20
by clipping the Cards 17-9 while the Yanks
lot of places. If they think I'm
Other winners were Larry ethic's of the organization" was mouth,
they
LPGA
health
the
on
my
for
violation of replacing of
winner
there
12-6.
money
"for
out
Walston, Car 56, Benton, in the announced here Thursday by E.
Little League Yanks
green improperly." He
$32,886.
n."
with
Suiter pitched three hitless innings for the
year
on
this
mistake
ball
tour
are
to
limit each pitcher
first heat and Paul Hogue, Car M. "Bud" Erickson, LPGA exthe
"nearly
on
year
he
signed a scorecard for
said
fourth
her
before being removed in the fourth. Rules
se
she
only
In
Hurtubi
said
88, Metropolis, in the second ecutive director, only hours behelped by a two hit perat-,
hontrack
won
has
with
than a 76 and was
fight"
already
only six innings per week. Sinter was
rather
fist
she
a
tour,
74
a
had
of Shahan's hits was
heat. The loser's race was won fore two New York attorneys
in 1969 subject to disqualification for
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year
him
the
of
gave
formance at the plate by Kevin Shahan. One
rookie
s
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ors
who
tendant
C,athey
1,
Calhoun, Car
t) Bob
Hendricks, Dave
filed the suit on Miss Blalock's
FT. KNOX, Ky. AP) — The
a homer over the left field fence. Hal
and most improved golfer in
Chief steward Harlan Fengler
signing an incorrect scorecard.
the winners.
behalf in U.S. District Court.
first-round leader, Jim Striplin told drivers at the pre-race Paducah.
and Suiter also picked up a hit apiece for
1970 and 1971.
Violation of the rule regardlosing
exthe
for
several
held
hits
night
The
two
of Mason County, has won the meeting any gar stalled on the
Mark Thomas and Bob Thurman had
the spotting of a ball on a
ing
for
asking
was
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Roy
single. McCuis
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state high school individual golf track would have to go around citing events starting with
Yanks while Ken McCuiston picked up a
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damages of not less than
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alty.
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16-1.
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heat,
million,
second
romp
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hill in
par 77.
The Twins unleashed a 15 hit attack to
Erickson said she was told by
Attendants told him he
vided by law. She also seeks $1
hits while Mike Pitman,
Striplin had an even-par couldn't go around and hauled by a six car pile up in the fourth
Reggie Kizer paced the attack with four
LPGA she was being fined
the
million for compensatory damhits each. One of Gibbs' round Wednesday, and finished
heat. Several cars were out for
J.J. Chaviss and Alan Gibbs had three
him across the infield to the the night including Paul By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS ages and $1 million for punitive and placed on probation when
picked
both
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Thomas
the tourney at 149 for 36 holes.
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Hogue's 88 and Jesse Ladd's 77.
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to lead the losing
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is a definite lack of
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said
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days.
hit
Herck
driver,
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the loss.
into the fence and causing Oak,
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Jim Striplin
Takes State
Golf Tourney

Major League
Leaders

HOT SKI BOATS

Standings

at Slow Poke Prices

Few Disappointments Stand
Out In First Day Of Track

Happy Holiday Travel

PITCH,
HIT&
THROW
Announcement to all boys who
registered for the
"Pitch. Hit & Throw Competition,"
sponsored by Phillips 66.
The first local competition will
be held:
Time:

2:00 p.m.
June 4th

Place:

City
Park

Hendon's Service Station
Clifford's 66
1.oberts_(NI Co

ocat

Two More Days
To Register For
PH&T Contest
Only two days remain for
boys in this area to register for
the Official Major League
Baseball Pitch, Hit and Throw
Competition (PH&T).
Local contests will be held at
the city park on June 4. Winners
will advance through district
and division contests until eight
boys win the right to compete
for four national championships
at the All-Star Game in Atlanta
on July 25.
The competition, open to all
boys aged 9 through 12. is a
nationwide youth program
sponsored by Major League
Phillips
and
Baseball
Petroleiun Company.

New York (Peterson 3-6). at
Chicago (Bradley 521, N
Saturday's Games
Oakland at Baltimore
California at Cleveland
Texas at Milwaukee
Boston at Kansas City
Minnesota at Detroit
New York at Chicago
Sunday's Games
Oakland at Baltimore, 2
California at Cleveland
Texas at Milwaukee
Boston at Kansas city. 2
Minnesota at Detroit
New York at Chicago, 2

Billdozer Checking Account
Most people maintain minimum balances in their checking accounts just to be safe. You probably do it yourself.
So why not have a checkingaccount at a bank that rewards you for
it? Just by keeping a MINI-minimum in your account at the Extraordinary Bank, you reefive service charge FREE'checking.
Our Billdozer Checking Account has muscle. It's monthly
statements can serve as the backbone of your budget and the cancelled checks are your receipts of payment.

Letter To
Sports Editor

Dear Editor:
I am a regular reader of the
sports pages in your paper, and
would like to compliment you on
the coverage given the stock car
races in this area.
I especially liked the picture
of the car, 14 Jr., owned by
Melvin Woodford which appeared in a recent issue.
I would also like to compliment th* work of Miss Jane
Brandon, who writes the racing
pries.
,
zA1101
WilKoji
Itegistration_
15 and ends on June 4. Charles
Sincrely,
Phillips
local
Roberts
Anibef Miller
distributor, reported that many
Route 4
boys in Calloway County have

•
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Can you beat that? No,it's just plain extraordinary!

The Extraordinary Bank PEOPLESil/BANK
MURRAY

JIL

KY.

Member of F.D.I.C.
Three Convenient Locations

Main Branch
500 Main

South Branch
12th & Sto

North Branch
12th & Chestnut
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Cincinnati Moves Into Tie For
First In National League West I
By KEN RAPPOPORT .
Associated Press Sports Writer
Break up the Cincinnati Reds
... and wake up the Houston
Astros.
The revitalized "Big Red Machine" continued to roll Thursday night, mashing faltering
Houston 10-3 and moving into a
second place tie with the Astros
in the National League West.
"It's hard to beat us when
we're hitting," Cincinnati Manager Sparks' Anderson said in a
masterful understatement after
his club swept a four-game
series at the Astrodome with an
awesome power display.
Hal McRae's grand slam
home ,run featured an 11-hit attack that also included homers
1;)y Johnny Bench and Tony
Perez in the spacious park not
especially known as' a hitter's
paradise. The production gave
the Reds a total of 39 runs in
the four games.

By Mike Brandon

Did you know that a guy in Seattle by the name of Bill Corbett
once broke 3,500 bricks with his hand in 13 hours? He set a new
world's record by doing so. Matter of fact, he cracked his wrist.
Odds are you didn't know that Joe Sprinz of the Cleveland Indians
back in 1931 once caught a ball dropped 800 feet from an airship.
The force from catching the ball broke his jaw.
These are just a few of the records that are found in Guinness'
Sports Record Book. The book contains 158 pages of world records
etc. It contains every baseball, football, basketball, tennis,
boxing, auto racing and tiddlywinks record that a person could
imagine.
Tiddlywinks? Yes, even this great sport has its momeet in the
Guinness Sports Record Book. Six people from Cornwall,
England, played for 144 hours and two minutes. ( Wonder if they
caught a few winks in between? )
How about 6,006 pushups in 3 hours and 54 minutes? Chuck
Linster did it at the age of 16 back in October of 1965 at Wilmette,
fllinois. John R. Greenshields, a special agent with the F.B.I. did
15,011 sit-ups in less than six hours. He did 50 in the final 60
seconds just to prove he wasn't tired.
Another book distributed by the same company, Sterling
Publishers, is the Book of Baseball Records. This book contains
320 pages and there probably isn't a record that you can think of
that has been left out.
The books may be purchased by writing Sterling Publishing
Company, 419 Park Avenue South, New York 10016.
Both books are well written and constructed very well. I can
recommend them for any sports fan who likes to keep up on
records and impress his friends with those snappy, little answers.
+++ ++
The Clarksville Leaf-Chronicle recently named its selections
for All-OVC honors in the spring sports. The paper named Murray
State's Steve Barrett as the All-Star second baseman and Rod
Pryer was listed as an outfielder. Both Pryer and Barrett hit .390
for the Racers this season.
Christ Pigott was the only member of Coach Buddy Hewitt's
golf team to be named to the linkster squad. Pigott averaged 74.4
strokes per 18 holes of competition over the season.
One member of the Murray State tennis team was named to the
All-Star list while two were picked for honorable mentions. Freshman Mikko Horsma, who was 19-2 in singles competition, was
picked in the top six. Peter Hay, 17-4, and 011ie Karviala, 15-6,
were named as honorable mentions.
Members of Coach Bill Cornell's track team named to the AllStar squad of the Leaf-Chronicle were Mark Michael and the 440
yard relay team. Michael, who won the pole vault event in the
OVC Championships, cleared 14-10% for his best effort this
season. The 440 relay team had a 41.1, the best time of the year in
the conference, but finished behind Western in the OVC Meet.
Freshman Herman deMunnik of Murray was listed as an
honorable mention choice in the javelin. This I have to disagree
with. Herman failed only one time to throw the javelin under 200
feet, and that one time came in the conference meet. deMunnik's
mark of 219-8 was the best recorded in the conference this season
but an injury only two weeks before the OVC Championships
caused a disappointing fifth place finish in the Championship
Meet.
Bill Holloway of East Tennessee was the logical pick in the 100
the.220. He won Brat place honors in both events at the OVC
Championships with times of 9.3 and 20.9 respectively. Murray's
freshman Cuthbert Jacobs gets my vote as a close second. Jacobs
ran a9.4 and a 21.0 for his best efforts of the season, both of those,
corning in the OVC Championships and against Holloway.
The Leaf-Chronicle picked East Tennessee's Bob Knox as the
outstanding 440 man. This I have to disagree with. Knox's best
effort came in the OVC Championships at his own track with a
47.1. Sowerby, a native of the West Indies, recorded for his best a
47.2.The men from the West Indies love to run in hot weather and
the climate of East Tennessee two weeks ago was not Sowerby's
favorite, otherwise Sowerby would have probably taken the 440.
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"Johnny has gotten himself
started again and Tony's hand
is much better," said Anderson,
pointing to Bench's four circuit

CHECKING l'HE ENTRIES: Mrs. Betty Lowry and Mrs. Jerlene Sullivan, right,check some of the
entries received in the mall for next week's 5th annual George Hart Memorial Tournament at the
Calloway County Country Club. More than 125 lady golfers from the four-state area are expected to
participate in the event,the winner of which last year was Mrs. Betty Vow ell of Fulton.

George Hart Tournament Set
For Wednesday At-Country Club
Mrs, Betty Vowell will be on
hand to defend her championship next Wednesday when
approximately 125 lady golfers
begin play in the 5th annual
George Hart Memorial Tournament at the Murray-Calloway
County Country Club.
Mrs. Vowell, an 8-stroke
handicapper from the Fulton
Country Club, won the championship flight of the colorful
tournament last year with a
one-over-ladies-par 76, four
strokes in front of Mrs. Dot
Herron of Henderson, who is not
entered this year.
The Fulton ladies champion
will have some formidable
opposition, however, from a
number of the area's other top
lady golfers.
Madisonville's Chi Chi Mills,
who also carries an 8 handicap,
is entered, as is Virginia Davis,
Eleanor Griffin and Violet

Cummins, all of Paducah and
each of whom plays with 10stroke handicaps.
The host club's colors will be
carried primarily by Betty
Lowry and Evelyn Jones with 13
handicaps and Carol Hibbard
and Jean Beshear with 14. Other k
top lady golfers at the Calloway
club include Sue Morris, 15,
Betty Jo Purdom, Veneia
Sexton and Jerlene Sullivan,
each with 16 handicaps.
Entries in the annual event,
named in honor of the late George Hart of Murray, a
former banker, civic leader,
mayor and active member of
the club, are expected to reach
a record high.
Winner of the championship
flight also will have possession
for one year of the coveted
traveling trophy, presented by
Mrs. Lochie Hart of Murray in
memory of her late husband.

A second additional and
special trophy will be presented
to the four players from any one
.club whose aggregate score 15
lower than that of any similar
group from any other club.
It is the Dorothy Holland
Trophy, presented by Alfred
Lindsey, Murray Jeweler, in
memory of his aunt, who before
her death in 1970 was an active
member of the club.
Last year a team of Henderson players, made up of Mrs'.
Herron, Mrs. Ruth Snider, Mrs.
Louella Ogden and Mrs.
Frances Cokes won the Holland
trophy with a combined score of
342 for the 18-hole medal play
tournament.
Prizes will be awarded the top
winners in each of six flights,
including the championship.
flight. Mrs. Lowry and Mrs.
Sullivan are co-chairmen for
this year's tournament.

Cesar Sanudo Marks -Under 65
For Lead I n Kemper First Round

Western's Hector Ortiz was the pick in the mile over teammate
Nick Rose. The top man in the three mile, according to the LeafChronicle, was East Tennessee's Neil Cusack. Only a sophomore,
Cusack ran a blistering 13:31.8 and grabbed a tie for first in the
OVC Meet. Top man in the 880 was Eastern Kentucky's Mervyn
Lewis who recorded a 1:51.4 for his best mark of the season. The
By BOB GREEN
of yours for the year."
event was won in the conference meet by Murray's Pat Francis Associated Press Golf Writer—--It wouldn't be a bad deal for
with a mark of 1:52.
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) - the 28-year-old Sanudo, a MexiClyde Fields of East Tennessee was the choice in the 120 high Cesar Sanudo was recounting a can-born American citizen now
hurdles and Myles Maillie of Middle was the choice in the 440 fairway conversation that oc- in his fourth year on the pro
intermediates. Both took first in their events in the championship curred while he was forging a tour. He's won but
88,785 this
meet. Fields recorded a 13.9 while Maillie recorded a 52.0.
seven-under-par 65 for the first- season opposed to Trevino's
Western's Chuck Eneix was rightly named the outstanding man round lead in the $175,000 Kern- $98,447 and last year pocketed
only $18,031 while Trevino took
in the shot and discus, both events he took in the championship per Open Golf Tournament.
"I'd borrowed this putter home $231,202. He's never chalmeet. He had a mark of 52-3 in the shot and his 178-442 in the discus
set a new conference record. The Clarksville paper named Ron from Lee Trevino just the day lenged seriously in ea major
Humphrey of Tech the outstanding man in the long jump while before," the obscure Sanudo event.
More than 50 of the touring
Barry McClure of Middle got the honor in the triple jump. The said Thursday after putting his
paper picked Jesse Agnew, a freshman from Middle, and Dave signature to the best round of pros were able to match or better par 72 on the 7,278-yard
Neely of Morehead as the outstanding men in the high jump. Both - his pro career.
-And I was playing just in Quail Hollow Country Club
had cleared 6-8 in competition this season.
front of Lee. He saw me makEast Tennessee's mile relay team was named by the Leaf- ing all those putts and all those course, but only Billy Casper
Chronicle as the outstanding team in that event. It was the birdies and he yelled at me, could stay close to blithe spirit
Buccanneer's mile relay team that lifted East Tennessee to a don't forget-I get 30 per cent.' Sanudo, a quick man with a
quip and ever ready with a
second place finish over Murray in the OVC Championships. They
"So I. yelled back at him, smile.
won the event in a time of 3:10.7.
'Okay, if I can have 30 per cent
The veteran Casper, who tied
for first only to lose in a playoff in his last American start a
month ago, had a pair of eagle
threes en route to a 66, just one
stroke back.
Veteran. Charles Sifford, a
Charlotte native who brake the
color line in golf, Chris Bl( ker
and Gibby Gilbert were next at
68. Trevino and England's Tony
Jacklin were in a group of more
than a half-dozen who had 69s
in mild, sunny weather.
Arnold Palmer, Sam Snead

and George Archer were in a
group of more than a dozen at
70-a distant five strokes off
the pace-and South African
Gary Player and defending titleholder Tom Weiskopf had 72.

shots in the last three contests
and Perez' availability after an
injury that knocked him out of
12 games.
The loss was the sixth
straight for the Astros, and the
sixth victory for the Reds in
seven games. The outcome of
Thursday night's contest left
both clubs 11-2 games behind
front-running Los Angeles after
the Dodgers dropped a 5-2 decision to the San Francisco Giants.
In the National League's other games, the New York Mets
beat the Philadelphia Phillies 61 and the Chicago Cubs turned
back the St. Louis Cardinals 73.
American League results:
Kansas City 5, Minnesota 3;
Milwaukee 9 New York 8 in 12
innings; Cleveland I, Detroit 0
and Boston 7, Baltimore I.
Home runs by Cesar Cedeno
and Doug Rader helped Jerry
Reuss off to a 3-0 lead as the
left-hander struck out seven
over the first four innings.
Then Cincinnati's "Machine"
began hitting on all cylinders.

Richardson I n QuarterFinals Of British Golf
By GEOFFREY MILLER
Associated Press Sports Writer
SANDWICH, England AP)
- If you are a scratch golfer
and your wife an airline hostess
who can get you cheap transatlantic travel, why not take your
vacation playing in the British
Amateur Championship?
That's just what Kemp Richardson, a 6-foot 2-inch stockbroker from Huntington Beach,
Calif., did. Today he's in the
quarter-finals.
"What a lark," Richardson
said. "I came for the trip really. I tried twice to qualify for
the American amateur and
failed each time. I never expected to do as well as this
over here."
Thursday, over the tricky 8,633-yard, par 34-36-70 Royal
St. George's course-unlike
anything American players
know at home-Richardson
humbled two well-rated British
players.
Of the 43 Americans who set
out in this tournament, he is
the only one to reach the last
eight.
In the morning, Richardson,
shooting six birdies, shook British hopes by downing Michael
King, a seeded player, 2 and 1.
In the afternoon he won 3 and 1
against Peter Bucher, a Scot.
Thursday afternoon America
still had two hopes alive in the
tournament-Richardson and
Walker Cupper Dick Siderowf
of Westport, Conn.
They both work for the same
firm of stockbrokers, Eastman
Dillion, with Richardson in the
long Beach office and Siderowf

Steve Stone pitched a five-hit-'.
ter and rookie Gary Maddox
delivered a two-run single in a
three-run fourth inning to pace
San Francisco's victory. Singles
by Tito Fuentes and Ed Goodson started the rally off Bill
Singer. Fuentes eventually
came home on Chris Speier's
sacrifice fly before Maddox
drilled his game-winning hit to
right.
Rusty Stuab drilled a threerun homer in the first inning,
giving pitcher Jim. McAndrew
ample working margin, as New
York beat Philadelphia and improved its first-place lead in
the East to five games over
idle Pittsburgh.
The loss was the 15th in the
last 16 games for Philadelphia
and plunged the Phillies deeper
in the East basement.
Ron Santo, Jim Hickman,
and J.C. Martin smashed extrabase hits during a six-run rally
in the first inning that powered
Chicago past St. Louis. Bill
Hands benefited from the outburst to win his fourth game in
five decisions.

'Baja Champ'
Stiperbeetle
Now On Display

in New York. But they never
met until they came face to
face in the clubhouse here this
-Volkswagen's exciting
week.
new Baja Champion.rE is now
Siderowf bowed out to Rodon
display-, t- Carroll
ney Foster, British Walker Cup
star, by one hole in the fifth • Volkswagen,- --Ine-.- it- was announced today by . Tommy-round.
Carroll.
Today Richardson faced Alan
Thirlwell of Britain. They only
A special edition of the
two seeds left out of the origi- ubiquitous Volkswagen Super
nal eight are Foster and his Beetle, the Baja Champion SE
int Walker Cup captain Mi- honors the Volkswagen vicchael Bonallack, and they were tories in the Baja 500 and the
paired against each other. Bo- -Mexican 1000 races held in the
nallack is seeking to win this Mexican State of Baja
title for the sixth time.
California and Territory
of
Both the other quarter-finals Baja California Sur.
are all British affairs.
Production of the Baja
Champion SE is limited. Each.
vehicle will have special
features like silver metallic
paint, special sports wheels,
leatherette interior, a certificate of ownership, and a
specially designed silver
medallion for the vehicle itself.
Sanctioned and sponsored by
NORRA,the National Off Road
LEXINGTON, Ky.( AP) - Racing
Association, the
Tuesday's opening game of this Mexican 1000 is held each
baseyear's state high school
November. It is run on a course
ball tournament at the Univer- that extends from Ensenada,
sity of Kentucky will see Jessa- Baja California, to La Paz, Baja
mine County face Somerset.
Sur, a distance of 832
California
mile
Paducah Tilghman has been
paired against Caverns in the
The Baja 500 is run in June of
second morning game. The
afternoon finds Louisville St. each year. This NORRA event
is nruna.overa 557-mile course
Xavier and Russell matched in se
that
starts and ends in EnOwensone first-rounder and
boro and Campbell County in
Volkswagen dune buggies,
the other.
Semi-final games will be Volkswagen •'Baja Bugs", and
played Wednesday, and the title Volkswagen sedans have been
will be decided Thursday at 4 consistent winners of these
grueling races.
p.m .1 EDT).

State Baseball
Tournament To
Begin Tuesday

Every yeqr VW's race
on the Baia.
Every year
they win.

srtom.
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IF YOU GROW

SOYBEANS IN THIS COUNTY
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W
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In LOROX country, soils average 1% to 4% organic matter:
and that's where Du Pont
LOROX linuron weed killer outperforms other soybean herbicides. It controls annual broad,
leaf weeds and grasses at least
cost.
Weeds such as pigweed, buttonweed (vejlvetleat).'foxtail,
lambsguarters crabgrass. and
fall panicum are easily con-

trolled when you apply LOROX
preemergence. And you pay as
little as $2 per acre for LOROX
banded on a silt loam soil with
2% organic matter. Broadcast
treatment costs about $6.
It comes in two formulations
too-LOROX for spray use or
LOROX "G" for granular application.
With any chemical, follow labeling instructions and warnings carefully.

See us for your supply of LOROX today.

nch
estnut

HUTSON CHEMICAL CO.
W. Railroad Ave.
eevr us..slesseriessalneimesseraialieseineu...

Phone 753-1933

Gene Waldron Award
KANSAS CITY (AP)- Tom
Howell. an outfielder on the
baseball team at Cal Tech, a
school more noted for scholastic achievements than athletics,
has been selected as 1972
recipient of the Gene Waldron
Memorial Award by the National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics.
'The award commemorates
the late Gene Waldron of St.
Joseph, Mo., chairman -of the
1963 NAIA Baseball Tournament.

Every year VW's race in the Mexican 1000.
Over some of the roughest terrain in the
world. The Baja Desert. Against all sorts of
competition. And the WV's hove finished first.
Five times, in five consecutive years.
We're celebrating these victories with theC
Baja Champion SE. A li.rnited production Super
Beetle with special features.
•Like silver metallic paint.
•Special sports wheels.
• A special plaque and certificate.
• An optional leatherette interior as standard equipment
• And the same type of rugged construction and
dependability that beat the Baja.
And for all that, it only casts a little more
than a regtilar Super Beetle.
like we said. The Baja Champion SE is limited production co'
$OO Chestnut Street, Murray
We don't have many. So come in soon. Look over the Special
Edition Beetle. And any other WV that catches your eye_
Phone 7534850
They're all made as if they were going to the Baja.
Open Mon. thru Sat.
A.M. 111 5 P.M.
vAO17,AWN

• We're
elebrating with the
Baia Champion SE.
CAUOLL VOLKSWAGEN
INC.
730

DEALER
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New rail Vegetables once
system to were home grown
be tested
Si HELEN M. PAGEL
Copley News Service

By IRWIN C. NYE
Copley News Service
MUNICH — It's noisy, but
not as loud as a jet or conventional train. It's expensive, but
not so much so as additional superhighways. It hovers threefifths of an inch above its rails,
held in place by magnetism,
And it looks increasingly like
the answer to Germany's growing transportation problems.
Now on display as two competing, full-scale test models, it
is called a magnetic suspension
railway.
Motive power is derived from
the well-known electromagnetic linear motor — the
equivalent of an unrolled threeON A SOLID NOTE— Tuba player Wilfred Cooper sounds off during band concert
phase motor. In practice, it has
in Rockefeller Center's Lower Plaza at the inauguration of the National Salvation Army Week-- already been demonstrated
that the essential moving
magnetic field can keep pace
with a vehicle approaching
speeds of 100 miles an hour.
Trials soon will determine
whether it can do so at speeds
up to three times that fast.
Further testing also will determine whether ice or snow accumulating on the track can
manageand
can
labor
show
schoolmen
ItS
odes
sible
until
By KENNETH J. RABBEN
push the vehicle away beyond
that what children know is a re- men( The problem is what to
Copley News Set-sire
the distance at which the magdi, with the approximately
sult of their efforts.
netic field is effective.
Results of the skirmishes will 150,000 school administrators
The nation's classrooms soon
Noise to which some obby
a
massive
comincreases
be
who are the supervisory, midwill be the battlefield for farservers now object comes not
reaching conflicts among bined education lobby rivaling dle and top management peofrom a motor or from wheels on
schoolmen, with greater polit- the AFL-CIO. As usual, the ple in education. Their goals
rails, but from the electric
ical power aid ii fatter public public will pay the bill. These have conflicted frequently with
pickup — much like that for a
different
battles
fronts,
are
on
purse as objectives.
teachers who- iihirtadminis- conventional streetcar
or trolOne major assault will try to but when the smoke clears, tratrars staring at them across
leybus. No one has found a way
remove management from the boundaries are redrawn and
the bargaining table.
to "beam" electricity to a movincreasingly labor-oriented, 1.1 new alliances made, a classic
Some state and local collec- ing railcar as it
hurtles along
confrontalabor-management
[
tive bargaining laws prohibit
illion-member National Edutrack.
the
ation Association. Another tion will emerge.
administrators i management
Yet advantages of such a sysThe first important engage- from being in the same group
battle will be over merging the
tem are evident. It can straddle
NEA with its traditional rival, ment will be revision of the I bargaining unit i as teachers
houses and highways, factories
the 275,000-member American NEA constitution.
laboi-l.
arid fields at a fraction of the
increases
Prodded
by
sharp
Federation of Teachers, AFLThis June, in Atlantic City, cost of building new superhigh0,strong in urban areas and in collective bargaining by' N.J., at
the NEA's 110th na- ways. It can be as comfortable
'ties.
teachers, the NEA called a con- tional convention, the 7,000- as flying. The relatively widely
It would be nice to claim that stitutional convention last summember Delegate Assembly spaced pylons will not unduly
outcome will affect the edumer to change its membership will decide who can belong to despoil the countryside and no
ational attainment of pupils
requirements and political the organization, how it will be exhaust fumes add to existing
reedy, but that will be impos- structure. NEA membership governed
and by whom. The pollution problems. Should
new constitution would become electric current on the system
effective in September, 1973, fail, engineers have assured
following a membership mail that the rail carriages come to
poll.
no harm.
COMET()
Here in West Germany,
Under the current constitution, the organization is domi- which is only slightly larger
nated by administrators who than Minnesota, the problems
make up only 15 per cent of its of moving people and products
membership. Under the pro- are growing rapidly. Moro
and Try Our
posed constitution, classroom mobility is called for and the
teachers would get two-thirds traveling public is increasingly
—Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
of
the seats on a smaller, demanding. By 1980 when, sta—Country Hu.. and Steaks
streamlined
board of directors. tistically, one of every three
—All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pius
More than 9,000 state and local Germans will own a car, the
6 am.to 10 p.m.,7 days a week
NEA affiliates would be Oven automobile will reach the
— J.C. GALL1MORE —
the option of ousting adminis- saturation point. Air transport
is not the final answer within a
trators.
country this small, for it now
The NEA has 28 major na- takes as long by air as by train
tional affiliates and associated between most major German
organizations, most headquar- cities. Existing railways are
tered at the "parent's" Wash- considered outmoded here,
ington office building. They in- even though they come as a
clude the American Associ- pleasant surprise to American
ation of School Administrators travelers who use them.
and the National associations
In analyzing transport reFOR SALE
of elementary and secondary quirements of the future, the
school principals. They have experts here visualize the
announced intentions to get out typical case of a Hamburg
from under the NEA umbrella businessman with six hours of
and move their offices. Others negotiations to conduct in
may follow. Thus, the line be- Munich, about 400 miles to the
0.
tween labor and management south. He will want to leave
Go to Camden, Tenn.,
in education will be drawn home in the morning,
cover
more sharply than before.
that distance in about two
A teacher-dominated, ad- hours, conduct his business
then follow the Signs to
and
ministrator-less NEA would get home again in the evening.
find it much easier to merge comfortably and economically
, with the AFT.
without worrying about delays
Several state and local NEA due to the weather. When all
•
and AFT affiliates have factors are considered, some
merged recently and talks at type of rail system appears the
the
level have been only answer,and the West GerA Lot for Every Pocketbook held national
sporadically. The AFT has man Transport Ministry in
accused the NEA of being anti- Bonn currently is favoring deSalesmen on \ grounds Satlabor. But in March, 1971, the velopment of the magnetic sus.
and
Sunday,
10 A.M. to
urday
NEA formed an alliance with pension railway.
Sundown.
re.
the American Federation of
Already proposed is initial
State, County and Municipal construction of such a railway'
Employes, AFL-CIO, much to from Hamburg to Munich via
the surpaise..and chagrin of Bremen, Dortmund, Cologne.
AFT President David Selden. Frankfurt, Mannheim and
Stuttgart. Later, construction
The nation's most powerful of a more direct route via
and largest AFT affiliates are Hannover, Kassel, Wurzburg
1- the United Federation of and Nuernberg would complete
Teachers in New York City and a figure-8 layout serving most
the statewide United Teachers big cities of West Germany If
of New York, headed by the this is accomplished, it is aucolorful Albert Shanker.
thoritatively predicted that, by
1985, the magnetic suspension
Predicting the merger of the system will handle
two-thirds
NEA's New York State of in-country long-distance pasTeachers Association with his senger travel, one-tenth of
the
UTNY,Shanker. in December, anticipated domestic air
traffic
1971. said,"There no longer are load and the freight which
ideological differences, only otherwise would have 34,000
historic hostility."
heavy goods trucks moving on
Early this April, the two German roads.
groups agreed to form the na-4111.„4,
FAMOUS RHINO DIES
tion's largest state teacher orBristol Zoo's famous black
rganization with 200,000 members. Under the merger. rhinoceros Willie died recently
SU—
leachers in the combined, un- at 4ge'22.19illie, who was the
named group would hold both first rhino to sire an offspring
Well T,..1••For A P4111'1', taqs VIoiaje Hipawb,"
211 Deo Wotry
AFT and NEA memberships. in Britain, was brought to the
Shanker and NYSTA President zoo in 1952.
Thomas Hobart will serve.as
PAN-AM EXPO
co-presidents until elections
The Pan-American ExposiRot_h _have called
Paris, Tenn. ftvene 642-4891
opehedinituffala, Y ,
Aauesia,
jOsi4,
-

Schoolmen seeking
more power, money

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

If you want radishes or tomatoes or lettuce or cucumbers in
January, all you have to do is
go to the supermarket and
there they are. But there was a
time when the expression "as
scarce as strawberries in January meant something.
That was in the days before
perishable foodstuffs could be
shipped all over the country in
any time of the year. Practically all the fruits and vegetables
were home grown,and that was
when the outskirts of the city
was an area of small farms of
perhaps 20 or 30 acres, known
as truck farms.
This name had nothing to do
with trucks, but was from the
French word "troquer," meaning to barter or trade. In the
United States it gradually
came to mean vegetables and
small fruits, which were called
garden truck because of the
early custom of bartering them
in small lots.
Early in the spring the men
who worked the gardens could
be seen from daylight to dark
walking behind the horsedrawn hand plow, guiding it up
the field and back again, turning over the earth and taking
pride in drawing a straight furrow. After this the ground had
to be leveled and the lumps of
dirt broken up by a horsedrawn drag, and the gardener
had to walk behind this, too, as
he drove the horse. Walking
was not a lost art in those days.
Then came the planting,
most of it done by hand,and all
the children in the family had
to help with this job. They all
knew just how thick to scatter
carrot or beet seeds in the row,
and how many melon or
cucumber seeds to put in each
hill — and as for onion sets,
they were really experts at
planting them.
There was a reason for this,
for planting onion sets was one
of the most hateful jobs, and
the more expert you were the
faster you could work and the
Sooner you finished.
In a short time the tiny vege-

tables made their appearance
and right along with them
came the weeds. An implement
which most modern youngsters
have probably never even
heard of and which was called a
push hoe eliminated the weeds
between the rows, but those in
among the vegetables had to be
pulled by hand.
It was a busy time, and if
children started bothering their
parents to furnish them with
some amusement, the usual rejoinder was, "All right! if you
can't find anything to do you
can go out and weed onions."
And what's more, they meant
it.
After about two hours of
crawling on your hands and
knees through the dirt, up one
row and down another with the
hot sun blazing on your back
while you searched out every
little weed, you have learned a
valuable lesson on where not to.
look for amusement.
And then, almost before it
seemed possible, the vegetables were ready for harvesting. All the root crops had to be
pulled and carried to the pump
in the back yard where they
were plunged into a pail of
water and scrubbed with a
brush until not a speck of dirt
remained on them. Then they
were bunched and tied with a
string and placed in a Laundry
tub which had been pumped full
of clear cold water, and left to
become fresh and crisp overnight
And in the early morningthe
vegetables were loaded into the
spring wagon,some to be delivered to local grocery stores, but
most of them to be delivered
from door to door so thlit,thie
housewife could have fresh
vegetables for dinner without
having to leave home to get
them.
Perhaps people get more
vitamins today by having fresh
vegetables the year around, but
they have never known the
thrill of watching eagerly for
the first radishes to appear in
the spring, and certainly nothing today can possibly taste as
good as that very first dish of
asparagus fresh from the field.

Scotts G
Worship Service
Evening worship

Emmanuel AA
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

West!
Morning
Evening Worship

worship

First Be
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Mort
Morning Worship
Evenina Worship
Sinking
Morning Worshi•
Evening Worshi •

SPOT CHECK— The fossil-like cross-sections of
foam auto seat cushions are checked against blueprints in
quality test at Goodyear plant in Bakersfield, Calif.

Nasei
Morning Worth
Evening Worth
•••

I

Poplar
Morning Worshi
Evening Worth.i

WALLIS DRUG

Grac
Morning Worthi
Evening Worth

Phone 753-1117/1
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
We Have It —We Will Get It —Or It Can't Bo Bad

I
Morning Worth
Evening

FOR RENT or LEASE

Morning
Evening worth
Mentor
Morning Worth
Evening Worth
New Mt. Ca
Morning Wort
Evening Wo

Fli
Morning Wor
Evening W

Morning W
Evening Won

Morning W
Evening W

S.

Commercial Building available immediately for
Rent or Lease. Formerly Lassiter-McKinney Glass
location on Sycamore Street
•Paved Parking •Paneled and Carpeted Office
•Air Conditioned
•3,400 sq. ft

Morning Won
Evening Won

Su
Morning

Evening
Morning W
Evening Wo
Lone
1st Sunday
3rd Sunday

For Further Information

Fa
Morning Wo
Evenina W•

Phone 753-3018
; ,•setigrittir 21A tril•,

HAZE L"CAFE

Pool 0

AIRM10.11411)

'

week

ill Soul

HALLSHIRE ESTATES
Beautiful Homesites

Hwy 441

on

Kentucky Lake

6 •. .

Hallshire
Estates

/4,

•-1

IM MOBILE HOMES, INC.

SALE

Joy is an economy car
Joy is going to bed
that keeps going strong. and not worrying about
(While Corvair and Falcon
car payments.
have given up,
Plymouth Valiant lives on.)

4

1415

RE

605

Valiant s success over the years proves that an economy
car isn t just a cheap car. Its a well-built car that saves
you money when you buy, saves while you drive. and
-ngs you a fair return at resale time That's Valiant

When car payments get too high, they take all the joy
out of owning a car That won't happen here We have a
big selection to help you get just the car you want at a
pr,ce you can afford. And we'll help work out an easy payment plan We want to put a little more by into your hie

OAA

PM

Were trying to put
more Joy into your
car buying and driving.

Pec

604

A.

Ac

TAYLOR MOTORS, Inc.
303 S. 4th Street

Murray, Ky.

•
-

TUE LEDGES & TIM

Baptist

— MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Church Of Christ

An investment in Your future

Scotts Grove
Worship Service
II 00 am
Evening worship
7 30p m

New Providence
Morning Worship
11am
Evening worship
6 30p m
University
Morning worship
Evening worship

emm,...pimaSiON•ry
Morning Worship

11 a.m.
1:30.m.

Evening WorShits

Green Main
Morning worship
10 4S a.m
Evening Worship
7p.m
West Murray
Morning Worship
10 S0 a.m
Evening Worship
6p.m.

West Fork
Morning Worship
lla.m.
Evening Worship
6 30p.m.

Nazarene

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10 4.5 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 30 p.m.
Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Methodist

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a m
1st
lla.m. Sunday, 10 a.m 3rd Sunday
7p.m.
Martins Chapel Unthi.f
Sunday School
10a m
Sinking Springs
Worship Service
Ilam
Morning Worship
11 8:m
Evening Worship
7 30p m

Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Poplar Springs
241Orning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
6 30p.m

Pentecostal
United, 310 Irvin Ave.
Sunday School
10 is.m
Evening Worship
7 prn
United, New Concord
Sunday School
10a.m.
Worship Services 11 a m 7 p.m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services
11 a.m., 7:30
m

South PleasM Greve
Morning Worship
10.45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service
9:30•.m.
Sunday School
10 30 a m

Brooks Chapel United
Worship services at 9 )0 a.m. 1st
Grace Baptist
8. 2nd Sundays, 1 1 o,rn , 3rd
Morning Worship
10:45a.m. Sunday, S. 6 p.m. 4th Sunday.
Evening Worship
7p.m
Bethel United
Blood River
Worship Services at 11 8.m 1st
Morning Worship
Ila.m. and 4th Sundays, 6:30 p.m 2nd
Evening Worship
6'30p.m. Sunday, 8. 9 30 a.m. 3rd Sunda./

Cherry Cornet
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m
7p.m.

Elm Grove
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
7p.m.

Salem Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship
Sugar Creek
11 a.m.
Morning worship
Evening worship
7:15 p.m.
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship
11:00AM
Evening Worship
5:30PM
Lone Oak Primitive
1st. Sunday
10:30 A.M.
3rd. Sunday
2:00P.M.

Worship

First Methodist
8'45 10:50 a.m.

Church of Jews Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
10a.m.

Coles's Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 a m 2nd
h Sunday
Sunday, 10 45 a m

Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Services 11 a.m.,7 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10:30a.n1
Morning Worship
9:300.m

Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School
9 15a m
First Christian
Worship
Morning
10 30a m
Worship Services
10.30 a m , 7
m
Seventh Day Adventist
10:00 a m.
Sabbath School
Murray Christian
9. 30 a.m
Worship Service
Worship Ser v ices 10 45 am ,7pm

young graduates must survey their individual and personal furoram II to
beginning lone tor each tinted they have learned well to do their duty instead
of demanding their nights unless they are qualified to take prospenty
without pride, and adversity without anguish — they are unprepared for
the future God has for them. This•a gtadsorrie time buk it is also a most
frightful. serious ocraafon Eternal vigilance is the demand trade by the world on
those reaching this commencement hour Today the pattern is formed, the
die is cart. May every, graduate from something-to-something in America, remember
the words of St Paul, who said "Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true,
whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever
things are pure. whatsoever things are of.good report. If t22.1e be any praise, think on
these things Those things which ye have both learned, and received. and
board, and seen in me do, and the God of peace shah be with you." through Your Future,

Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a.m 1st a.
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m. 2nd & 4th
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9.45 a m 15t
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd & 4th
Sunday

St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Moss 8 am,11am,4130
m
Saturday Mass
6:30 p.m.
Christian Science
Worship Service
-flarra:Jehovah's WitnellSell
Watchtower
10:301.m.
Bible Lecture
111:30a.m.

Christian

a day of congratulations a time for the rewsrding of those who
This isdeserve
IT They' have finnhed a tot, It is also their Commencement

Russells Chapel United
Sunday School
10 a.m
11 a.m
Morning Worship

Shady Oaks
Mobilo Horne Courts
Mayfield Hwy. 121

Ph. 753-5209

Kenlake Marina

Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
1st & 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m.
3rd & 4th Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday

Faith Baptist
Morning Worship
11 A.M.
Evening Worship
6:30P.M.

Other
Denominations

Liberty Cumberland
10a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
North Plesani Grove
10a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Oak Grove
10a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services 11 a m., 7p.m.
Mount Plesant
Morning Worship
11 a.M.
7p.m.
Evening Worship
First Presbyterian
9:30
Church School
Worship Service
10145 a.m

10 a.rrl,
11 a.m

J. W. WILHAM-MGR.
*HOUSE BOAT RENTALS*
Ky. Lake State Park

Triangle Inn

Pool Office Equipment & Supplies
Is :is_
SALEE:. oftRVICE & RENTALS
Typewriters . Adding Machines and
Calculators
753-1763
115 So. 4th

Dunn TV & Appliance
SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral A Whirlpool
Phone 753-3037

118 South 12th

Jones Brothers
Body Shop
BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work. Free estimates
Hwy. 641 S. (Hazel Hwy.)
Ph. 753-7150

Murray Livestock...Co.
SALE EVEIY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M. — PH. 753-5334

WA

Wells Electric

E. DODSON, OWNER

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
,
"'BOWLING AT ITS BEST"

Murray Warehouse Corp. , Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat & Soybeans
WE HAVE REGISTERED YORK & HOOD SEED
BEANS
Holmes Ellis, Mgr
E. W Outland, Supt.
Phone 7534220

Ph. 733-4424

Rudy Lovett Distributing
Co.
Distributing Gulf Products
EIRTTERiES - ACCESSDRIES

Pia

MURRAY. ST,

70. 111,

Edwin Cain Construction Co.
COMMERCIAL

RESIDENTIAL

Buildings
•
621 So. 4th

Phone 751 1673

SO. 12th & Story
753-6655

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy. 60 at Aurora

7113411117
•44 N13•10•0

__

WINCHESTER MINTING SERVIg

The Businessman's Choice For FIne Printing
Murray, Ky.

102 N. 4th

I

Master Tire Service, Inc.

Boone's Incorporated

union

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU
4

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

502 N 4th St.

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

753-3251

II

'2

Ward-Elkins

Unique Gifts--Novelties
Mi. West of Kenlake State Park
Ph. 474 2264

Carroll Tire Service

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

Vegetables and Desserts
Open Sundays

YOUR UN1-ROYAL TIRE DEALER

MAYTAC

1105 Pogue

Phone 753 1713

SALES

paints

2

TIMF

Block E of 5 12th- Phone 753-1449

HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

PARK RENTAL

PIZZA

tmats

BLACKSMITH
KNIGHT
TRopot T•1 SOTS
ROUT. V 11111.011111•V
KY

_iamb

Murray Muffler Service
CUSTOM PIPE BENDING
LIFETIME GUARANTEED MUFF t ERS
Mortis 4th St.

P17,. 753410/9

Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service
205 No 4th Street

Phone 753-5602

Trenholm's Drive-In

SERVICE

Ph 753-3080

Or..

411 11•01.1110.0

GENE

)anb

Aurora, Ky.

Phone 753-644$

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes

moore
OLD

The Hitching Post
*See the Old Country Store*

Top Quality Used Cars

A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads - Meats

1210 main

LeSTRL • TOOLS

Ambassador.Hornet.Matador-Gremlin-Jeep

Colonial House Smorgasbord

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERING
s Benjamin

1••••11.110

7S3-61100

Cain & Trims Motor Sales

403 Maple

Ph. 474-2344

Aurora

Funeral Home

American
pi Motors

RCA VICTOR - FRIGIDARIRE -

SALES & SERVICE
Authorized Mercury Out Board Motors Dealer
Fiberglass & Aluminum Boat Repairs
West End Eggners Ferry, U. S. 68

antiquts
Custom
trughts ebop

Blalock-Coleman

Residential - Commercial- ,ai- m — Building Lots and
Lake Property—Buying Selling- Leasing
Phone 753-7724
516 W. Main

Five Points

Mack & Mack

RECAPPING
Hwy. 121 W.--(Coldwater Rd ) Ph 753-3144

Ii

/53-3914

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
MEMBER F.T.D.

100 So. 13th St.

Phone 474-2202

Chestnut St
753-1215

I

Shirley Florist

Phone 153,7992

Five Points

500 Main
753-3231

tr,S

"Every Day You Delay Lots Wes liawai
Their Way".

753 175/

"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"
Member FDIC

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST

Palace Drive-In

1 the )oy
e have a
ant at a
easy pay
your life.

209 So. 7th

Grecian Steak House

A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St.

7534012

@f30007cdie

.Complete Automatic Transmission Service.
-Front End Alignment..
• Complete Tune-up 1, Repair Service.

Phone 753-3734

Ow • ••••A..,loaa.

REBUILT ENGINES

Gerrald Boyd-Owner

Sales, Parts, Service-Compete Boating Supplies
94 E. at Murray Bait Co

t

Sholar's Auto Repair,

YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER

Phone 753-2202

RADIATORS REPAIRED

1206 Chestnut

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine

TIRES

Murray Auto Parts

Use our

Ph. 474-2211 Ext. 171

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST

We Deliver From 4:0010 11:00 p.m. Week Days And
All Day Sat, A Sun.
ICE CREAM OF ALL FLAVORS

A Breakfast Anytime A

SOUTH SOP ST.,

1415 Main Street

Dairy Cheer

RESTAURANT S. CAFETERIA
YOUR CHOICE-Have a seat & order or
cafeteria line

Steaks - Chops Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Tue., Ribeye Steak
Specials. mon., Sirloin Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin- Thurs., Chicken- Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext.441 -Call In Orders to 753-4419

Hogs bought daily

llalm.
3 p.nn.

Friendship
Sunday School
10:00a.M.
Morning Worshio
/ 1:00•.m.
Coldwater
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.30 p.m.

Presbyterian

Temple Hill United
Mornino Worship
.Sunday School

Second Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

First Assembly Of God
Church School
1000
Worship Service
11 00

Kirltsey Baptist
-----tadependiniCe United
hrning Worship
11 a.m. ~thin services at 7 p.m. 1st &
Evening Worship
7 30p.m. 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd Sunday,
9'30 a.m. 4th Sunday
Memorial Baptist
Kirksey United
Morning Worship
10.50 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 .00a.m.
Evening Worship
6 30p.m.
Evening Worship
7 00p.m.
Nevi Mt. Carmel Missionary
Coidwater United
Morning Worship
Ham. Church School
10:00
Evening Worship 6:30 f3,7T1 Worship Service
11:00
Flint Baptist
II a.m
Morning Worship
7 30p m
Evening Worship

Union Greve
10.SO a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:30P.M.
Seventh& Poplar
WOrietip Service
10740 a.m.
Evening Service
sp.m.
New Concord
Morning Service
10.50.1.M.
Evening Worship
7 0.111.
Mount Valley
11 a.m.
Morning ~ship
6p.m.
Evening Worship

Murray Church
Sunday School
10a m
Worship Service
Ilam
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
ip m

118.m.
p.m.

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 30p m.

0 304 m
6:00p.m.

Neal Starks
MOBILE HOME SALES

SPAGHETTI

SALES & SERVICE

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF 52 00 OR MORE

Fast Service
Phone 753-1933

Murray, Ky.

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop
MR. & MRS WM. A. JONES, OWNERS
—Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
—Furniture 8. Auto Upholstery
Ph. 753-7414
604 S. titti

Hwy. 641 North

Phone 753-2700

JAS. 0. CLOPTON

DIV.

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

Hwy. 94

E Murray Ph. 753-6605

12th

4th at Chestnut

Phone 753-1532

Phone 753 2997

Southside Restaurant

Kentucky Rita ekiekts

BERT & GLENDA TIOWELL-OwnersAlperatort
Fresh Ky. Catfish, 7 Gays a week
Plate Lunches Daily-Banquet Room Facilities for
Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"
HEATING - SHEET MitAL. • AIR CONDITIONING

& Chestnut

5 Mi. No. Murray on 441

753-6734

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
BUILDING BLOCKS & READY MIX CONCRETE

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th

Call in Orders 753-7101

So. Side Manor Shopping Center

753-5929

East Main Street

Phone 753-3540

p
.
1 1117 R417105114CA

Allivtd Radio Shack
"WE SPECIALIZE IN SOUND"

A complete line of Electronic Component Parts &
Accessories-Stereo Systems
Ph. 753-7100

N. 12th Extended

.11

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Ca-Operative Corp,.

Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
Phone 753-8181

$02 Chestnut

Storey's Food Giant

Hendon's Service Station

Wiggins Furniture Co.
*HOT POINT APPLIANCES*
*FLOOR COVERINGS & FURNITURE*
Open 0.00 To 5:30-6 Deys
641 No. 2 Mi

U S 641 North

Ph 753.4566

Phone-502-753-32$0

1

41
.
.11ww—r-

No

4th Street

Phone 753 1931

REALTORS
HOYT ROBERTS

RAY ROBERTS

Air Shopping Caller

Phone 753-5017
inZrzestaro-ri

PHILLIPS 44 PRODUCTS

Roberts Realty

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.
MASSEY FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

Bel

CLOSED ON SUNDAYS

"Invites you to the Privet* World Of
Luxury Living-At No Extra Coll"

CC

Industrial Road

Phone 753 1319

641'N

753-4025

Phone 753 1651

505 W Main

Nite 753-3924

PAt.F. EIGHT
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Coeds To
Participate,
Girls State

parasols with fringed edges,for
no ray of sunlight was ever permitted to come in contact with
a lady's skin and endanger her
peaches-and-cream complex.
ion.
The roof over the grandstand
MOREHEAD, Ky.—More
was put there as protection than 300 high school coeds
are
from the sun as well as the rain. expected to participate
June 11There are probably few 17 in
the 26th annual Kentucky
things in the world more beauGirls State at Morehead State
tiful than a spirited racehorse,
and when several of them were University.
The week-long exercise in
lined
up ready to start, with
By HELEN M. PAGEL
their drivers almost doubled up democracy is sponsored by the
Copley News Service
in the sulkies behind them, the American Legion Auxiliary,
Today, in a certain part of sight was worth going miles to Department of Kentucky.
Each delegate is a high school
town there is a section with see. In fact, people did come for
trim houses surrounded by neat miles to see it,for the sport was senior and will become a citizen
51st state.
lawns and gardens. Well-paved very popular for many years. of a mythical
streets crisscross the entire And the excitement of watching Elections will be held to select
area, which is bisected corner- the well-trained animals never officials on all levels of
diminished.
government and will culminate
wise by a railroad track.
The Driving Park was ac- in the election of a Kentucky
Back in the early 1900s, there
were no houses or lawns any- tually part of a large farm Girls State governor.
where around, but there was an whose owner was an ardent
The delegates will be
oval half-mile racetrack just racing enthusiast. Behind the representatives Or senators in
north and west of the railroad, old stone homestead — the-only the Kentucky Girls State
where harness races were held. house .for blocks around — Assembly and will travel to
The track was surrounded by a stood the large stables with Frankfurt )11 Friday, June 16, to
wooden fence, and on one side their capacious box stalls operate their government.
of it was a wood grandstand where the famous trotters and
Gov. Wendell Ford will adwith tiers of seats protected by pacers were kept. They were dress the group in
Frankfort.
a projecting roof. This was taken out and exercised reguMrs. H. W. Richardson of
known as the Driving Park, and larly by being driven up and Louisville
is director of the 1972
was the mecca for racing en- down the streets on which traffic was practically nonexistent, Kentucky Girls State, Mrs. J.
thusiasts for miles around.
There were only two dusty then returned to their stables to Emerson Lewis of Lexington is
unpaved streets extending to be groomed until they shone the chairman of the board and
Mrs. R. T. Barrett of Ashland is
the park, but then, who needed like satin.
The old stone house and the director of education for the
streets anyway? If you were
fortunate enough to own a stables are gone now, and any- group.
This is the second consecitive
horse and buggy, it was a sim- one who tried to drive a raceple matter to drive across the horse on those same streets year that Kentucky Girls State
open meadows which sur- today would almost certainly has met at MSU.
rounded the park. And if you be annihilated in a matter of
didn't own a horse and had to minutes. An oil station stands
walk, it was really pleasanter on the corner now in place of May 29, 1972
to walk across grassy fields ibt aid-homestead, a 'fitting .ADULTS,
spangled with buttercups and emblem to the death of ro- NURSERY
ox-eye daisies than to tramp -marice and the birth of what
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
some people call progress.
along dusty roads.
'1Vtaritytt -Jean- Barrett
For many years the harness and Baby Girl, Rt. 4, Box 339,
Whole families came to the
races together. The men, most races were held in the old Driv- Murray, Mrs. Barber Ann
of whom were adorned with ing Park and then, as horse Glover and Baby Girl,
Box 23,
handlebar moustaches, wore racing declined, auto races Puryear, Tenn.
took
their place for a while.
flat straw hats, very tight
DISMISSALS
trousers and coats with very Eventually, they, too, came to
Master Timmy Lee Todd, Rt.
broad shoulders over striped an end and people began build6, Murray, Alfred Herbert
shirts with high stiff collars. ing houses on the property.
Young,
N. 6th, St., Murray,
Today,
about the only races
The ladies' dresses had long
full sleeves, high collars which held there are those performed Miss Lone Ann Page, Rt. 4,
fitted snugly around their by pedestrians trying to get out Paris, Tenn., Gerald Duane
necks, and skirts which swept of the way of the cars which Rule, Rt. 7, Box 109, Mayfield,
the ground. They wore flower- whiz up and down the streets Miss Michelle Leeann Guthrie,
trixnmed hats with broad brims where once proud Thorough- Rt. 4, Murray, Glockous Stone,
Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs Ruby Lily
and carried bright-colored breds competed for honors.
Allbritten, Rt. 2, Hazel.

REMINISCE

Families
went to
the races

Hospital Report
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Bella has drive to power
Mercury her mind), Venus
) her affection), Neptune (her
aspirations) and Jupiter her
Question: -Tell us about Bel- luck). All are in fiery Leo; all
la Abzug. Anyone that cocky catch an activating aspect
from Mars, which is pure enermust be a Leo or an Aries."
Bella Abzug is on fire with
Answer: Right the first time! gy.
her ideals.
Our U.S. congresswoman
We can see one major roadfrom the Bronx was born July
block
to implementing those
24, 1920, in New York City. Her
Saturn (Fate) opposes
ideals.
father, a Russian immigrant,
Uranus the unexpected). This
was a butcher. Bella was edumeans her plans are subject to
cated in public schools; followsudden reversals.
ing which she graduated from
One aspect will always see
Hunter College (1942) and Coher through; this is a Grand
lumbia Law School (1945).
Bella is a Leo; if you doubt it, Trine in water signs, formed by
listen to her roar when Con- Mars )energy), by Pluto the
gress is in session. Natives of masses) and by Uranus I surprises).
Leo — called the royalty of the
Let's take a closer look at her
Zodiac — often go into acting or
politics, since both professions first house planets. They are
essential to an understanding
deal with illusions.
Bella made her personal of the woman.
Sun represents her life force;
giant leap when she won election in 1970 to the U.S. House of it proves she has an inborn
Representatives. She seems as drive to power.
Mercury represents her mind
fresh as tomorrow's headlines.
Listening to her defend Wom- and the way in which she comen's Lib and Gay Lib, one municates. It is placed at 5 Leo,
might not realize that Bella's where Mussolini had Mercury.
concern for human welfare' For years, Bella has been the
dates back to 1947. In that year daring young lady on the civil
rights trapeze. Mercury has a
she was admitted to the bar and
hidden message for her.
specialized in civil rights.
As we see it, this planet cauHer Sun is at 1 Leo, a regal
degree. Ancient texts say that tions Bella that the laws are
this native must learn the dif- written in Congress, not on the
ference between using power Capitol steps, nor in the glare of
flashbulbs. If Bella is to write
and abusing it.
To an astrologer, her first any of her cherished ideals into
horoscope house is a revela- law, she must practice what
Lyndon Johnson called the "art
tion. We have rarely seen such
a gathering of planets. First the of the possible."
Venus is at 6 Leo, a degree of
Sun )her ego), followed by
By HERB STANTON
Copley Newt Service

'Me Jackass Purchase Production Credit Amebae Ida bold
an open house at the new office in Mayfield Sunday. The new
office is located at 328 East Broadway in Mayfield. The open
house will be held between the hours of land 5 p.m.

COOKING
IS FUN

Open House
To Be Held
In Mayfield

FAMILY DINNER
By Charles A. Hobbs
Hungarian Goulash
The Jackson Purchase
Asparagus
Crusty Bread
Salad Bowl -Production Credit Association
Lemon Pie
Beverage will hold ripen-House at the new
HUNGARIAN GOULASH
office
quarters located 328
A traditional recipe — mild East Broadway,
Mayfield,
flavor and very little gravy.
Kentucky. The Open-House will
3 tablespoons butter
be held Sunday afternoon, June
3 medium onions, chopped
4, between the hours of 1:00
1 clove garlic, crushed
1/2 medium green pepper, P.M. and 5:00 P.M.The new
facilities
contains
halved
ap2 pounds boned beef bottom proximately 6,000 square feet of
round, cut into 1 1/2-inch floor space with nine offices,
cubes
board, room, conference room,
2 canned tomatoes and 1/4 cup meeting room, lobby and a
tomato juice
large parking lot. The new
4 teaspoons paprika
office quarters houses the
2 teaspoons salt
'Central office and the Branch
3 medium potatoes, pared and office serving
Graves County.
cut into 1 1/2-inch cubes
• The
Jackson
-Purchase
2 carrots, sliced 1 inch thick
Production Credit Association
1/4cup water
In a 4rge saucepot melt the aeLYes. the Eight Purchase
butter. Add onion; cook over counties and has offices located
low heat, stirring often, until at Bardwell, Clinton, Hickman,
tender Add garlic, green pep- LaCenter,
Murray
and
per, beef, tomatoes, tomato Paducah._ ,
juice, paprika and salt. Cover
Last year the Associat on
and simmer 2 hours, stirring
occasionally. Remove green loaned approximately
pepper. Add potatoes, carrots 827,500,000.00 to 2,355 farmers
and 1/4 cup water. Simmer un- which was used to finance the
til meat and potatoes are tender farmers program and other
— about 1 hour, add additional credit needs. The Association
water if gravy becomes too was organized under the Farm
thick. Makes 6 to 6 servings.
Credit Act in 1933, although this
+ was during a depression period,
PCA was set up to be a permanent source of credit for the
farmers. Nine farmers purchased a $5.00 share of stock
giving PCA a net worth of $45.00
in capital which was the
beginning of the associat on.
The government furnished
enough additional capital to
help the association meet the
requirements necessary to
begin business. From this
meager beginning, PCA has
grown into a strong financial
institst on completely owned by
the farmers with a net worth of
$4,165,943.73. The outstanding
balance of the Association is
$26,104,810.29.

am"
FordWagon...
geta little
fora penny!

fame. Jackie Onassis has her
Sun here, which should give
you some idea.
Dreamy Neptune is at 10 Leo
That is an astrologer's way of
saying Bella is painfully outspoken.
Jupiter is Lady Bountiful.
When Bella feels like it, she can
be a delightful clown. Comic
Jack Oakie had Moon here.
How do all these planets,add
up? Watch the woman as she
bounds up the Capitol steps after a public rally. Her clothes
look as if she chose them in the
dark; cheerfully she struggles
to keep a wide-trimmed hat on
her head.
As Capitol visitors recognize
her and call "13ella!" her face
becomes a blend of mystery
and mischief. She is a wife and
mother but her congressional
district is Bella's true family.
House veterans love to recall
the day when venerable Rep.
Emmanuel Celler crossed
swords with Mrs. Abzug. The
subject was women.
"Why, women weren't even
at the Last Supper," he snorted, as if that proved something.
"Maybe we weren't at the
Last Supper, but we're certainly going to be at the next one,"
Bella roared.
You know, they just
might. ...
Address your questions to
Herb Stanton, Copley News
Service, in care of this newspaper.

greaf new-genus
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Ford

Team 11i Wagon Sale.* Two "better-idea" wagons for
the price of one plus a penny more. For youngsters: a deluxe coaster
wagon with "mag" wheels, natural hardwood body, more! For you:
any one of Ford's best-selling wagons,including the new Pinto Wagon.
Or Ford Gran Torino Squire. Something all-new in mid-size wagon
luxury. .. power front disc brakes, 3-way doorgate, color-matched
woodgrain bodyside paneling, pleated vinyl trim, deluxe steering
wheel, full carpeting, full wheel covers, and all standard!
'Otler good at participating
dealers iii June 30,1972.

Ford Gran Torino Squire

Your local Ford Team:
the Wagon Specialists

PARKER FORD, Inc.
,Ser

.!1,1•11•==.

Phone 753-5273

4
The name of the game is fashion and at
Big K we know the score, jeans are THE
style setter this year. 141- this great
savings price you can buy several pairs
of these flares of 100% cotton twill in
assorted prints and colors. Zip and ring
fly front or 11 button sailor front. 6-16.
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In the earlier years loans
were made for the bare
necessary expenses and as late
as 1945 the average size of loan
outstanding was $300.00; while
today the average loan is
111,000.00. Loans are made for
any purpose the farm family
might need such as, crop expenses, equipment, building,
land, cars, trucks, household
appliances and the education of
the children.
The PCAs in the Fourth Farm
Credit District has purchased
the Federal Intermediate
Credit Bank of Louisville,
Kentucky. This bank secures
the money for the Association
through the sale of debentures
and bonds. The farmer
stockholders of the Production
Credit Association own the
entire
system.
Since
organization, PCA has loaned
approximately $250,831,156.00
and has had losses less than
one-tenth of 1 percent.
The original incorporators of
the Jackson Purchase PCA
were: Keys Futrell, Joe Page,
E. A. Hilliard, Lewis H. Schmidt, Boone Hill, Hugh
Garrison, Robert L Geveden, J.
C. Hamlett and H.C. Shiumvell.
The present Board of
Directors are: David Hilliard,
Hickman County, Parnell
Garrigan, Fulton County, A. N.
Hambrick. Carlisle County, Will
ED Hendon, Calloway County,
Paul Payne,Graves County and
James Wilson, Ballard County.
The present officers are H.D.
Hillard, President, Paul Payne,
Vice President and Cloys A.
Hobbs,
Executive
Vice
President.
Keys Keel is manager of the
Murray Office.
PLASTIC COW
A burlesque cow of glass
tubing and plastics, in a
pastoral setting, is one of the
exhibits in a display of scientific research which recently
.2etted-in London.
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CAPITAL TOUCH

Your Individual Horoscope 44
Frances Drake
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FOR SATURDAY,JUNE 3, 11f72
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A splendid, encouraging
outlook. But opportunities will
not all be on the surface. It will
be fun looking for, them,
however. Expect some good
news in the p.m.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21) tl€1.7
Imagination and verve are
fine if they are backed up with
reasoning and sound purpose.
But conquer present tendencies
to go off on tangents, extremes.
GEMINI
I May 22 to June 21)
A recognition of human
foibles will help you to cope with
the idiosyncrasies of others;
and patience will keep you from
saying the wrong thing at the
wrung -time. Both important
now! '
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23)
Your special day for showing
others how to enjoy and
brighten life in "little" ways. If
you will take time for this, you
will be well rewarded.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Stress now: Self-control, your
sense of humor in "tight" spots.
Avoid: Overanxiety,long hours
of all-work-no-play and vice
versa.
VIRGO
1. Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
Assignments incompleted?
Tackle them with confidence
and the will to do better than
ever. You will smooth the way
for several days to come — and
enjoy the doing.
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LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Planetary influences favor
work interests, recreational
pursuits or whatever else may
interest you. Just two admonitions: Avoid impulsiveness; be tactful.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Meltir'
Neither sell your talents and
possibilities short, nor be officious in displaying them.
Sometimes- you overwhelm
others and lose ground, where
gentler tactics would pay off.

YOU BORN TODAY have
been endowed with a fine mind;
can truly be called brilliant in
your keen interpretation and
analyses of almost any
situation. You have a gift of
words and could excel in any
career where this is an asset —
writing, lecturing, teaching, the
theater, the law and politics.
This gift extends itself to the
linguistic and you learn foreign
languages with unbelievable
ease. You are extremely
adaptable; in fact, it has been
said of you than you could be
dropped into any country of the
world and feel at home. Try to
conquer a tendency to scatter
energies, however, or you may
not realize your truly glorious
potentialities. Birthdate of:
Jefferson Davis, Pres. Amer.
Confederate States(Civil War);
King George V, of England;
Maurice Evans, dramatic
actor.
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1972
tncludtng a detailed day
by day forecast, cornptete gut°e to
love and tharrtage, and a Cont
prehenstve character analysts - is
now evadable For YOU
, personet
-recast. send St 00 phis TS cents in
coin for postage and handling to this
newspaper, care of Horoscepe Soot
Department. box 173, Old Chelsea
Slatton. New York, N.Y. 10011 Print
your NAME. ADDRESS with ZIP, and
SZ14tRTH
DA7
.
5
.

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD, Inc.
Murray, Ky.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

exciting gifts from
Carriiige House
start conversation
ELY/11411oz

Curious? Visit our Gift Boutique today.
Some have that certain look, othors, you want
to touch ...but all boast a uniqueness that only
Ethan Allen can offer. They say somethingt
So coma see our entire collection. And If you
need advice, lust tell us your problem, we'll show
'you nn idea! We've made gift giving that easy.
For imlanco: Our sturdy set of four Antiqued
Pine Treat 'rattles with handsome storage rack
go rinywiirre in the house...living room, den,
playroom. Great for informal get together. or lust
21" N 24 high. ‘61)1
plain TV munching.
51111(1111 di rafts ill sulk] mnpin.

PARE
2.99

umrrie

HOME FURNISHINGS

Carriage House
114 North Third St. Paducah, Ky. "me 4434257
Open Friday Night Iii 3:36
I RFT

taiWii;r117irAltara-Trersiery,
a la pare degoratIng isle. book.
Ask

Wallace shooting seen
reviving gun curb move

"<rztV

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 3°6
#
Be prepared for competition,
opponents to causes you
espouse. If aware that these
exist, you can start the day with
the premise that they CAN be
managed -- and by YOU!
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Some interesting situations
indicated, but certain tedious
matters will require attention
nonetheless. Relieve the tedium
of the latter with one of your
ingenious "twists."
AQUARIUS
Oan. 21 to Feb 19)
Meet and discuss plans with
others involved, but don't be
dismayed if you run into petty
quibbling. Overlook minor
slights to attain the bigger
objectives.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Especially favored now:
Scientific pursuits, research,
educational interests and
outdoor activities. A good day in
which to seek new methods by
which to attain goals.

FRIDAY—JUNE‘472

By EDWARD NEILAN
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — The loudest echoes from the shots that
felled Alabama Gov. George C.
Wallace are expected to take
the form of renewed calls for
more stringent laws against the
availability of handguns.
Ironically, one of the national
political figures most opposed
to gun control is Wallace. He
has frequently defended the
right of an individual to own a
gun.
Many of the voters who passionately resisted control legislation in the past were in Wallace's national constituency.
President Nixon, perhaps
fearful of those votes, has consistently resisted pressures for
gun registration and limitation.
Paradoxically, Wallace was
shot in a state that only two
years ago defeated the reelection bid of Sen. Joseph D. Tydings, a Democrat who had
aroused the ire of the influential groups opposing gun control.
Less than 20 feet from where
Wallace was shot, a reporter
noted, there was a car with a
bumper sticker that said,
"Register Communists, Not
Guns."
The Lyndon Johnson administration tried to write tough
gun controls after the assassinations of Martin Luther King
Jr. and Robert Kennedy in 1968,
but the final version left huge
loopholes that allowed increased imports of foreign.guri
parts that could be easily assembled in the United States.
Mr. Nixon has backed tougher penalties for criminals carrying firearms, but he has also
been sympathetic to the contention that law-abiding citizens be allowed to continue to
purchase guns and ammunition _
without restriction or inconvenience.
Under several gun control
proposals now pending in Congress, Arthur Bremer, the accused gunman, would have
been urable to obtain a handgun legally. Wallace was shot
with a .38-caliber pistol.
Sen. Birch Bayh, D-Ind., was
first off the mark after the Wallace shooting with an announcement that his Senate
subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency will meet to act on
legislation to outlaw handguns.
Bayh's bill is pending before
the subcommittee and would
prohibit handguns not used for
sporting purposes.
Bayh said reports of the
weapon used in Wallace's attempted aesa_ssination "indicated that it would have been
banned" under the terms of his
bill.
"These are vicious weapons
which have no legitimate use —
weapons which cost the life of
Sen. Robert Kennedy and shot
down Gov. Wallace," Bayh_
said.
Gun control supporters have
cited lower gun crime rates in
states with gun control laws
and compared them to such unregulated states as Wallace's
Alabama, where the murder
rate is one of the highest in the
country.
Wallace and his backers have
always slighted the theory that
controlling guns will eliminate
crime. They say that when gun
laws are enacted, criminals
will get guns but law-abiding
citizens won't be able to get
them to defend themselves.
The Gun Control Act of 1968
prohibits interstate shipment of
pistols and revolvers to individuals.and out-of-state purchase
of handguns, rifles, shotguns
and ammunition.
But the loopholes allowed importation of handgun parts
from abroad and the proliferation of a "cottage industry"
which produced all manner of
• 'Saturday night specials" —
guns that offer no safety features, almost no accuracy except capability to do damage at
very close range, and cost in
the range of $12 to $20.
Some are said to sell for as
little as $6.
The genre of the "Satu'rda0
night special" has been around
a long time, since before
Frankie shot Johnny in their
romanticized lover's quarrel.
It is the type of cheap gun
that certain painted lathes used
to carry in their handbags, or
the one-shot contraptions that
nervous gamblers carried up
embroidered sleeves.
Sociologists and social commentators say there are deep
psychological reasons why
Americans want to carry guns
and that these harigups are
fanned by the recurring -coArt.

boy, gunslinger and privateeye adventures on movie and
television screens.
But while analysts are
agonizing over the root causes,
the fact is that the gun count in
the United States is going up.
"More people are carrying
guns illegally than ever before
in the history of the state," says
Frederick Davids, Michigan's
state police director.
The term "Saturday night
special" was coined in the 1960s
in Detroit, a city which has the
dubious distinction of having
the highest handgun murder
rate in the nation.
"I don't think the gun law has
cut down the availability any,"
said Jamie Moore, chief of police in Birmingham, Ala.
"Everybody's got a gun."
Despite recent Treasury Department figures showing a
threefold increase in the number of arrests for violations of
the 1968 federal gun control
law, the number of guns and.
the number of crimes committed at gunpoint continue to
mount.
There were over 10,000 handgun murders in the United
States in 1971
The New York City Police
Department is seizing hand-

guns at the rate of 10,000 a year mailorder sales, and requires
under its fairly strict code. But that a purchaser register and
officers estimate 80,000 hand- buy only in his own state or in
guns enter that city illegally bordering states having recipevery year from "easy states." rocal arrangements.
Dealers may not sell to conMore than 100 million firearms of various descriptions victed felons (recently diluted
are believed to be in private by the U.S. Supreme Court),
persons who have
hands in the United States
their citizenship, and users of
dwarfing the armed forces
arsenal of 4.8 million small marijuana.
Local laws are often similar
arms.
Ghetto riots, crime waves and in addition sometimes reand talk of new gun control leg- quire a one, two or three-day
islation regularly send the buy- "cooling-off period" during
ing rate skyrocketing, making which the buyer's background
firearms a $350 million a year is checked. In New York and
New Jersey there are specific
industry.
Almost anyone can legally requirements for police perbuy a gun — including a $12.78 mission to own a gun.
The problem has come in enMan nichler Careen° rifle of the
type that killed President John forcement of these laws, or
F. Kennedy, a $265.85 Reining- rather lack of enforcement.
ton deer rifle similar to that
FOR CORRECT
used to kill Rev. King, or the $6
Iver Johnson pistol of the kind
TIME and
that killed Sen. Kennedy in Los
Angeles.
TEMPERATURE
And, local officials report,
DAY or NIGH'
former convicts, children, narcotics addicts, mental patients
all can acquire guns illegally if
they are determined enough —
even in states where the laws
are most strict.
OPLES BANK
The federal law requires liI sty.
.1 IIOPIA
censes for gun dealers, outlaws
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753-6363
courtesy

From planting
to harvest I operate
on PCA money...1'11
pay back when I sell.
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RCAIthe go ahead people
The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
Jackson Purchase Production
I?
Credit Association
1111111111111

NA

Keys Keel, Office Manager
305 North 4th Street Phone 7534402

MONDAY
DOOR BUSTERS!
Nationally Advertised
at $1.99 yd.

Our regular low discount price $1.44 yd.

FAMOUS NAME
54" GALL= SWINGS
It's the fabric buy of the year! A multi
purpose year around weight Sportswear
fabric at an unbelievable low, low price!
Ideal for Slacks, Shorts, Dresses, Suits
etc. 75% Rayon, 25% Cotton. All full
bolts, All First Quality. Completely machine washable and 54" wide. Choose from
Solids and matching plaids. All at a rid7
icutous low,low price!
• • # ••••••••••#•••-•

1,000 yards only!/
1
2 to 2 yard lengths
Regular $3.99 to $5.99 wird

/
1
2 to 2 yard Mill Ends of fine quality Polyester double Knits from
our own Mills. A large variety of
solids, fancies,yarn dyed Jacquards,
menswear knits etc. Hurry, for this
Sensational Knit buy!

Remnant House
Offers You Lowest Prices
and MUCH MORE
* OUTSTANDING SELECTION
•
*SUPERIOR QUALITY
*FAMOUS NAME FASHION FABRICS
*YOUR MONEY BACK IF NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED

204 W. WASHINGTON

Paris, Tn.

9 - 5(M - Th)
9 - 6 (Friday)
9 - 5:30 (Saturday)
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Inside Country Music

By Darrell Rowlett
With Youngstreet Productions heading for Nashville to
work on the new season's "Hee
Haw" show, word has come
from co-producer Sam Louvullo
that several innovations are in
the offing.
The fall segments will have
some new faces. Added to the.
"Daisy Mae" set are Maryann
Gordon, Misty Rowe, and Ann
Randall. Sherri Miles and Ulu
Roman have departed.
"Hee Haw" still retains its
position as the number one
rated syndicated television
show on the major networks.
Spawned from an idea by
Executive Producers Frank
Peppiatt and John Aylesworth,
the show has been taped in the
studios of WLAC-TV in Nashville since inception. According
to Archie Campbell, "Nashville
is the home of country music. It
is only natural that Hollywood
would look here for a successful
country show."
This writer will be in Nashville in weeks to come attending the closed tapings at
Channel 5. It is an enlightening
experience. Roly-poly Junior
Samples is especially entertaining.
At the December tapings, Roy
Clark had agreed to an interview after doing a cornfield
segment with Junior Samples.
However, when they got in front
of the camera, Roy stated,
"We've got to get these finished
in ten minutes because I've got
to get across town for a
meeting.Canadian comic Gordie Tapp
whispered to me, "He's not
really leaving. Junior is just
funnier when he's rushed."
What he meant was that.
Samples is funnier when he is
hurried and confused.
The cornfield bit pressed on
for 30 minutes with Junior
becoming progressively worse
at repeating his lines. The
cameras recorded every
mistake gleefully. Finally,
when the portion was finished.
Roresid, "It's so late, I think
I'll just skip the meeting."
Junior never knew different.
Junior's singing is also
unusual. The show's brass
decided last winter to allow him
to vocalize a bit and sprung it
on him without warning.
So, without even the benefit of

timely

A REPUBLIC IF YOU CAN
KEEP IT; by Earl Warren;
Quadrangle Books; 203 pages;
$6.95.
Reviewed By
JOHN PINKERMAN
Copley News Service

Ray
- - - Clark
a rehearsal, the Nashville
sidemen accompanied the
comedian in a half-dozen old
tunes. When he would finish
one, Bill Davis,the co-producer,

Junior Samples
would ask over the studio
speaker,"Do you know another
one, Junior?"
"If I can remember the
words," was the reply.
Davis replied, "Pause
somewhere in the song to let the
musicians get in their hot
licks." The pause came in the
middle of a line. Now who
believes Junior isn't real?
The columnist got irpostcard
recently from the show's K-O-RN announcer Don Harron.
Seems this writer had
misspelled his name in a couple
magazine articled': According to
Don, "It's H-a-r-r-o-n, not the
bird who stands on one leg."
Besides his success on the
road and with "Hee Haw," Roy
Clark is enjoying the popularity
of his new ecology song tagged
"Ode To A Critter" on the Dot
label.

-ThecBtass`Lante14,
Western Kentucky's

Williams Glass Named Cortifitod Glass Installer

REVIEW

New Faces Added To Warren
'Hee Haw' This Fall comments

%lost t.niqu.e

Restaurant.

,
Char broiled Steaks
featuring

Open 7 Days a Week
Mon Thor. 5-10 p.m. Fri.-Sat 5 11 30 pm.
Sun 11 am, to 9 p.m

crliec73assq,anteefiltstauthrit
AURORA, KY

BOATS - BOATS
and MORE BOATS!
II you are tired of floating around in that ole tub or even
worse, sitting on the bank watching those lucky people on
'the water having a ball. Why not come on down to
Panorama Shores and see just bow easy It is to get on the
water.

We offer you a try before you buy! Deal, then
you can be sure you're getting the right rig.
We handle mostly sharp runabouts and ski rigs as well as
low price and luxury Pontoons. Largest stock of sharp
boats for miles around.
Grayson McClure
D-B-A HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
94 East out of Murray to 280 to 614 to Panorama. Stay on
blacktop to boats.
See Dane McClure, Jerry Henry, Don or Grayson
McClure

Happy Holiday Travel
incorperaiipd
' PANORAMA SHORES
Demonstrations
* Holidays

Nile Phone
436-5483

In the wake of the shooting of
Alabama Gov. George Wallace,
a new book by former Chief
Justice of the United States
Earl Warren comes as a timely
commentary on a crisis of our
times.
Warren, whose impeachment
was demanded by his ultra
conservative enemies for a
number of years, would seem
to surprise these critics in the
sober and scholarly look he
takes at the state of the nation
in regard to fulfillment of what
the American Constitution
stands for.
He records vivid bits of
history connected with the
writing and approval of the
Constitution - the bitter
wrangling, the emotion and the
reluctant agreement among
the new nation's delegates to
the constitutional convention.
He recites the words of Benjamin Franklin who was approached by a woman as he
emerged from the final
meeting at which agreement
had been reached with a query,
"Well, doctor, what have we
got, a republic or a monarchy?
Franklin thought a moment,
then replied, -A republic, if you
can keep it."
Warren, throughout his work,
emphasizes the dangers in
polarization of extreme view
and stresses the need for
bringing the 200 million people
of America together. He does
not use the word "compromise" but in another
reference to Franklin he indicates that if chaos, violence
and destruction are to be
avoided some degree of accommodation must be accepted by
the radicals of left and right
and by the great majority of
centrists.
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Williams Radiator & Glass the latest safety advancement Sahler said.
Co., 1107 Chestnut St., has bean in automotive windshields,
Libbey -Owens-Ford
pernamed a Certified Safeti•Seal designed to reduce the sonnel will maintain regular
installer by Libbery-Owens- likelihood and-or severity of contact with participating inFord Company, the nation's injuries resulting
from stallers to assure compliance
major supplier of automotive *passengers striking the wind- with the practices agreed to in
safety glass, it has been an- shield in an accident," Mr. the program.
nounced by Richard A. Sahler,
L-O-F regional auto glass
replacement market manager.
Under terms of the nationCH. 3
CH. 4
CH. a
CH. 29
CH. 5
CH. 8
CH. 12
WSIL
WSM
WPSD
wide program, participating
WDXR
WLAC
W_SIX
KFVS
6:30 Dragnet
Spts.-Act.
6:30
Stann-Gunn
6:30
4:30
Your-Life
700
Tell-Truth
6:30
Or.
-Acres
installers of replacement
1:00 Baseball
7'00 Special
7:30 Theatre-29
700 Sanford-Son
7:00 O'Hara
7.00Brady-Bunc 6:30 Buck-Owens
automotive safety glass agree
O'Hara
10:00 News
7:00
patridoe
800 Room -222
Creature 9:30
7,30
7:30
8:00 Movie
Movie
11:00 Movie
Feature
1100 Room-222
9:30 Gov. & 7.41,
:30 Felony-Sgd.
to perfrom installation work- 8:30 Odd-Couple 10:30 Tonight
Love-Am:30 Odd-Couple e:30 Gov."9":J•
10:00 News
10:00 News
10:00 News
manship that meets U.S. 9:00
10:00 News
Style
10:30 Bedroom 10:10 Tonight
9:00 Love-Style
10:10 Mason
10,00 News
Department of Transportation
Theatre
11:30 Movie
10:00 Chaparral 10:10 Movie
10:30 Dick-Cavett
1 0 : 30 At? e r 11:00 News
standards on all certified in12:00 Movie
Midnight
11:30 Cavett
stallations using the L-0-F i
Shock Absorber or super Shock
Absorber windshield.
10:00 Bible-Story
700 Bugs
Bunny 7:00 RFD
The L-0-F Certified Safeti- 7:00 Jerry-Lewis 6:25 Agriculture
6:00 Sunrise
7:00 Stooges
10:30 Movie
7:30 Scooby
Do0 7:30 Fence-Post
7:30 Rd-Runner
6:30 News
6:55 Digest
8:00 Phantom
Seal designation further
8:00 Globetrotters 7,55 News
8.00 Phantom
Bunny 12:00 Broadway 7:00 Dolittle
7:00 Bugs
4:30 Jackson 5
identifies the
0:00 woodpecker
installer's 8.30 Jackson-5
7:30 Scooby
Do* Sept.
7.30 Deputy-Dawg 8:30 Hair Bear
9:00 Bewitched
9:00 Pebbles
0:00 Globetrotters 12:30 Ultra-Man
13:30 Pnk Panther 9:30 Lidsville
8:00 Woodpecker
registered agreement to follow 9:DO Bewitched
930 Archie
1 :00 Horse-Opry
Lidsville
0:30 Hair Bear
9:00 Jetson
8:30 Panther
10:00 Curiosity
specified ethical business 9:30
10:00 Josie
2:30 Monroes
10:00 CUriouSity
4:00 Pebbles
9:30 Barrier Reef 11:00 Soul-Train
9:00 Jelsons
11:00
3:30
I-Led-3-Lives
Monkees
practices in the best interests of 11:00 Quest
Archie
9:30
9:30 Barrier-Reef
10:00 Bill-Cosby
12:00 Bandstand
11:30 Council
0:00 SF -Theatre
11:30 Lancelot
10:00 Sabrina
11:00 Mr. Wizard 1:00 Workshop
10:00 Giant step
both car owners and insurance
12:00
Council
4:30 Wrestling
10:30 Josie
12:00 Basketball
11:30 Bugaloos
1:3.Q Wrestling
11'
00 Mr- - Witard 1:00 Gilligan
companies,
5:30 Sea-Hunt
including
11:00 Monkees
a
12:00 Insight
1:00 Movie
11:30 Auditions
W atrt
ers-World 11:30 You-There
4
2:00
30 spo
1:30 Pitstop
4:00
Roller-Games
12:30
preliminary inspection of 4:00 SpOrts
Movie
12:00 Tarzan
Spts.-ChaIng4
3:00
2:00
Roller-Derb
4:00 Avengers
y
7:00 Baseball
2:00 Blackwood-Derby 1,00 Golf
3:30 TBA
damaged windshields, use of 5:30 Roller
3:00 Truth-or-Con. 5:00
9:00
Playboy
Fam,
Wilburn -Bros.
2:00 Baseball
6:30 Welk
3:30 Community10:00 News
glass meeting original equip- 7:30 MOVie
2:30 Movie
5:30 News
5:00 Wagoner
5:30 Lassie
Cent.
10:30 Wrestling
5:00
6:00 News
News
5:300
ment standards and an in- 1000 News
6:00 Welk
4:00 Movie
11:30
Creature5:30 News
6:30 Accent
5:30 Nash.-Music
5,00 Big-Valley
7:00 Bewitched
surance claim
Feature
verification 10. 15 Movie
6:00 Hee-Haw
1:00 Emergency
6:00 News
7:30 Movie
4:00 Hee-Haw
11:00 Movie
procedure.
6:30 Superman
10:00 Chaparral 7:00 Special
7:00 Special
y
1100::3000
730 The-Family
7:00 Emergency
11:00 News
"By installing L-O-F's Shock
7:30 The-Family
Movie
8:00 Van-Dyke
8:00 Movie
11:30 Movie
8:00 Van-Dyke
Absorber and super Shock
8:30
Arnie
10:00 News
8:30 Arnie
9:00 Mission-Imp.
10:30 Movie
Absorber windshields where
9:00 Mission: Imp.
10:00
News
12:00 Avengers
10:00 News
applicable, Williams Radiator
10:30 Virginian
10:30 mason
Glass Co. will be providing
11:30 Movie
'its replacement customers with
\

Franklin in this regard said,
also at the constitutional
convention in his plea for
compromise, "I cannot help
expressing a wish that every
member of the convention who
may still have objections to it
t the new Constitution), would,
with me,on this occasion doubt
a little of his own infallibility and to make manifest our
unanimity, put his name to this
instrument."
Warren addresses himself to
crime and to violence, and calls
the situation intolerable, but he
also addresses himself to the
underlying causes of such
situations - the growth of
slums, the deterioration of our
cities where most crime is
spawned, plus understaffed, illtrained and underpaid police
departments with responsibilities often far beyond their
capabilities.
And, he seems to get to the
crux of the problem that some
say has produced national
sickness when he says,
"Human nature has not
changed, nor will it. ... If we
are
to
overcome
the
divisiveness that pervades the
world today, we need to be
guided in our actions by reason
rather than prejudice, and by
the American manners of
another day which manifested
the good will that can flow from
a sense of equality and from the
recognition of human dignity in
all. ... We need, and badly, the
reestablishment of a moral
tone for our nation ... a
national ethic which springs
frotn the hearts and minds and
acti...rts of its citizens one of
open-mindedness
which
recognizes common decency,
honesty and fair dealing in both
public and private life."
Earl Warren is nearly 190'
degrees away from George
Wallace in political and social
philosophy, but his final
warning, quoted frcei,tiviate
and famed Supreme Court
Justice Louis Brandeis, might
serve to put a finger on the ugly
national mood that comes with
polarization and doubts on the
rights of men like Wallace to
speak out as they see fit on
national and global subjects.
Brandeis said: "Those who
won our independence believed
... that the greatest menace to
freedom is an inert people, that
• •lic discussion is a political
duty and -that this itiould be a
fundamental principle of the
American government. ..
eschewed silence coerced
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ISLEGoodrich
Vacation Special!

SALE
OUR BEST
4-PLY TIRE
ALl'AVICif

THE SILVERTOWN HT
•Tough Polyester'Cord II Wide "78" profile
II Extra deep tread •Special curb scuff protection

1

i

88

NOW
PRICED AS
LOW AS

Blackwell else D78-13
plus federal excise
tax cif $1.97 plus
trade-in.

Regular
Federal
Size
Trade-in Price
Side Price
Excise T•x
078-13
$26.35
$18.1.11
$1 97
C713-14
26.45
23.71
2 08
078-14
27.45
24.70
2 24
F78.14
29.05
27.14
2.39
078-14
31.85
28.86
2 56
H78-14
34.90
31.41
2.75
F78.15
29.80
26.82
2 43
078-15
32.65
29.18
2 63
H78.35
35.80
32.22
2.81
Prices above blackivall: whitewalls slightly higher.

'414411211111
,

ATTENTION:CAMPERS

is
to,

Built for punishment! The rugged tire
that's right for your camper, van or
delivery truck. Maximum performance
and minimum cost per mile ... now at
extra savings!
NOW AS LOW AS

4WAYS TO CHARGE

Regular
Trede.in
$27.45
34.90
23.65
29.00
33 10
45.35

$2700
Size 6.70x15
-1.78

We Specialize in

FARM & TRUCK
TIRE REPAIR
Check With Us Before
You Buy!

1.1.1118..1.6
Otters as shown at 8 F Goodrich Stores, competitively priced at 8 F
Goodrich ()eaters

REVOLVING CHARGE

AMERICAN EXPRESS

MASTER CHARGE

BANKAMERICARD

Master Tire Service Inc. etiN
Coldwater Road at Five Points

Phone 753-3164
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Size
670-15(6 ply)
700 15(6 ply)
600.16(6 ply)
65016(6 ply)
700 16(6 ply)
750 16(8 ply)
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• BEG's low-priced all season,
all surface truck tire • Extra
deep biting traction on or on the
highway • Self-cleaning cleats

POWER EXPRESS
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pin trade-is
May Sale
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Price
Excise Ti*
624.88
$2.44
110.111
2.84
MU
236
25.1111t
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29.68
3.00
40.88
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TRACTION PLUS

(PICKUP TRUCK AND VAN OWNERS,TOO)
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Tax Relief Available To Some Victims

Sunday
School
Lesson
By Dr. H. C. Chiles

es
re
es
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WHAT IS THE DEVOTIONAL LIFE?
For the believer in Christ the devotional life has to do with the
time which he devotes tp prayer, the study of God's Word, worship, and meditation on Ifis will. Of course,these things will result
in obedient and dedicated service for the Lord.
- Acts 10:14
Although Christ had commanded His disciples to go into all the
world and preach the gospel to every creature, they had been
amazingly low in undertaking this glorious task. The Jews had
enjoyee exclusive privileges, but they had abused them. Their
attitude toward all others was that of great disdain. They
arrogated to themselves the opinion that they were better than
others and that God loved them only. As yet, they did not believe
that the Lord's salvation was available to the Gentiles, as well as
to them. They still thought that the Gentiles were outside the
covenant mercies of God,and without any possibility of admission
to His favor. But this lesson makes it clear that His grace flows
alike to Jews and Gentiles.
Cornelius, a Gentile, was a military officer in command of a
hundred soldiers at Caesarea. He was a God-fearing man, dutyperforming, alms-giving, and prayer-offering man. To him God
vouchsafed a vision in which he saw an angel approaching him.
Imagine the thrill that came to him when the angel bade him to
send to Joppa and to ask for Peter, who would instruct him as to
what tie should do. Cornelius did as the heavenly messenger told
him. God knew Peter, where he was in whose house he was
staying and the location thereof, and the business of the man
where he lodged. He also knew the prejudice of Peter, which had
to be overcome before he could be helpful to Cornelius.
Bear in mind that Peter had been reared as a strict Jew. He had
been taught to regard every Gentle as unclean. He had no idea of
entering the home of a Gentile. He thought that to touch a Gentile.
would render him unfit to join in the worship of God.
Meanwhile, it became necesary for God to convince Peter that
he should go beyond the barriers of nationality and minister to
Cornelius. In those days God frequently used visions to give information and guidance CO His people. On this occasion He used a
special vision to show Peter how he ought to regard the Gentiles,
and to teach him much-needed lesson about the necessity of
carrying the gospel to them.
Acts 10: 30-33
Enlightened by the Holy Spirit and directed by Him as`to what
he should do, Peter went with the messengers who had come for
him to the home of Cornelius, who was awaiting his arrivalwith
great anticipation. Upon entering the house and finding an interesting audience composed of the relatives and close friends of
Cornelius, Peter informed those present that he was in their midst
by the direction of the Lord and in obedience to Him. He frankly
told them of his former prejudices toward the Gentile, and then
added that "God hath showed me that I should not call any man
common or unclean."
After inquiring as to why his presence was desired by them,
Peter was told that they had assembled "to hear all things that
are commanded thee of God". Forthwith Peter preached the
gospel of Christ to them.
There is something unusual about. tkianervieef namely, that
befqre the preacher began his saloon the members of the
congregadtin could say to him:"We are all here prestut". One of
the embarrassing features to rightly taught and cultured people
is the lack of punctuality on the part of many who attend church
services in these days. Not only was that congregation punctual,
but it was also reverent and attentive. They had assembled to
hear God's message through His servant. It was a praying
congregation. It was a truth-seeking congregation also. They
wanted to know the whole counsel of God. They were prepared to
accept whatever God commanded them through His messenger.
It was a witnessing congregation. Would that each of the
assemblies of God's people possessed the characteristics of that
splendid congregation which Peter addressed!
Being a man of prayer, and having a world vision as a result of
earnest praying, it is not surprising that Peter delivered to them
the "World which God sent". He had no desire to entertain those
seekers after the truth with travelogues or tales of Jewish
customs. Knowing that they were hungering for the truth, he was
careful to feed them to the best of his ability to do so. His message
centered in Christ, Who alone could save them. It is encouraging
to know that when a man of God proclaims the Holy Scriptures in
loving obedience the Holy Spirit will use them. Then the saved are
refreshed, the lost are saved,the church is blessed, and the Lord
is glorified.

son.
Extra
tithe
cleats

Louisville, Ky.-The Form M3. The deadline for Information on Disasters,
Petsident's declaration that doing this for claendar year Casualty Losses and Thefts",
parts of Kentucky are a disaster returns is July 17, 1972.
describes, procedures for
area as a result of the storms
Amended returns should be claiming casualty losses. For a
and floods which occurred on or filed on Form 1040-X. Copies of free copy send a post card to the
about April 2, 197, makes the form arid instructions for its District Director, Internal
special tax benefits available to use are available at local IRS Revenue Service, P.O. Box 60,
disaster victims.
offices.
Louisville, Kentucky 40201.
Robert J. Dath, District
Mr. Dath advised taxpayers
Director of Internal Revenue suffering losses in storms and
for Kentucky, said that victims floods to prepare and retain
may deduct their casualty records and information
losses on their 1971 Federal establishing the amount of their
income tax returns instead of losses.
waiting until next year. Since
Nonbusiness casualty loss
1971 returns have already been deductions are limited to the
From the Paducah
filed, taxpayers may deduct amount over $100 for each
Social Security Office
their losses
by filing an casualty.
Have y ou heard anyone make
amended return or a Claim
IRS Publication 547, "Tax the statement, "I'll never live
long enough to draw my social
security" If so, did you ever
stop to ask, •'How long will it be
before I will be on the receiving
end of social security?"
Most of us think of social
security as being something for
our "old age" but actually it is
insurance for the younger
generation as
-

Social Security
Aids The Young

Take for example a young
man named Don Kennedy of
Lufkin, Texas. While serving in
Viet-Nam, Don fell through the
roof of an old airplane hanger to
the floor 25 feet below. For the
next eight months Don was in
military hospitals in Viet-Nam,
Japan and the United States.
As a result of his injuries, Don is
partially paralyzed in both legs.
knew the Veterans
Don
Administration would pay him
and his family monthly compensation payments, but he had
no idea anyone only 26 years
old might qualify for payments
from social security. Another
patient in the hospital told Don
he should contact the social
security representative who
came to the hospital regularly.

teacher
gets 'F' for pursuit
Amorous

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I've heard of students having crushes on
their teachers, but what about the teacher who has is,crush
on a student?
There's this 14-year-old girl in one of my thisses who is
just beautiful. I can't keep my eyes off her even tho she is
half my age.
Do other teachers hay* problems like this? What's to be
done? My clas& is her favorite class. I don't believe in
anonymous letters so I will sign my name, but please respect my need for anonymity.
TEMPTED TEACHER
DEAR TEACHER: Teachers have crushes on students for the same reason students have crushes on teachers. Immaturity. fI refer to a 14-year-old panting after a
28-year-old, and vice versa.] What's to be done! Admire her
from afar and keep your eyes, your thoughts land everything else I off her. Small wonder your class is her "favorite." You've telegraphed your feelings to her, and she got
the message.

Don did this, and as a result
he began receiving monthly
payments from social security
effective with the 7th month
following his injury. His wife
Terry Lynn and young son
David Scott receive monthly
checks too from social security.
The social security payments
along with VA compensation
payments make it possible for
Don to return to school to
prepare for a career that he will
be able to handle in his physical
condition.

DEAR ABBY: I live near a lovely elderly couple who
buried their only daughter two years ago.
Before this daughter's death she started an afghan for
her mother. She was about three-quarters finished when
she passed away, poor soul. Well, I love to do needlework
and had plenty of time, so I offered to finish the afghan. My
neighbor said she would be grateful if only I would.
finished it-gladly. and; will I presented it to my
-neighbor we both cried. Abby, I was so happy to do that small favor for my
neighbor, but she spoiled it all when she gave me a beautiful appreciation card with a 820 bill in it. I was so hurt I
just didn't know what to do. I didn't want any pay. I felt it
was an honor to finish something her daughter had started
for her.
I still vant to return the $20, but my husband says I
will hurt her feelings something terrible. Please help me
decide.
HURT
DEAR HURT: Consider the woman's feelings. She expressed her appreciation In a manner that she thought
fitting. Don't fault her, 1 think your husband is right.

Terry limn, and David
tt, will continue to receive
as long as his condition
prevents him from working.
If Don attempts to return to
work before he completely
recovers, he will be allowed a
nine month trial work period in
order to see if he is able to work.
At the end of this nine month
period, social security will
review his case to see if he
meets the requirements for
disability. If he is no longer
"disabled" his checks would be
discontinued after an additional
three months.

DEAR ABBY: "HARD OF HEARING" asks, "So what
do I do when Icup my ear and strain to hear until I am
nearly exhausted, and people look at me as the to say, 'I'll
give this cheap dumb cluck who's deaf and won't wear a
hearing aid a hard time and refuse to speak up'?"
Let me tell you about a friend of mine. He wears a
dummy hearing aid, which looks exactly like a real one,
but isn't. His explanation:
"I have a partial hearing loss, but I can hear all right if
people will speak up. But for some strange reason they
resent being told to speak up. I used to wear a real hearing
aid, which as soon as it was discovered, caused everyone to
talk so loudly to me they practically shattered my eardrum.
So now I wear a dummy hearing aid, which causes people
to speak up as soon as they see it."
MRS. H.: ROSWELL, N MEX.
DEAR MRS. H.: Hear. hear!

AN ADVANCE REACTION- The Japanese Silky Chicken seems te be taken
back by the elongated mover of an ostrich which has been trying to play mother. The feathered pair are residents of the Lion Country safari, an animal park at Grand Prairie, Texas.

Members of the finely honed •• Dark Victory", "Juarez", and
team of professional en- -The Charge of the Light
tertainers who made Warner Brigade" will be used to explain
Brothers a top-ranked studio in the 'impact of Hollywood on
the Depression years will be American life in the '30s.
During the interviews conreunited on -The Movie Crazy
Years" at 9:30 p.m. EDT, June
13, on Kentucky Educational
Television.
"The Movie Crazy Years", is
an NET Playhouse documentary which matches film clips of
the times with modern day
comments from surviving
stars, directors and writers.
The program is a repeat of a
February
1971,
Public
Broadcasting Service broadcast.
"Variety" has called "The
Movie Crazy Years" "always
compelling viewing, with a
Boats that are completely ready
minimum of the hokum and
hoopla too often applied to
to go for you and your family to
appraisals of the Hollywood of
use and enjoy! Just add water.
the past."
-Entertainers who will be
Grayson McClure
interviewed include Bette
fl-B-A HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL, INC
Davis, Edward G. Robinson,
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell,
94 East out of Murray to 280 to 614 to Panorama. Stay on
Olivia de Havilland, writers
blacktop to boats.
Dalton Trumbo and John
See Dane McClure, Jerry Henry,Don or Grayson McClure
Bright, producer Hal Wallis,
and directors William Wellman,
Marvyn Leroy and Busby
Berkeley. Excerpts from
Incorporated
movies such as "Jezebel"
Demonstrations PANORAMA SHORES
Nite Phone
"Little Caesar". "Public
vailable
evenings
Holidays
early
&
436-5483
Enemy," "42nd Street", "I Am
a Fugitive from a Chain Gang,"

BOATS!!
* Fast Red Hot Ski Boats
* Roomy Runabouts
* Pontoon Boats
(BIG UNS & LITTLE UNS)

Happy Holiday Travel

THE
MARVELOUS

MIDRIFF
BLOUSE

All social security records are
confidential and may not be
disclosed to the general public.
However, in order that other
young people may be aware of
their rights under the social
security law, Don
has
graciously consented to having
his story told.
Well, if all goes well you won't
qualify for any social security
payments until you reach age
62. But here in the Paducah
area there are about 2,350
people who, like Don Kennedy.
weren't so lucky. They receive
monthly disability benefits
from social security. In addition
to benefits for these disabled
workers, their dependentsabout 1900 of them-get monthly checks, totaling about
$375,000.
For additional information
about social security disability
benefits, phone your nearest
social security office.

DEAR ABBY: I was pleased with your handling of the
Reverend Problem in Meadville, Pa.
I am a 76-year-old retired Lutheran pastor and I do not
resent it when someone says, "Good morning, Reverend"
Some people do not always remember my last name.
Doctors are called "Doctor," and Catholic priests are
called "Father," and rabbis are called "Rabbi," so why is
our friend in Meadville so sensitive?
JUST AN OLD REVEREND
Problems! Trust Abby. For a personal reply, write to
ABBY, BOX MN, L. A., CALIF. NM and enclose a
damped, addressed envelope.

ducted by movie reviewer
Richar0 Schickel, Edward G.
Robinson admits that he was
gun-shy during the filming of
"Little Caesar",; Joan Blondell
recalls tough-guy Jimmy
Cagney as "a very wonderful
ballet dancer"; and William
Wellman tells of advising
Humphrey Bogart to stick with
his lisp because "it's part of
you."

'The Movie Crazy Years'
To Reunite Entertainers

ONLY

Protect Your Ears
A BIG ONE- Looming high across the Columbia
R,ver near Kalama, Wash., ie the almost-complete giant
cooling tower for the Trojan nuclear power installation.

Hate to write letters! Seed SI to Abby, Box are& los
Angeles. Cal. 900415, for Abby's booklet, "How to Write Lei.
tars for All Occasions."

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Sunday
_

RD

CH. 3
CH. 5
CH. 4
CH, 6
CH. 8
CH. 12
7:00 Semester
WSIL
WSM
6,00 Close-up
WPSD
WM(
7:10
Jubilee
7,15 The Life
7:15 Digest
6:30 News
9:30 Truth
6,302 Worship
7:43 Story
7 30 Lost-in-Space $:00 Tipton
7:00 Answer
7:00 Gospel
8 : 30 .1, Robison 10:00 close-up
8:15 Phelps Bros. 8,30 Discovery
Gospel
7,30 Tomorrow
10:30
'I:"
Truth
900
Good
-News
8:30 Oral Roberts 9.00 Troth
COO Tom Jerry
Biele-Class
9:30 Oral-Roberts 10:30 Gospel Hr 8:00
9:00 Gospel
Goolres
8:30
9:30
The-Life
8:30
Doolittle
Stooges
II:00
r
10:00
10:00 Bullwinkle
Faith
9:3000ubledeckers 1,00 Special
Worship
10,30 Dimension 1 1:le Deputy .
10,30 Make-Wish 10,00
10:00 Bullwinkle
10:30 Written
10:00 Camera 1
Dawg
11:0 Dragon
11:00 Wizard
10:30 Make-Wish 10:30 Nation
Montage n 12:00 Meet-Press
11:Ge Face-Natio
11:30 Doubled
11:30
Bugaloos
11,00
Quest
11:30
11:00 Lamp-Unto
12:30 Ky.-Atieid
eckers
12:00 Reports
12:00 Meet-Press 12:30
11:30 The-Life
11,30 Lancelot
1:00 Lou-Moore
12:00 Directions
Movie
1:00 Baseball
12:00 News-Conf. 12,00 Lester-Fat
• 1:00 Lou-Moore
12:30 Iss.11,Ans,
2,30
Tennis
'400 Golf
12:30 Soul-City
12:30 Film
1:30 Ky.-Afield
1:00 Movie
3:b0 Fishing
1:00 Movie
:00 Rollin'
2:00 AAU
2:00 Movie
3,30 Tennis
2:10 Auto-Racing:30
3:00
Golf
News
3:30 Tennis
Dugout
3:30
4,30 Milwaukee4:00 Kid-Talk
COO News
3,30 Baseball
4,00 Kid-Talk
4:30 Animal-Wrld. 4:00 Baseball
150 .
•44-.30 Disney•
Munson
6:00
4 30 Animal-world
5:00 0-Miautes
Di/heY
6'13
° J.-Stewart
.
5'00 Wfesrlin9
6:30 Anderson
5:00 0-Minutes
7:30
6,00 Wild Kingdom 730
Bonanza
6:00 News
8:00 J.-Stewart
7:00 FBI
500 Lassie
8:00 Bonanza
6:30 Movie
630 Your-Life
9:00 Bold Ones
6:30 movie
11,00 Movie
7,00 FBI
11:30 C.ade's Co. 9:00 Bold-Ones
10:00
0:30 Cade's-Co.
News
10:00
Persuaders
News
10!00
9:30
8:00 Movie
W.0
.Fields
10:30 Name-of*4430 Forum
11:00 News
10,30 Movie
News
11:00
10:00 News
Ga
me
10:00 News
11
Hr
Gosp
- 30
11:15 Big-Valley
0,15 Movie
10:30 Virginian
somommiason, -

A farmer who is exposed to
high noise levels may gradually
lose
hearing, say
his
agricultural enginners at the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture. The safe level
set by industry is 85 decibels,
but tractor tests at the
University of Nebraska show
that many farm tractors go
over 90 decibels at 75 percent of
full load. That's about what
many tractors average while
plowing, disking, or doing
power take-off work. If you
have noisy machinery, you
should wear ear protectorsear sottlfit or ear plugs-if you
run the equipment regularly,
the UK engineers say. You
hearing is in danger if you
notice ringing in your ears or if
you can't hear high-pitched
sounds after using machinery
for several hours.

,
CR. 73
WDXR
730 Outreach
800 music-Train
030 Bible-Baptist
9:00 Temple
10:00 Lester-Fam
10:30 Theatre
12:00 Outer-Limits
Cowtown1:00
Rodeo
2:00 Victory-Atsea
2:30 High & Wild
3:00 Prayer
4:00 Theatre
5:00 The-Saint
6:00 vex. Fields
7:30 Movie
930 UntamedWrld.
10:00 News
10:30 Showcase

Get a good tan and cover it up-Never! Not this year. Uncover
is the big word. Show off your
feminine appeal. Popular in
Europe for years and finally
brought to you by Big K. Midriff blouses of 65/35 Polyester
and Cotton. El asticized bottom
and bow trim, Assorted colors.
Small, medium and large.

-titr .Shopping Center'
Bel
.9_9 mon
753-8777
1-6 Sundays
Acres of Free Parking
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Regional DECA
Home Economist Discusses
Cooking the Natural Way Club Elects
•

By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures Writer
You can have your cake

lind epjoy the last bite of it
without artificial flavors,
colors, preservatives, chem-

about trying recipes from
scratch and substituting such
basics as whole grains for refined, bleached and enriched
products: brown rice instead of
white; honey and molasses instead of sugar" she points out.
In converting to haste foods
there will be challenges. Whole
wheat flour has a different absorption value from white flour,
requiring more liquid, and it
has proportionately less gluten.
the protein that provides wheat

icals or hydrogenated fats.
All you must do is bake it
yourself, and that's easy, when
you've learned the natural way.
says food expert Jean Hewitt.
Mrs. Hewitt. home economist and food reporter for The
New York Times. got into the
natural foods habit full blast
when she began testing and selecting recipes for her book,
"The New York Times Natural
Foods Cookbook."
"Natural foods are those that
are as close to their natural
state as possible," she explains.
"Nothing has been taken out
and nothing put back into them.
And we are going back to
them."
Although women are confused reading about health
foods . . . organic foods... vegetarianism .. . macrobiotic
diets ... all basic foods are
health foods. Mrs. Hewitt says,
and natural foods were the
JEAN HEWITT
mainstays of great-grandma's
pantry. Her shelves might have
resembled today's health food with the elasticity to rise. It
store with nuts, raisins, whole must be kneaded well to develwheat flour, honey, molasses, op gluten, although a little
homemade preserves, fresh white flour (unbleached) may
be added to make a lighter texfruits, vegetables.
How far one returns to natu- tured bread.
Stone ground whole wheat
ral foods depends on one's capacity for change,•Mrs. Hewitt flour is preferable because
grinding it between stones genobserves.
"Short-cuts to booking — erates less of the friction and
mixes and processed foods — heat that could destroy nutrihave made homemakers timid ents.

(

HUNDREDS CC \ 'THE CABIN BO? 4145 likUNCED
PIRATES SWARMED
SO HE PLAYED P056UM
ABOARD THE 5141,'

Mrs. Hewitt's book provides
recipes for baby foods. which
she says can be prepared conveniently when the family's
own fresh vegetables are prepared. Before seasoning, just
remove and mash baby's share.
There are recipes, too, for
liver haters, for homemade
bread and pasta — "the wholewheat noodles are delicious" —
mayonnaise, relishes, candies.
A delicious cookie is made without sugar or flour and can be
eaten raw, cooked, frozen.
She has provided many vegetable dishes, such as eggplant
steak, because she says Americans eat too much red meat.
Mrs. Hewitt recommends
eating one all-vegetable meal a
week as a nutritious alternative.
She points out that there are
food fads, like the macrobiotic
diet. There, however, nutritional balance takes second
place to its main idea of achieving a balance between Yin
(equated with acidity and expansion) and Yang (alkalinity
and contraction), and the need
for love while cooking. The zen
macrobiotic diet no connection
with Zen Buddhism) is potentially dangerous, the home
economist says, with its ultimate goal being a diet consisting exclusively of unpolished rice.
Mrs. Hewitt is not a purist
but she doesn't believe in fad
diets. We can only be well nourished by eating a wide variety
of foods, and if we do, we will
have no need for vitamin pills,
she says.

WHEN A PERSON PRETENDS
THAT HE'S DEAD, LJE CALL
iT "PLAgIN6 POSSUM"

Randy Knight, Paducah
Tilghman, was elected to serve
as the new president of the first
region Distributive Education
Club of America, at a recent
meeting held at West Hopkins
High School.
Students from twenty schools
of the first region listened to
campaign speeches made by
the candidates. After their
speeches, the candidates were
questioned about the office they
were seeking. The voting
delegates then voted for the
candidate of their choice.
Other officers elected were
Majorie Crump, Trigg County,
vice-president. Secretary was
_Brenda Shaw of Paducah Tilghman. Sam Thomas, Trigg
County was elected treasurer.
Donna Foust, North Marshall
was elected reporter, and
Phyllis Cansler, Christian
County
was
elected
parliamentarian.
The new officers will be installed at the state leadership
camp at Harrodsburg in June.

SKYLAB
NASA's Skylab project will
allow scientists to study the influence weightlessness has on
the growth, development and
evolution of organisms of
earth.
There are only about 250 species of turtles remaining in the
world today.
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PHOENIX, Ariz. — Americans are a bunch of nuts when it
comes to old things. They collect anything from antique cars
to sun-colored medicine bottles.
One of the newest fads for the
collector is barbed wire. Al
Maurer, who has been hung up
on barbed wire for more than 10
years, claims there are at least
10,000 people around the country just as sharp on the idea.
Maurer has more than 150
varieties, but that's just a beginning. "There are some 700
varieties of wire," Al says.
His interest came accidentally. Maurer, a surveyor who
moved from Pittsburgh to Arizona in 1963, was always too
busy with another hobby —
hunting old treasures with his
metal detector — to bother
much with wire.
One day while on a, hunting
expedition his horse threw him
into a barbed wire fence. "It
really made an impression on
me," he laughs, "but I had no
idea then that I would start
looking for the stuff."
A couple of years later, in
1959, when Al was poking
around in Rawhide, Nev., he
found two pieces of wire and
got curious. Later that day he
found a whole roll of wire inside
a Wells Fargo box.
Why in a box?
"It was a 'bait box,'" Al
says, "planted to fool would-be
robbers, while the real box
went on a different stagecoach."
Barbed wire has built-in historical appeal, says Al. "If you
had to pick the three things responsible for taming the American West, they would be the
Colt revolver, the Winchester
rifle and barbed wire."
Another reason for the popularity of wire collecting is that
most of the other relics of the
early days, such as guns, gold
coins, bottles, are all but gone,
or practically impossible to
find anymore.
Generally speaking there
wasn't any good reason for so
many varieties. They all
served the same purpose. At
first barbed wire kept animals
and other intruders out. Later
it was used to keep animals in.
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"The revolutionary process
in Latin America is fully under
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way," the declaration went on
to say. "We Christians do not
have and do not want to have
our own I revolutionary I way to
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Can Christianity and Marx.
common task of all those who
ism live and work together in
are compromised in the revoluLatin America?
tionary struggle."
That is what Latin AmeriThe ei4jkunter called for "a
cans are arguing now. In Mexistrategic 4liance of revolutionco, in Central America, in Co-lombia, Peru, Ecuador, in Bra- ary Christians with the Marxzil, Uruguay, Argentina and, ists in the process of liberation
of the continent. ...
even, in Marxist-run Chile.
•'This historic identification
In Mexico, the discussion is
in political action does not
becoming heated.
Bishop Sergio Mendez Arceo, mean abandonment of their
most outspoken of Mexico's faith for the Christians. To the
progressive clerics, was contrary,it makes their hope in
doused with red paint by a the future of Christ dynamic."
Talk of that sort, which was
group of youthful hoodlums
who met him at the Benito given ample distribution
Juarez airport on his arrival in through the press of Latin
Mexico from Santiago, Chile. America, troubled many people. Newspapers received letA few days earlier, Victor ters to the editor seeking to
Manzanilla Schaffer got up in demonstrate the incompatibilthe federal Senate to denounce ity of Marxism and Christian•••the political clergy," an obvi- ity. Editorial commentators
ous reference to Bishop Mendez discussed the subject from all
Arceo and to those other mem- angles.
bers of the Mexican hierarchy
Sen. ManzaniLla's statement
who feel that some rapprocheThe fact that there were so
that "it will not be the political
ment
between
Christianity
and
many kinds at least gave
clergy, or the intellectuals, or
Marxism is not only possible
homesteaders and ranchers
the radical or violent groups
but should be encouraged.
some diversion when they went
that change the course of our
Bishop Mendez Arceo was
shopping. Today it provides an
history" was widely
approbably the most prominent
interesting hobby for many
plauded.
Catholic
prelate
to
attend the
people bent on wire.
But then, at least one colrecent Latin American EnThe first piece of wire was inumnist who recalls his Mexican
counter of Christians for Sovented in 1867 by William D.
history, Abraham Lopez Lara,
cialism held in the Chilean capHunt. It's a rare item, because
writing in the newspaper Exital.
not much of it was turned out.
celsior, reminded his readers
Although the meeting osAn 18-inch piece would sell for
tensibly was organized by a that "political priests" did in$250, according to Maurer, who
group of Catholic clergymen, it deed play decisive parts in the
hasn't found a "Hunt" yet. But
enjoyed at least the moral sup- establishment and consolidahe's still looking.
port of Chilean President Sal- tion of the Mexican United
vador Allende and the Marxist States.
Michael Kelly's -thorny
The "Father of the Country,
fence" came next, in 1868. It Popular Unity coalition in
"Miguel Hidalgo, was the parhas a propeller-like barb, whose name he heads the govish priest in Dolores when he
pointed at both ends and at- ernment.
launched
Mexico's struggle for
The encounter did not have
tached to one of two twisted.
independence, Lopez Lara relines. Shortly after Kelly's ver- the approval of Chile's highest
called. Father Jose Maria
sion the patent office was de- ranking churchman, Cardinal
Morelos y Pavon led troops that
Raul Silva Henriquez.
luged with new wires, each
fought
along with Father
In
fact, the cardinal, who
having its own characteristic,
Hidalgo. Father Jose Servando
Varieties include ribbons, maintains close relations with
Teresa de Mier conspired
braids, spurs, ripples, dia- the Allende regime, sought to
against the Agustin de Iturbide,
spreads, disassociate the church in Chile
clips,
monds,
who had proclaimed himself
clinches, zigzags and saw- from the meeting.
emperor after Mexico got its
troths.
He pointedly did not attend independence.
But while most people in
Hunting old stuff, be it a fab- any of its sessions and, during
ulous treasure or a hunk of the audience he gave a group of Mexico and elsewhere vented
rusty wire, can be hazardous at encounter delegates, Cardinal their reaction in writing, a few
Silva was careful to point out youths, who left leaflets signed
times. Like the day Al stepped
that "you want to greet me and the "C.`..izi.•.;tian Anti-Communist
into a snake pit in Nevada. "I
could feel them biting around I cannot refuse to receive your League," surprised Bishop
greeting, above all if we take Mendez Arceo on his predawn
my ankle and I got out of there
into account that you are very arrival at the end of the flight
fast! My thick cowboy boots
united with us by being Chris- home from Chile. As the bishop
saved me." Another time he
was lost over half a day in a de- tians and, some of you, cleared Mexican customs and
priests." But the cardinal em- walked out of the airport buildserted mine tunnel.
phasized
that he did not want to ing, the five accosted him and
But he keeps on hunting and
attend the encounter and there- used water pistols or syringes
claims there are still some real
by "compromise the church." to drench the prelate with red
finds out there, waiting. Tops
As it turned out, the cardi- paint, as they yelled, "Red
on his list is $50,000 in gold that
nal's caution was justified.
bishop, red bishop!"
he has been tracking for years.
The group fled before surIn its final document, the enIt was lifted from a train in Aricounter sounded more Socialist prised onlookers could apprezona about 100 years ago. "I'm
hend them.
getting closer all the time," Al than Christian.
The group of some 400 clergy
says optimistically.
and laymen from 28 countries
In the meantime, there's still
a lot of wire to find, too. Some- castigated "the great powers."
"A relatively small sector of
one once estimated that at one
humanity is progressing and
time there was enough wire in
enriching itself ever more at
Arizona's Yavapai County
the expense of the oppression of
alone to build a fence around
two-thirds of the human poputhe equator.
lation. And what most pains the
conscience of the exploited peoTIRE TALK
ples is to see that their precariJackson, Tenn.—The Heart of
Goodyear predicts that 650 ous economy is nothing more
million pounds of fabric will be
than the consequence of the Dixie All-Star camps for baton
twirlers and cheerleaders from
used in the 241 million tires of
wealth and the growing wellall types and varieties probeing of the great powers. Our throughout the Southeast will be
duced in the United States in
poverty is the other side of (the held on the Lambuth College
1972.
coin of) the enrichment of the campus for four days, June 2125. Mrs. Shirley Ross of
international
exploiting
classes," the encounter de- Coosadal Ala., who conducted a
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NANCY, I WANT
YOU TO HELP
ME WITH THE
HOUSEWORK

By WILLIAM GIANDONI
Copley News Service
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Cheerleading Camp. Mrs. Ross
is a former featured twirler
with the Ole Miss Rebel Band
and a recognized teacher, judge
and authority on twirling.
Designed to provide a com-

plete training program for
beginner,- intermediate and
advanced students, instruction
will be offered for baton
twirlers,
drum
majors,
colorguards, porn-porn corps,
flag and rifle bearers, dancedrill teams, cheerleaders, pep
squads and song leaders.
Top name teachers in the
various fields will conduct the
classes including Bruce Smiley,
Troy, Ala., National Drum
Major Champ and Susan
Huntingdon. Norwich, 'Conn.,
the 1971 National Hoop baton
and .Flag Champion.
Susan Moseley from Auburn
University and Jeannie Lynn .
Tankersly, Wetumpka, Ala.,
will head The Cheetleadhiffidliff:
Other instructors include
champions from Mass-. Rhode

Island, Florida, Georgia.

Tennessee, and Louisiana.
Information concerning camp
registration, fees, etc. may be.
obtained by writing Mrs. Ross,
Tallasse Highway, Wetumplta,
Ala. 36092.
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FOR SALE

IRISH SETTER puppies, $25.00 SPINET PIANO, used, $399.95.
and 830.00. Six weeks old. Ger- IA.nardo Piano Company, across
man Short haired Pointer male, from Post Office, Paris, TenJ5C
$50.00. 10 months old. Phone 753- nessee.
7585.
J2C
SAIL BOAT, 12' Mossberg
BEDROOM SUITE, consisting of Mallard. Reinforced fiberglass
chest, bureau with mirror, hull. 76 sq. ft. nylon sail. Cost
bedstead and orthopedic mat- $52.5.00 new. Sell for $250.00.
tress and box springs. Color of 'Phone 436-2410 or 436-5519. J5NC
sweet brown, $175.00. May be
seen at 1484 Poplar or phone 753- 12'x60' MOBILE HOME with air
5238.
J2P conditioner, good condition, one
owner. Reduced. Phone 753J2C
STRAWBERRIES BLAKE- 4148.
MORE and Tennessee Beauty.
GENTLE PONY with saddle.
Pick your 'own. 25 cents quart.
1964 Chevy van,6 cylinder. Set of
Two miles North of Murray on
two-tone drums. Call 489-2595. J5C
old 641. Phone N.P. Paschall 7535166.
J2C
POOL TABLE 29" high,-48" long,
27 wide, folds up. 820.00. Phone
FOR SALE OR TRA11E
753-9242.
J5C
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WANT TO trade 1971 Kawasaki
Trail Ross for good fishing boat
Phone 753-9044.
J3P
I

IT'S HER

SECRET- No matter how hard he tried, four-year-old Timothy
Morgan couldn't seem to find the proper method for matching the bubble output of his
play•
mate, three-year-old Danette Roberts. The bubble-blowing tots are residents of Murray, Ky.

Psychologist Says Folk Music
Program To
Glossolists Do Not
Be Presented
Speak In Language
People who speak in tongues
do not speak a real languagethough they think they do-and
they have definite personality
patterns which lead them to this
type of expression. However,
they are no less and no more
healthy mentally than others,
and they come from all social
and economic backgrounds.
These are the conclusions of
John P. Kildahl, a clinical
psychologist who did intensive
research on glossolalia, or
speaking in tongues, over a
period of 10 years. Results of his
findings are presented in a new
book, "The Psychology of
Speaking
in
Tongues,"
published by Harper & Row
1$4.95).
His research was sponsored
by the National Institute of
Mental Health because of the
widespread upsurge of speaking
in tongues in
mainline
Protestant and Roman Catholic
churches beginning about 15
years ago. Dr. Kildahl's studs
was of mainline Protestant
churches only, and included
groups from coast to coast.
Psychological testing was done
of individuals and tapes were
made of performances.
Tongue-speakers are overly
dependent in temperament, Dr.
Kildahl reports. They lean
heavily on the approval of the
authority figure, the religious
leader who teaches them
glossolalia, and it is this approval that gives them their
sense of joy and well-being,
rather than the speaking itself.
If they lose the leader's approval, or if they cease to admire him, then they no longer
feel any satisfaction from
speaking in tongues, thou they
still are able to do so, he found.
Most
glossolalists
interviewed had gone through
some anxiety crisis prior to
becoming tongue-speakers, he
says, and all had suffered a
feeling that they were worthless
before becoming glossolalists.
This was not a quoit feeling, he
points out, but a sense of being
nothing.
When the ability is developed,
Dr. Kildahl reports, the tonguespeaker always experiences
exhilaation in being accepted
by an in-group and approved by
the leader. The new confidence
resulting from glosslalia extends to all areas of life, making
the speaker bolder in business
dealings, marriage relationships, and all other interpersonal relations.
He feels that he is singled out
by God to receive this gift, and
that God . is using his. vocal
chords in a mechanistic fashion
to produce the sounds, making
it possible for him to speak a
language unknown to him.
However, linguists all have told
Dr. Kildahl that sounds uttered,
though rhythmical do not meet
the requirements of a true
language. Exceptions are the
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cases where the tongue-speaker
basin the past been exposed to a
foreign language long enough to
have picked up some of it, he
states.
Confronted with his information, glossolalists say God
is expressing a meaning in an
unknown language and that the
gift of interpretation is
bestowed on a few. Those who
do claim this rare ability may
give interpretations as services
progress. However, when Dr.
Kildah, submitted tapes to
different interpreters individually and privately, each
attributed a different meaning
to the recorded utterances.
"I have observed" Dr.
Kildahl writes, "the same
routine everywhere 1 have
been: II) a meeting devoted to
intense concentration on
tongue-speaking, followed by
( 2) an
atmosphere
of
heightened suggestibility to the
words of the tongue-speaking
leader, after which (3) the
initiate is able to make the
sounds he is instructed to make.
It is the same procedure that a
competent hypnotist employs.
Like the hypnotist, the tonguespeaking leader succeeds with
some subjects and with others
does not. I have reached the
conclusion that tongue-speaking
is a learned phenomenon."
It is common occurrence, he
says, for tongue-speakers to
take hold of the jaw of one
wishing to learn to spend hours
urging the perSon ,to repeat
sounds until the individual
starts producing sounds from
his own unconscious, in a sort of
regression to the sounds a child
makes learning a language.
Glossolalists band together as
an in-group, are exceedingly
kind yo each other, but redirect
former anger feelings toward
those who do not wish to join
them, he says. They exhibit
"subtle disrespect for
nontongue-speakers," he points
out, often resulting in disruption
and friction in churches. He
feels that some elements of
practice should be discouraged,
as there are‘,more constructive
ways of gaining a sense of wellbeing.
Dr. Kildahl is a member of
the faculty of the Postgraduate
Center for Mental Health and
director of the program in
Pastoral Psychology at New
York Theologica Seminary.
Efficiency Means Profits
Top noknagement practices
with a small dairy herd can
yield higher profits than a more
slip-stiod operation with a big
herd, according to Extension
dairy specialists at the
University of Kentucky. They
suggest that
dairymen ask
their local county Extension
agent for advice on how they
can sharpen dairy management
skills.

Public television will go to Mt.
Desert Island off the Maine
coast for a delightful summer
concert of Downeast folk music
and stories at 10 p.m. EDT June
11 and 18 on Kentucky
Educational Television.
"A Fresh Breeze Downeast"
is a two-part color concert
featuring two of Maine's best
folk artists.
Produced for the Public
Broadcasting Service by the
Maine Public Broadcasting
Network, "A Fresh Breeze
Downeast" will feature performances by
humorists
Marshall Dodge and Camden
folk singer Gordon I3ok sining
ballads of the sea.
Intercut with the concert
itself, taped last summer at the
Sonogee Estates in Bar Harbor,
on Mt. Desert Island, will be
scenes of coastal areas around
Penobscot Bay illustrating the
entertainers' tales and songs of
life in the Downeast State.
Gordon flak is well known in
Maine and across the country
for his repertoire folk ballads
and songs of the sea and the
pwoplw who live off it.
Marshall Dodge became
known as a Maine storyteller
while a student at Yale
University where he researched
the humor of Maine extensively.
WHERE
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Almost 820,000 businesses one out of every six - are in the
automotive field.

Manual To
Aid Rural
Planners

23-1/16x35"
.009 Thick
These plates are perfect
for siding or roofing
barns, for placing
around bottom of
mobile homes to keep
out the wind and snow,
and for many other
uses such as
"building out"
mice or rats.

CHICAGO, 111.-Rural people
planning new community water
and waste disposal systems will
have an easier time of it later
this year when the National
Well
Water
Association
NWWA and the Mitre Corporation
publish a new
manual, Engineering Guide for
Rural Water and Waste System
Development.
NWWA and Mitre are
Call at
preparing the manual for the
Commission on Rural Water,'
which is innovating new
methods of providing water and
103 N. 4th St
waste disposal facilities for lowMurray, Ky.
income rural residents.
The guide is meant to assist
local project personnel in
choosing the most appropriate 'NOW IN stock, pianos. Three
and 'economical systems tot' used and four new. Priced to sell.
their particular area. It will Leach's Music & TV, Dixieland
J2C
thoroughly cover development "Shopping Center.
procedures, design, cost factors, operation and mainte ,ENNIS SS & XB Restaurant
ance. It should prove valuable guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00
to local engineers, geologists, per case(100 books). Sold in case
and Farmers Home Ad- lots only. Ledger & Times Office
ministration officials. Farmers Supply,103 North 4th Street.
Home is the primary funding
TFNC
agency for rural water and
641 PET SHOP, 7 miles North of
waste disposal systems.
In addition to the water and Murray, Irish Setter puppies,
waste systems guide, the Cocker Spaniel Puppies, Toy
Commission has sponsored a Poodles, fish and supplies,
series of training manuals in hampsters and birds. Special on
water company operations. Neons, 341.00. Phone 753-1862 or
June8C
When all of these are complete, 753-9457.
rural residents will be able p,
take advantage of proven
s
'atat.i...wcmi_rsgi_gcramocst
procudures in setting up_ and
307 N. 4th 753-6091
operating their local projects.
RADIO, TELEVISiON,
Further information on the I
STEREO,CAR RADIO
SALES a SERVICE
Commission is available from
small Appliances
the National Clearinghouse4110...11110...1
Ground Water Council, 221 N
LaSalle St.-Chicago, Ill. 60601
THREE TRACK motorcycle
trailer. Phone Chester Stone, 489J3P
2640.

25' each

Ledger & Times
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Radio Club Now Eligible
For 'All States' Award
By L.N. Clark
The Murray State University
Radio Station Club members
are now eligible to apply for and
receive a "Worked All States"
(WAS) Certificats from the
American Radio Relay League,
located in Newington, Connecticut. This certificate is
awarded to stations that have
confirmed contacts with all 50
States in the U.S.A.
The twenty-six members
have logged 402 hours of participation on the amateur radio
waves since January 2, 1972.
They have contacted all 50
States in the Union, 16 Foreign
countries including: Australia,
England, West Germany,
Jamacca, Ecuador. Peru,
Canada, Mexico, and others.
The MSU was Club members
participate in public services,
furnishing
comradio
munication for: Kentucky Bass
Derby 1972; ARRL Field Day
Emergency
ComRadio
munications exercise in June of
each year; Military Affiliate
Radio
System (MARS);
Amateur Radio Emergency
Corps (AREC); and radio
communication for local,
emergencies or disasters.
Four members of the Club
participate in • MARS, per-

ALUMINUM
PLATES

forming a radio communication
link for the State of Kentuck
for military personnel overseas
and here in the United States.
A few of the members have
radio communication locally in
VHF-FM. Future plans include
a VHF-2 meter repeater which
will be used for local radio
communication.
Club membership'is open to
any person interested in
amateur radio. Information
may be obtained by attending a
meeting of the Club Station, 1511
Chestnut on Murray State
University Campus, the second
and fourth Wednesday of the
motn; or by contacting a
member of the Club.

Don't Mix Products
Don't experiment with mixing
different cleaning products
together, warns UK Extension
home management specialists.,
This could lead to the release of
toxic gases that could cause
lung damage or even death. For
example, mixing chlorine
bleach with ammonia ciatiId
release chlorine gas-and
breathing chorine gas fumes is
highly dangerous.

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE
A hearing will be held beginning at 1:00 o'clock p.m. E.D.S.T. on June 21, 1972, by the
Public Service Commission of Kentucky at its offices at Frankfort, Kentucky, in Case No.
5675 as to the reasonableness of the following rate schedule changes which the West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation, of Mayfield, Kentucky, proposed to place
Into effect May 30, 1972, as to all its members and subscribers, subject to approval by the
Commission but as to which the Commission has suspended such increase until after such
hearing date.
RESIDENTIAL RATE, SCHEDULER R-1
First
75 kilowatt-hours per month at 3.80 cents per kilowatt-hours;
Next
150 kilowatt-hours per month at 2.75 cents per kilowatt-hour;
Next
275 kilowatt-hours per month at 1.31 cents per kilowatt-hours;
Excess over
500 kilowatt-hours per month at 0.93 cent,per kilowatt-hours;
GENERAL POWER RATE,SCHEDULE C-1
A. If the customer's demand for the month and its contract demand, if any, are each less
than 50 kilowatts:
Demand Charge: None
Energy Charge:
First 100 kilowatt-hours per month at 3.78 cents per kwh
Next 400 kilowatt-hours per month at 2.58 cents per kwh
Additional energy
1.52 cents per kwh
B. If either the customer's demand for the month or its contract demand is at least 50
kilowatts but not more than 5,000 kilowatts:
Demand Charge: $1.85 per month per kilowatt of demand
Energy Charger:
First 15,000 kilowatt-hours per month at 0.99 cent per kwh
Next 25,000 kilowatt-hours per month at 0.78 cent per kwh
Next 60,000 kilowatt-hours per month at 0.51 cent per kwh
Next 400,000 kilowatt-hours per month at 0.40 cent per kwh
Additional energy
0.38 cent per kwh
Except as shown above existing tariffs I including OL-3 rates), availability, character of
service, adjustments, facilities rental charges, payment net and gross rates, and rates for
street and park lighting, signal systems, and athletic field lighting installations remain
unchanged from those placed in effect October 1,1970.
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Mayfield, Kentucky

KELLY'S TERMITE And Pest
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
THREE
ALMOST
new 13th Street. -Every day you
311..!"x3112" windows with new delay lets bugs have their
storm windows. One 15,000 BTU way."
TEC
used air conditioner. Will sell
reasonably. Phone 753-6291. J3C
FOR SALE

ONE YEAR old saddle horse colt.
Phone 436-2149.
J3C
FOR SALE Or trade 15'
fiberglass
boat and trailer,
bucket seats and steering wheel,
$275.00. Will trade for motorcycle 100 cc or bigger. Phone 4892434.
J3C

FOR YOUR auction sale needs
contact Otto Chester's Auction
Service 435-4042, Lynn Grove. "It
pays to sell the Chester
Way."
June28P

EXPERT TV -STEREO- TAPE PLAYER
REPAIR SERVICE
* Fast

* Efficient

* Guaranteed

DISCOUNT SEWING and
STEREO CENTER
Hazel, Ky.

Phone 492-8812

LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
in Kentucky. No increase in
prices. Country Boy Stores,
STOP
TERMITES.
Work
FOR SALE
Army Surplus, 9 miles from
guaranteed.
Free estimate.
Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky
Phone Mrs. Keys Keel, 753-4672
117 and 164. Open Sunday until ANTIQUE PARKER Bros. 10
or Huntingdon Termite Co.,
4:00p.m.
J2C gauge double . barrel shotgun,
patented in 1878. $180.00. Phone Huntingdon,Tennessee 9865975.
J3C
BALDWIN GRAND,piano, used, 435-5533 after 6:00 p.m.
J7C
superb
condition.
Two
repossessed Baldwin pianos. New ARMSTRONG TIRES, super
If You
Baldwin organs and pianos. HPG wide tread 2 ply nylon 2 ply
Practice
Miss
pianos.
Rent-to- fiberglass tubeless dual white
purchase plan. Lonardo Piano wall F78x14-$18.00+$2.52 FE.
Phon*.
Company, across from Post tax. H78x14-$19.00+$2.93 F.E.
Office, Paris,Tennessee.
J2C tax. Fully guaranteed against
defects and road hazards. Roby
Before 5:00 p.m.
1967 HARLEY DAVIDSON Sales, -Highway 68, Benton,
Sprint, 250 CC, $200.00, 40 H.P. Kentucky.
June6C •
Of
Electric Outboard Mercury
motor. $200.00. Opel Kadette SAVAGE
12 gauge shotgun with
transmission $35.00. Call 436new carrying case and shell belt.
Between 6:00 p.m.
5806.
J2C $100.00. 60 Shady Oaks after 5:00

Your Paper

753-1916

753-7278

7:00 p.m. In The
pin.
J2C
14' RUNABOUT, 40 H.P. motor,
Evening
trailer and all accessories, 1971 CB 350 HONDA, 2600 miles.
If you know your route
$395.00, 30" electric stove like Excellent condition. $625.00.
boy's number, please call
new $35.00, Small electric welder Phone 436-2245 before 2:00
him first If you get no
GAS STOVE, refrigerator. Also used twice $45.00. 20" window fan p.m.
results then call John
J3P
metal wall cabinet and metal new $10.00. Call 436-5570.
J2C
Pasco , Jr at the above
clothes closet, Phone 435-5063.J3C
during the hours
I.ARGE CEDAR chest, Seth SOLID MAPLE four poster bed, • number
listed
Thomas electric crock, four can be made into canopy. Solid
maple five --drawer chest to
BRAND NEW Honda 50 Mini drawer chest of drawers, coffee
match. Used four months. Phone
and
lamp.
table
753Phone
Trail. Never ridden. Phone 767J2C 'ELECTROLUX SALES & SerJ2C 753-7897 anytime. Must go.
4479. Will sell for $220.00.
J5P 4639.
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
TIRED ACHING feet' Try Foot Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarCOUCH AND chair, bedroom
TEC
Levelers. Phone 753-6642. June7C mington, Kentucky.
suite. Phone 753-2445 or 436-5893 FRESH KENTUCKY Lake
after 5:00 p.m.
J5P catfish, 65 vents per pound.
Phone 753-3230,
J2C HOUSEHOLD SALE; oval rugs,
electric logs, mahogany record
INCUBATOR FOR sale. Good
condition. Phone 489-2316.
J5C 1972 MOBILE HOME, 12'x65', player, Duncan Phyfe end tables,
two bedrooms, furnished, extra sewing machine, wig, electric
Has Moved to
USED MATTRESS and box nice. Phone 753-7100, or after 5:00 curlers, bookcase and many
ALMO HEIGHTS
J2C assorteci pictures, books and t
springs, full size. $25.00. See at p.m.call 753-9467.
miscellaneous items. 1112
802 North 20th.
J5C
Custom-built pick-up
BOSTON TERRIERS, $35.00 Sycamore Street, Thursday
trucks, campers &
SMALL DOG, Fox Terrier-Rat each. Five weeks old, male and Friday and all day Saturday. 753female.
Phone
753-7756.
J2P
/1803
toppers.
J3C
Terrier. Good pet for children.
$15.00 each. Phone 753-2963. 1TC
MINIATURE
SCHNAUZER 3 1 TON G.E. air conditioner, 10
18' JET BOAT turbo craft with puppies, lovable, non shed. Dogs years old, perfect condition,
J3P
215 H.P. Gray Marine engine, full groomed, boarded. Melody-Ayre $50.00. Phone 753-4176.
I'm not responsible for any debts
instrument panel including radio, Kennels, Buchanan, Tennessee,
J2C ARMSTRONG TRUCK tires at other than my own. After this day
air conditioned. $2,500.00. Will phone 901-2474345.
wholesale
prices.
take good single lever control 60
Rated June 1, 1972. -H.P. motor or pickup truck in IT'S TERRIFIC the way we're premium by Bennett Garfield
Mike Lassiter
J3P
1711 Johnson Blvd.
trade. Phone 436-5548.
J6C selling Blue Lustre to clean rugs publication. Good on all wheel
and upholstery. Rent shampooer positions: 825x20-10 ply, $46.27+
ANTIQUE DRESSER. Phone $1. Big K, Belaire Shopping 86.17 tax. 900x20-10 ply, $56.32 + FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
753-6967,
J2C renter.
J3C $7.30 tax. 1000%20-12 ply, $67.91 + installation. Phone 753-7850. 'TEC
$9.22 tax. 1000x22-12 ply, $72.17 +
$10.22 tax. Roby Sales, Highway,
COLLIE PUPPIES. $15.00 each.
FOR SALE OR KEN I
J2C NO regret, the best yet; Blue 68, Benton, Kentucky.
Phone 435-4782.
J7C
carpets
I.ustre
cleans
Rent electric 1971 VOLKSWAGEN
1971 MOBILE HOME, 12'x65', all beautifully.
camper, MODERN MOBILE home, 12'
electric,2 Bedroom,2 Bath,Shag shampooer $1. Begley Drug fully equipped. One owner. 14,000 wide, sliding glass doors, lots of
Cenmiles. $2700.00. Phone 753carpel.Extra Nice, Must see to gtore,Central Shopping
cabinets, carpeted. Phone 753J3C 5964.
.12C
appreciate. 753-5452. J3C 8333after 5:00p.m,
J3C

2
.•

BRANDON
CAMPERS

Phone 753-3600
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Gall Yougl?
AKC REGISTERED Irish Setter
puppies, six weeks old. Wormed,
pedigree papers available. Phone
753-4832 days or 753-7484 after
J7C
4:00p.m.
LIVING ROOM suite, coffee
table and three end tables,
bedroom suite, twin bed, table
and chairs,electric stove; ironing
board, G.E. vacuum cleaner,
wheel- chair with back that lets
J3C
down.Phone 753-6148.*
CHICKENS, DUCKS, Geese,
Pigeons, Bantams, young and
old. Large selection. Hubert
Alexander, 3 miles South
Sedalia. Phone 328-8563.
J3P
EXTRA NICE recliner chair,
$50.00. Chrome breakfast set with
four chairs, $20.00. Phone 753,
J3C
6997.
TWO NICE used, 12'x50', mobile
homes at only $2995.00. Good
condition. New 52'x12' at $3795.00.
60'x12' three bedroom at $4795.00.
Also a lot full of other mobile
homes to choose from.
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
Beltline Highway, Paducah,
Kentucky.Phone 443-6150. J3C

NEATLY FURNISHED apart-'FURNISHED ONE bedroom ROOM FOR men, available
meat, carpeted and air con- apartment, air conditioned, immediately. Air conditioned,
ditioned. May be seen at Kelly's located next to White Hall, ad- private entrance. Furnished
Pest Control, located 100 South joining MSU campus. Part of apartment. Zimmerman
J5C utilities furnished. $85.00 Per Apartments, South 16th Street.
13th Street.
J6C
month Couples only. No pets. Call Phone 7534609.
ONE BEDROOM furnished 753.3805.
TFC
apartment,available now. Phone
jec.FURNISHED APARTMENT, TWO CAR clean up shop with air
753-9741.
dose to University, 1602 Dodson compressor, electric door, hot
TFC
Ave. Phone 753-6564.
water heater and as heat. $80.00
THREE CABINS on the lake in
Blood River area. Rent by week EXTRA NICE one bedroom per month.Phone 753-3018. J2C
JIIC
or month. Phone 436-2427.
furnished apartment, air con
TWO BEDROOM trailer on South
ditioned, ks block from campus. 16th Street. Couples only. $85.00
FOR SALE
Available now. Phone 753-4478 or
per month.Phone 753-9293. J2C
753-9135.
TFC
ANGUS BULLS, service age.
ONE BEDROOM furnished
NICE ONE bedroom furnished apartment,couples only, no pets,
Phone T.W.Crawford,7531690.
J3P apartment. Phone 753-5079. J7C gas heat. $80.00 per month. Also
nice all electric mobile home, no
JOHN DEERE riding mower,
pets. COuples only, $75.00 per
excellent condition. 43" cut. UNFURNISHED DUPLEX month.Available June Id.Phone
Contact Howard Brandon, 753- apartment at 1631 Farmer Ave. 753-1203.
J6C
J3C Now available. Large living
4383.
room, dinette, kitchen, bedroom LARGt FURNISHED air conand bath. Storage room. Private ditioned one bedroom apartment
QUARTER MARE, bridle and driveway and *carport. Couple All utilities paid. $75.00 per
saddle. $250.00. Phone 435-5272 only. $75.00 per month. Phone 492- month. Available June 1. Phone
TFC 753-3143.
J3C 8174.
after 5:00p.m.
J2C

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

TWO PLEASURE horses, 1-four
year old and one 12 year old.
Gentle enough for children.
J3C
Phone 753-3501. •

LARGE EFFICIENCY room FIVE ROOM house, newly
private entrance and -Parking; decorated, located 202 South 12th
Close to University. Phone 753- Street. Phone 753-3864 or 753JIC 6944. ,
1387.
J3C

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

LLlEijil

L

KEIL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR SALE
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L 1E3 L

L

LLjC

Donald R. Tucker, tRealtor
Where Professionalism Counts!
Consult The Only G.R.I. In Murray
KINGSIZE LIVING in a KINGSIZE HOME on Locust Drive.
Four bedroom home with two apartments and an income of
$150 per month. Excellent condition and excellent investment.

HAVE YOU LOOKED FOR A CHOICE commercial lot
lately? They are scarce as hen's teeth.' We have the best at
North 10th and Arcada. Lot is 308'x282'. Just your size.

/
2 /VIILF-S FROM CITY LIMITS, House with 4 acres
JUST 11
on main highway. Ideal for small garden or horses. Let us
show you at your convenience.

NEAR LYNN GROVE WE OFFER 85 acres of highly
productive land. Has stock barn,tobacco barn, large storage
building for feed and machinery. Very nice three bedroom
house, other outbuildings. All under fence. Serious farmers
need to see this place.

CAN YOU BELIEVE FOUR !4) large lots all for $8,500?
Paved street and city water. Good investment!

THE EVERYTHING HOUSE!! THIS 1514-en, Guthrie Drive.
Central heat and air, bath and a half, large den and kitchen
completely with built-ins, three bedrooms, all carpeted.
Under $25,000.

ONE ACRE ESCAPE ON THE LYNN GROVE Highway.
Perfect setting for this house built for the perfectionist.
Everything you could want and excellent condition.

REAL NICE LAKEFRONT LOT in Panorama Shores,

HERE'S THE NEEDLE IN THE HAYSTACK that you've
been looking for. Large shaded lot, attractive three bedroom
brick in just the right location for convenient shopping and
schools. Under $24,000. Call now for an appointment.

LUXURY IS THE KEY to _ this house
pictured above and located on Sha-Wa.
Has two full ceramic baths, concrete
drive, beautiful carpeting, central heat
and air, entrance hall and spacious
family room. Chain link fence encloses
back yard and patio.

/
2 MILES FROM DOWNTOWN - This extra solid three
11
bedroom house and eight acres of land is what you have been
asking for House has basement. living room, double garage,
kitchen. air ccodoxined_ carpeted_ It might just suit you.
nimproved land.
good profit just
lake lots. See it

36 LAKE LOTS
ran worth
by baking I
Wore n's

ACREg

15.30 WILL BUY THIS NEAT little farm. The land is
a lithe grown up but what do you expect for $100 an acre. 53
acres in all
FITIL HAVE AN EXCEILIETTT BUY IN a real solid two
becheozz Mime It hasin EXTRA LARGE lot with stock barn
ant milieu- no.good garden lot. living room, bath, modern
Kll'ile".1 and 'II* water Only 17.850.
THIS three bedroom
BLAVTIFUL Ili
and refrigerator like
urict
and it overlooks the
carpeting
roma.
new.
that goes with it Really a good buy.
X hr.:RES
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emasesi
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HOUSE. Has den,
area, carpeting,
7VIVPrzced so you can

ONLY $24,500 WILL BUY THIS EXTRA large brick house. It has 1;-2 baths,
big den with fireplace, extra large
living room with dining area, good big
workshop with garage door, carport,
carpeting, dishwasher, range.
draperies and other extras. It's a real
buy.
three bedroom brick.
ck yard, living room,
'honing and drapes.

OU

ONLY $19
It has a
kitchen wi

115 ACRES WITH HOUSE, NEAR Kentucky Lake, and the
owner will finance for only 6 per cent interest. FULL PRICE
816.000
A REAL HONEY ACROSS FROM OAKS COUNTRY CLUB.
76 acres of land and more improvements than we could
describe, so let us show them to you. IT IS A DANDY and has
a transferrable loan.
WANT TO THINK BIG? HOW ABOUT 600 ACRES of land in
one tract. That's thinking big.BUT THE PRICE IS SMALL.
You and your friends that have been wanting toy a little
land could all go together and you could each write your out
of town friends and tell them about your 600 ACRE KENTUCKY HORSE FARM. Well never tell them you don't own
all of it.

WIT'S REALTY IS SELLING PROPERTY NOW! If you have property you want to sell
Ouse cal as today and do us both a favor. Deal with HOYT or RAY ROBERTS, they own the
business sod vs gin you individual attention. We are located at 505 Main Street and at
ROBERTS REALTY you get to talk to the owners of the business and they will give you the
personal attention and personal service you deserve.
WE ALWAYS NEED GOOD LISTINGS!

* Member of Multiple Listing *
Buying - Selling - Appraising - Managing
WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE ...
SEE

Call,753-1651

Hoyt Roberts - 753-3924

Ray Reert.5_-_ 753-5583
• gi.g In
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AN IMPORTANT ADDRESS 702 Meadow Lane for the buy.
a lifetime. Four bedrooms,two full baths, kitchen with built=and excellent location. All this for $24,500. You need to see
this one.

.THE PERFECTLY GROOMED HOME ON Johnson might
be just what you're looking for.Two spacious bedrooms,fully
equipped kitchen, large living room and garage. Ready to
move into without dusting.

MEAN
about w
d su
pointme

MAKE US AN OFFER. WE CAN'T REFUSE. Neither can
you when you see this cute three bedroom brick bungalow on
North 17th. The deep 200' lot supplies you with relaxation,
recreation and a garden. Quiet street, good neighbors.

LARGE ATTRACTIVE LOTS, SOME HEAVILY wooded,
ranging in price from $1500. out of town to $6,800 for choice
city property. Large selections available.

THREE
siding b
frontage
$19,950.

EXCEPTIONALLY NICE TWO FAMILY HOME. Combines
the features of comfortable living, such as central heat and
air, carpets, range, large master bedroom. While you relax
with ease, your renter is paying the payment. Look at this
one.

TWO B
with 14'
with sto
city

COULD YOU USE AN ADDITIONAL $500 per month? It will
be yours when you collect the rent from your 9 furnished
apartments on Main Street. Students love them as they are
close to everything. You will love the money.
BEST FARM BUY OF THE YEAR AT $165 an acre. Grows
beautiful wheat and soy beans. We can show you the maps
and walk the farm. Good investment.
SUPERB FARM, EXCELLENT CROPLAND, completely
fenced, lush pasture, deep, cold springwater, very large
acreage. Let us show you. This is a really desirable farm.

FOUR BEDROOMS WHAT YOU'RE LOOKING FOR? This
is the place. Convenient location on South 14th Street near
University. Large rooms, spacious storage areas, attached
garage. All for $19,000.00.
IF YOU ARE SERIOUS ABOUT A HOME WITH all the
conveniences, yet at a low price, we have just what you're
looking for. Attractive two bedroom home on Overby, under
$20,000. Take time to see this and save S.
100 ACRE FARM IN KIRKSEY. Excellent buy.

DONALD R. TUCKER, Realtor
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING
Associates:

140 ACRES OF LAND about*of it in crop. Some good bottom fields, pretty fait outhuildinp,s, and two dwelling houses
in only fair condition,butcould be fixed up. OWNER ready to
sell so MAKE US A BID.
70 ACRES WITH GOOD OUTBUILDINGS, and a dwelling
house. On blacktop. Only $12,750.

1511 PARK
all built-ins
built on

SMALL INVESTMENT NEEDED FOR THLS COZY two
bedroom on Beale Street. $6500.00veal make it yours.

A STEAL IN A THREE BEDROOM HOUSE.Has sun porch,
living room, kitchen, bath, utility porch, and a good big lot
big enough for a garden. THE WHOLE THING only $7,860.IF YOU'RE-LOOKING FOR FARMLAND see ROBERTS
REALTY, WE'VE GOT SOME GOOD ONES.

PRICED FOR THE WORKING MAN'S POCKETBOOK. 1702
Calloway offers three large bedrooms, living room, kitchen
and attached garage. Well landscaped yard with patio.
Perfect for your first home.

BUSINESS
Shopping Ce
lease. A fine

HOW ABOUT SPENDING THE HOT SUMMERS IN an attractive two bedroom redwood cottage on Kentucky Lake?
Gently sloping waterfront lot has nice trees for lazy afternoons. A flat steal at $15,400.

NEED CASH MONTHLY? Live in the attractive three
bedroom, newly decorated home while you rent out the
spacious 2 sleeping rooms in the back house. At least $70 per
month additional income. Priced to sell now.
SPECTACULAR IS THE WAY SOME
have described the outside back of this
place. It has two lovely and large patios
in the back and yards of concrete. It
also has a large storage house seperate
from the house with a carport attached
to it and another attached to the house.
The house itself has three bedrooms,
two baths, big family room with
fireplace, central heat and air, built-in
range, plus refrigerator, washer and
dryer and drapes. It's a docrzy.

ON COI-ES C
a four
Draperies in

REAL EST ATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

LOVELY LOT 150'x250' near Oaks Country Club.
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Phone 753-4342
Edna Knight,
Pat Mobley,

home phone 753-4910
home phone 753-8958
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EXTRA NICE lots in Bagwell BEAUTIFUL WOODED lot in BUYING A home, Let Tripp
Manor Contact Howard Brandon Sherwood Forest, 105'x160'. Williams and John Hodge assist
J2C Yeii. Guy Spann Realty Branch
J3C Phone 753-8058.
753.4383.
per
month,
APARTMENT,$65.00
Office,711 Main,753water paid. Near College. Phone
IV- OWNER; four bedroom 9478.
June29C
753.6013.
J2C
FOICRENT
house, wall to wall carpet, lots of
THREE BEDROOM brick, living NEW TWO bedroom or three cabinets, lots of closets, utility,
room, den, kitchen and dining bedroom duplex apartment with swmorch and garage. See at 107
For Sale
room. Phone 753-7144. Partly central heat and air, all carpet, South 14th Street. Phone 7536426.
J3P 2 Large Lots on Green Plains
furnished or unfurnished.
range, disposal, washer-dryer
Road. Good well plus other
J2C hook up, dishwasher, large lot
$150.00.
improvements will sell
REDUCED
Immaculate.
PRICE
with garden spot. Two bedroom,
DUPLEX ON Williams Ave., $125.00. Three bedroom, $150.00. 3 bedroom Lage Kitchen. Car- separately or as one. Phone
near University. Plenty of closet Phone 753-7550 after 5:00 p.m.J3C peted Living Room and Master 753-1261.
space, two bedrooms. UnBedrown. Nice lot. Excellent
furnished..Phone 753-8096 or 753- MODERN TRAILER, near Location. ,
REDUCED IN PRICE. Six miles
TFC
3312.
Cypress Cove. By week, month, Earn 20 -percent on your North_of Murray on Highway 641,
money.
Mobile
Home
Park.
17
two-bedroom frame, 2 acres of
or season. Phone Mr. Gregoey,
house, 436-2145 after, 6:00 p.m. .Boat spaces Highway 94 East. Priced land
BEDROOM
TWO
with deep well or city water
available from June 6 to August available.
J3C to sell.
and natural gas. Covered with
15th. Air conditioned, large yard.
Country Air-4 Bedroom Brick. beautiful trees.
Price 99,700. Call
Located 1637 Catalina Drive.
30 acres. Fine Land. Only 2 miles 753-4751 or
753-3447
or 753FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
,
.._
$135.00 per month. Phone collect,
from town.
2878.
conditioned,
J2C
Urbana,Rhos 217-367-9623. J6C apartment. air
Moving to Murray-Don't buy
private entrance. Available June until you have
seen this house at REDUCED Fat
-QUICK SALE.
1 Phone 753-2863 after 5:30
two .1;
TRAILER,
HOUSE
1500 Johnson Street. Underpriced Two bedroom
TFC
-frame coftage on
.m.
bedrooms, air conditioned, nice.
for quick sale.
South 10th Street. Remodeled and
Near University. Phone 753-3895
Lot 450' Deep-Aluminum carpeted.
duplex
bedroom
NEW
TWO
Aluminum siding. Only
J2C
or 753-3482.
siding. 4 Bedrooms. lots of room 17.700. Call
apartment, central heat and air,
753-4751 or 753-3447 or
inside
and
out.
Price
reduced.
.753-2878.
wall carpet, 9175.00 per
J2C
TWO BEDROOM house, living wall to
Phone 753-7724. June 2C Investment Property-Within 1
room, dining room, kitchen, full month.
Block of MSU. Come by for CLEAN,
NEAT, 3-bedroom
size basement. Phone 753details.
frame with basement. Includes
jx• CARPETS.% FRIGHT?
2618.
53 Acres of farm land. Make an several shade
trees arid some
Nlake them a beautiful Offer.
apple trees. Located on Highway
TWO BEDR9OM mobile home,2
sight vtith
Beautiful Home On Lake 641 North,one
mile from Murray.
niiles south of Murray on al.
Barkley. Quality throughout A good buy
IlLUE LUSTRE
at $11,500. Cal' 753J2C
Phone 753-4645.
$26,500.
Rent electric
4751 or 753-3447 or 753-2878. J2C
Bedroom duplex
ONE
shampooer it.
•
•,
9000 Minnows-$$$$$$
apartment, large rooms. •Two,
MURRAY HOME
of one day's sale of this Booming TWO BEDROOM stucco house,
two-bedroom trailers, private,
& 'TO
Business on Lake Barkley: 111 $7,500.00. See at 1102 Mulberry.
shady lot. One shady, private lot
Phone 753-7765.
Health forcing sale.
J2C
to park mobile home. Call 489Assume
Loan-Monthly
or
STUDENTS
J5C
COLLEGE
2595
married couple-furnished duplex, Payments as low as $75.00 on 3 ABOUT ONE acre land, small
block from college, and two Bedroom Brick cerpeted, only house, plenty shade, natural gas,
one
TRAILERS; we have some fet
well with pump, new septic tank,
kb__
sale also. See Brandon Dill after bedroom furnisied house, two yv„,3°
niiter beeo used. Phone Mlle
4:00 p.m. and all weekend at summer rates, $75.00 per month Johrr Randolph Realty &
Cunningham
if interested after
Pasco,
Auction
Co.,
1111
Sycamore
John
Phoni
utilities.
plus
Trailer
Dill's
Court at Murra)
51
TENC Street,753-8382.
J5C 3:30 p.m. 753-8469.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact Guy Spann Realty.
We have the largest staff of Qualif4ed
Salesmen in Calloway County to serve you.
ON COLES CAMP GROUND ROAD just off Hwy. 641 North,
a four bedroom brick veneer. Fireplace and carport.
Draperies included in price. $18,700.00.

SALE

BUSINESS FOR SALE. WISHY WASHY Laundry in Bel Air
Shopping Center has fine equipment and long transferrable
Lease. A fine opportunity for a successful business venture.
1511 PARKLANE-THREE BEDROOM brick veneer house,
all built-ins, central heat and gas, one and half baths, and
built on fine lot. $28,000.00.
ON 3 LOTS AT KENTUCKY Lake Development. 2 bedroom
trailer furnished. All for $3,500.00.
ON LOCUST GROVE ROAD IS A nice three bedroom brick
home on two acres. Has carport, built-in range and oven.
Draperies included. A real good buy at $18,800.00.
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125 ACRE FARM ON HIGHWAY 464, just /
1
2 mile West of
Hwy. 94 East. approximately .4 mile of blacktop frontage.;
$30,000.
WANT TO GET OUT OF TOWN? Hwy,641 South two miles is
a beautiful three bedroom Roman brick veneer house built in
approximately one and a half acres. Plenty of space for
horses, garden and flowers. Carpeted, one and half baths,
two car garage, large bedrooms, dining room and breakfast
nook. Must see!
1202 PEGGY ANN-A REAL QUALITY house. Three
bedroom brick veneer on one and half acre lot. Central heat
and air, three baths, all built-ins, two car garage. Must see.
CANTERBURY ESTATES AT 1512 Oxford Drive is a four
bedroom brick veneer, all quality built-ins, large lot, central
heat(gas)and air,and two and a half baths.
1506 PAFtKLANE-THREE BEDROOM brick veneer house,
one and half baths, built on large lot with carport. Fine
location and a good buy. $25,500.00.
ALSO LOTSIN THE CITY of Murray and suburbs.
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CLEAN UP AND BODY SHOP on South 4th Street priced at
about what the lot alone is worth. Sale ineludes.all fixtures
an1 iiipplies even has air compresser, call tor an ap-__
pointment to see this good buy.
THREE BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE WITH aluminum
siding built on one and a half acres with plenty of paved road
frontage on Martin Chapel Road next to church. Must see$19,950.00.
TWO BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE, FULLY CARPETED
with 1ex18' block building in rear. Block building equipped
. with stove and shower. Located on Hwy. 121 South inside
city limits. Imagine only $10,800.00.
A MODESTLY PRICED TWO BEDROOM home at 1106 Vine
Street. gas heat, carpets, draperies, carport. In good condition and priced at $12,500.
AT 1620 MILLER IS A WELL KEPT 11
/
2 Story frame home
with five bedrooms. Central gas heat. Near Murray State
and has furnished apartment on beck of lot. Apartment
furniture and upstairs furniture goes with house. Priced to
sell at $16,000.00.
1
'4 MILE NORTH OF STELLA-LARGE three
bedroom
brick veneer house on huge lot with a good shop building,
32'x28' and two baths. Fine buy in good location. $26,500.00.

ON WEST FORK ROAD, JUST /
1
2 mile off Hwy. 94 and 5
miles West of Murray on blacktop road, brick, three
bedrooms on lot 115'x198' and built in 1970. Has two baths,
carpet, built-in range and oven, carport. All modern and
priced to sell at $21,500.

910
8958

FIVE POINTS BAR-B-Q, lot, building with all modern
equipment, good will and doing good business. Just right for
a family who wants to own and operate their own business.
Priced to sell.
HERE IS A LOVELY FOUR BEDROOM BRICK VENEER
at 1504 Dudley on 100':150' size lot. Has all the features
normally expected in a quality house.
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ALMO HEIGHTS - A NICE THREE BEDROOM brick
veneer house with wide frontage along Highway 641. Must
see-Has good potential.
AT 1705 COLLEGE FARM ROAD, House with swimming
pool. Brick with three bedrooms, 11
/
2 baths, carport, all builtins. Electric heat and two air conditioners. Al) for $21,500.00.
ON NORTH 20TH WE HAVE one of Murray's most beautiful
homes. 3 bedrooms, entrance hall, extra large formal dining
room. Kitchen, den, central heat and air. Extremely
beautiful patio, Two car garage. Priced below replacement
cost.
22 ACRES ONE MILE EAST OF MURRAY ON Hwy. 94.
Ready for developing.

EXTRA NICE THREE BEDROOM Brick at 811 N. 18th
Street. Has carpets, dishwasher, large den with fireplace.
Draperies,storm windows and doors. And moderately priced
at $20,500.00.

GO TO CANTERBURY ESTATES and see this lovely 4
bedroom brick veneer house with central heat and air,
140'1120' size corner lot, one and half story, all built-ins, two
baths and two car garage. And you'll want to buy this lovely
home when you see the well landscaped lot with so much
beautiful shrubbery.

FOR LEASE

FOR LEASE

Another View

-

1

111011110.
••••••••,

NICE MODERATELY PRICED COTTAGE at Keniana
Shores. Frame with three bedrooms, electric heat, air
conditioner, paneled walls. Lot about 75'1300'. On public
water system. You should see this for a good buy. $8,500.00.

- NEW SERVICE STATION
FOR LEASE

S'
•

NEW BRICK VENEER DUPLEX. Two bedrooms each side.
Central heat and air. Shower over tub, washer & dryer
hookup. Both sides rented, good income.
1206 OLIVE - A LOVELY THREE BEDROOM BRICK
VENEER house with dry basement, central heat and two air
conditioners. A real fine buy at $22,000.
LOOKING FOR A COTTAGE ON THE LAKE? We have
several, ranging in price from $3,000 to $30,000. Located all
along the lake. From weekend retreats to year around
homes.
N.E. OF MURRAY about 8 miles from Murray. 63 acres of
good farm land with year round creek. Lots of blacktop
frontage. Corn base and tobacco base.Fish pond. Priced to
sell.

Located 121 Bypass
For Information .. .

Phone 753-2432

•11/2 by Umbod fb•bobb liewinota. tra

"IT'S THAT TIME OF YEAR AGAit.l.,,
SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

LIGHT MANUFACTURING

START WITH US...YOU WON'T STOP
LOOKING FOR OFFICE SPACE? Excellent spot on the
square in former Kuhn Variety Store. Approximately 18'x90'
floor space after construction of center wall and installation
of front door. $22,000.00.
703 BROAD -$10,600 BUYS A FINgTWO BEDROOM frame
house with gas floor furnace,new air conditioner and on good
_
A REAL SHARP THREE BEDRODITBRICK VENEER
house on good sized lot at 1406 Johnson. Fine location and the
price is right.
1103 MULBERRY-FOUR BEDROOM PERMA STONE
house, gas and electric heat and two air conditioners with
garbage disposal and dishwasher. A real fine buy at
$17,500.00.
NEW HOUSE - CORNER WOODLAWN AND VINE. Three
bedroom brick veneer house,fully carpeted, central heat and
air, carport and shady lot. $20,500.
1604 CATALINA-THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER
HOUSE with central heat and air, one and half baths and all
built-Ms. Practically new for only $22,000.
APARTMENTS-A FINE INVESTMENT at 1678 Miller Ave.
Three apartments fully furnished. Live in one and lease two.
SMALL ACREAGE-11 ACRES ON HIGHWAY 1346 Route 1,
Alm°. 7 acres fenced for cattle and 4 acres in woods. 2/
1
2
miles East of Almo. 94,000.00.
ON HIGHWAY 290 NEAR POTTERTOWN we have a real
nice three bedroom brick veneer on two acre lot, 12'x14'
outside storage building. Fenced in chicken yard. Reduced to
$21,500.
1635 WEST MAIN - A perfect location plus a beautiful house.
Four bedroom two story brick veneer built on a two and one
half acre with plenty of trees, central heat and air, all quality
built-ins, three baths and two car garage. Spacious house for
gracious living.
KENTUCKY LAKE-1000 feet of year round water front
property on main lake. Beautiful building site. Enough said,
come and-see.
BOO SUNNY LANE-FINE THREE BEDROOM BRICK
veneer house worth the money. Electric wall heat, two air
conditioners, dishwasher. On good lot. $19,650.00.
PRIME LOCATION. Large commercial lot on 641 S. across
from Holiday Inn. 150'frontage and extra deep. Ideal for most
types of businesses. Call for details.
1208 OLTVE - TWO BEDROOM BRICK VENEER HOUSE
with central heat and two air conditioners and
beautiful
hardwood floors. $20,000.
EAST Y MANOR - A LOVELY 3 bedroom brick veneer
house on 100'x200' lot with carpet and carport, electric
baseboard heat. Built in 1970 and priced to sell $19,500.00.
A LOVELY THREE BEDROOM BRICK at 804 Minerva
Drive. Central heat and air, carpets, two baths, all built-ins,
patio and two car garage. Truly a fine home that you must
see to appreciate.

Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore St.

Phone 753-7724
Our Sales Staff....
Home Phones:
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Glenn Wilcox 753-2761
Buddy Sykes 753-3465

BrInch Office - 711 Main Street
Phone 753-94711p_

CLASSIFIED ADS

LYNNWOOD ESTATES- THREE BEDROOM BRICK
VENEER house with central heat and air, den and built on a
large lot. One year old. $24,950.00.

Guy Spann Realty

Guy Spann 753-2587
Louise Baker 753-2409
Jack Persall 753-8961

FRIDAY-JUNE 2, 1972

John Hodge
Trip Williams

Termites
Eat Your Home

IOW

Spiders

MAKING MONEY
EARN A MINIMUM OF $12.50 PER HOUR

WITH NO RISK - 100% BUY BACK

11111111
-=
-Roaches
c
operIrk
Carry Geniis
C.LT RID oc
PESTS

Protect Your Home
Do not be deceived! Termites wort 24 hours a
day the year round...Winter and Summer.

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
r Licensed by State of Kentucky
Member Chamber of Commeire
INTERIOR EXTERIOR pain- CUSTOM HAY baling. Phone 753ting; any size job. All work 8090.
Junel7NC
guaranteed. Use first quality
paint. Free estimate. Call Steve
Todd,753-8495.
TFC
WILL DO . . .

THIS IS JUST PART OF THE STORY
You must be able to follow a proven 'program and be
capable of a moderate investment, fully refundable. For
the rest of the story CALL MR.WHITE COLLECT AT AC 214-276-5714 or write
DuRO-FLEX 3111 BEN'TON RD. GARLAND, TEXAS 75440
WANTED PLANT SuperinAUTOS FOR SALE
tendent.
Responsible
for
machinery maintenance and
production. Local firm. Per- 1969 PONTIAC gATALINA
manent position. Reply to Box 32- convertible, 36;000 miles, air
F Murray, Kentucky, listing conditioned, power brakes and
background, experience, and steering. Silver with black top.
salary desired.
J2C $1900 cash or take over payments
of $85.00 per month. Phone 7534985 after 9:00 p.m.
J2P

EXPERIENCED

DRIVERS
diesel and
semi, long and short hauls
Salary, family insurance
and profit sharing plan.
Send resume to P.O. Box
32-47, Murray, Kentucky.

1965 CHRYSLER
vertible, red. 1964
door Dart wagon,
automatic. $250.00.
5570 or 436-5806.

3000, conDodge four
6 cylinder,
Phone 43632C

1969 GRAND PRIX, power
steering, power brakes, air
conditioned, AM-FM radio,
factory tape, 35,000 actual miles.
Local car. Phone 753-7736.
J3C

WANTED LADY to live in with 1940 FORD pickup. Excellent
elderly woman. Phone Puryear, condition, or will trade. Phone
J3C
Tennesee 1-901-642-0539.
J2C 753-7736.

WANTED BABY-SITTER EXTRA SHARP Dunebuggy.
weekends for two year old boy. Mag wheels. Phone 753-6664. J2P
My home or yours. Phone 7536809 after 5:30p.m.
J2C 1966 MUSTANG, good condition,
$325.00. See at Coach Estates,
Inside City Lints Only WANTED STORE clerk, woman South 16th Street, Trailer C-2
preferred. Age 18 to 25. No ex- after COO p.in.
J3C
REASONABLE RATES
perience necessary. At Gordon's
Farmer's Market, Hwy. 94 East 1962 PONTIAC
Phone 753-3798
Bonneville,
of Murray. Phone 474-2236. J3C cheap.
See at 918 North 18th
Street or phone 753-6765 after 4:00
WANTED
RELIABLE
J3C
EXPERIENCED PAINTER,Ihousekeeper, five days week. pill.
fully equipped. Interior and References
Opens 7 a.m.
required. Phone 753- 1969 TOYOTA, air conditioned.
,exterior. Free estimates. Phone 3640 after 4:00 p.m.
J3C Excellent condition, one owner.
489-2287.
J7C
Street'
lar
Po
12th &
Contact Mr. Adams at Brandon
Bros. Distributors, 753-4383. J3C
LADIES
DOZER SERVICES, 0-6 Cat
Limited number of full or
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, Phone 753-9807.
J7C
part-time positions available
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
1970 OPEL GT. Good condition.
as
Caroler Beauty
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8569
Phone 753-4724.
J5C
Consultants
354-8138, or 354-8161 after 6:00
in Murray area. Only
p.m.
TFC
AUCTION SALE
requirements are neat appearance and willingness to
AUCTION SALE.Saturday. June
For complete ENGINE
work. Excellent earnings and
REPAIR of lawn mowers
good opportunity for ad- '3, 10:00 a.m., 4 mile West of
Lynn Grove on Highway 94. This
and tillers, Old Time
* Large & Small jobs
vancement to right person.
will be a big all day sale. Will only
Blacksmith Shop Complete
Train
We
* All Work Guaranteed
list a few items.
SHARPENING SERVICE,
Phone 415-5842
* Free Estimate
There will be a nice bedroom
WELDING AND REPAIR
suite,
recliner and occasional
SERVICE, also New and
SALES PERSON wanted for
'chairs, end and coffee tables,
Used Equipment.
local
shoe
store.
resume
Send
to
Phone Mayfield
P.O. Box 545, Murray University lamp tables and lamps, fancy
11117111. KNIGHT'S SHOP mil" if247-7201
Station. M.S.U.
J8C spool leg table with claw feet on
TURN LEFT AT LAKE
glass balls, nice drop leaf table
STOP GROCERY ON
WANTED SETTLED woman to with four chairs, also ,chrome
FOUND
&
LOST
HWY. 94
live in with elderly lady to do dinette set, some nice linens,
AND FIRST ROAD ON
quilts,
Frigidaire
LOST HERACLITUS, large, light housekeeping. Phone coiled •fency
LEFT-LOOK FOR SIGN
gentle, yellow, male cat, missing 1-901-642-5207.
J8C'Fefriverator-like new. TV set and
PHONE 753-4035
radio, several fans arid heaters,
since May 12. Please call
Paducah
444-7397 collect. WANTED FULL time baby-sitter electrical appliances. Several
PIANO tuning-repair-rebuilding. Reward.
J2C for 8 month old baby, afternoons. tables of glass and china, some
Prompt expert service. 15 years
Phone 753-9685 between 9:30 a.m. real good pieces, lots of jars, jugs
experience. Rebuilt pianos for LOST LARGE male Boxer, fawn and 2:30p.iii.
J8C and churns,also (-act iron kettles,
lots of hand and garden tools,
sale. Ben W. Dyer. Murray, color. Lost South ,of Murray.
including a boat motor. All the
Kentucky, phone 753TFC
Reward.Phone 753-1668.
- WANT TO BUY
8911.
usual grab boxes found around an
June21C
WANT TO BUY air conditioner. auction sale.
1.0ST BLACK and gray tiger cat
Sandwiches and drinks will be
double bed, dresser
WII.I. DO painting, interior and with white markings, has brown 16'.!"x27,
..exterior. Experienced. Phone nose. May or may not be wearing with mirror. Phone 753-8444. J2C available. Bring an easy chair
stay all day. For inand
J6C
492-8714 after-6:00
. . .
.. . .. p.ui.
brown collar. II seen or -having WANT TO BUY used stove'and Fóriuntiun
Otto Chester's
any information phone 753.refrigerator,
preferrable AuctiOnlervice, 4354042, Lynn
----J2P apartment size. Phone Howard 4Grove. "It' Pays To Sell The
WILL MOW yards in Murray 52.38.
area. Also do trimming. Phone
Brandon,753-4383.
J3C Aster Way."
J2C
June7C LOST BLACK and gray tiger cat
753-8550.
with white markings, has broken WANT TO BUY ping pong table.
WANTED TO RENT
FOR ALL your home additions, nose. May or may not be wearing Phone 753-9385.
J3C
.alterations, remodeling, etc., brown collar. If seen or having
WANT TO RENT pasture land
any information phone 753Free Estimates.Phone 753WANT TO BUY Burley tobacco and stables for horses. Phone 753IT 5238.
J5M plants. Call 753-2401.
6123.
J5C 7991 after 4110p.ni.
TENC

BUSH HOGGING

STARKS
HARDWARE

BLACKTOP
PAVING
& SEALING

Edward Trail
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Kentucky Roundup

Remap ...

Calloway County Fair Queen Contest
Entry Form

(Continued from Page I)

MADISONVILLE, Ky. ( AP)-An employment survey to be
completed before the end of June is expected to produce a foundation for general revisions of vocational training in Kentucky,
said B.M. Hatley, vocational regional director of the Madisonville
Area Vocational School.
Volunteers from organizations and agencies in the nine-county
Pennyrile Area Development District will conduct the survey,
covering Livingston, Crittenden, Lyon, Cadlwell, Trigg, Hopkins,
Christian, Todd and Muhlenburg counties.
The proposed revisions are to adjust vocational training in
Kentucky to the needs of employers.

Rites Are Saturday
For Mr. Williams
At Funeral Chapel

Legislative Approval
Forseen For Accords

ton shows that four of the six Name
House districts in Fayette
Funeral services for James
Wash., who earlier had comCounty vary from the ideal
WASHINGTON ( AP)- PresMaylon (Pickle) Williams will
the Moscow agreements
plained
population figure by more than
Date of Birth
Age
be held Saturday at two p.m. at ident Nixon's report to Con- "give the Soviets more of evused
was
the 5 per cent which
the Palestine United Methodist gress on the U.S.-Soviet arms erything," called Nixon's naParents
as a guideline.
where he was a member accord drew enthusiastic tionally broadcast report "a
Church
One of those districts, Numwith
Thomas Bullock and cheers,condemnation from sev- clever campaign sprch on for.:
Rev.
Phone
under
ber 77, is 11.8 per cent
0. Perkins of- eral Democrats who saw it as a eign policy, full of platitudes
Thomas
Rev.
the ideal while District 79 is 1.5
campaign speech and general
ficiating.
School Attending
and generalities signifying
per cent over. The others are
Active pallbearers will be agreement that the Moscow ac- nothing."
under,
the 75th, 5.4 per cent
aplegislative
win
will
Edward Lee, Frank Parrish, cords
Leaders in both the House
and the 72nd, 4.4 per cent over.
Sponsor
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP)-Mayor Frank W. Burke has not
Homer Burkeen, Thelmer- proval.
Senate predicted Congress
entry
$2
should
a
fee,
with
District
and
the
for
along
Senatorial
budget
photograph,
operating
a
and
city
13th
form
The
This
proposed
the
specified the amount of
A booming "Yea," primarily
Rudolph, Edgar Childress, and
will approve the strategicin Fayette County is 3.3 per
be mailed to Mrs. Don Overbey, Hickory Drive, Murray, Ky.,
1972-73 fiscal year, which he will present to the city Board of
the
of
side
Republican
Fuqua Hopkins. Employees of from the
arms-limitation-talks-SALTcent under the ideal.
before June 15. Only thirty girls will be accepted for the conAldermen Monday.
the enamel department of the House chamber, greeted the agreements but set no timetest. Persons desiring further information should contact Mrs.
All four House districts wholMurray Division of the Tappan President as he arrived to re- table pending more informaDon Overbey,753-4644, or Mrs. James Boone, 753-5636.
The city presently has a $40.5 million budget. The new budget ly contained within Kenton
will serve as an port to a joint session of Con- tion.
Company
County now are shown to be
goes into effect July 1.
gress Thursday night.
honorary
group.
"We'll wait to see the demore than 5 per cent off the
The mayor called a special meeting of the aldermen fro MonIn the halls afterward, Rethe
slie-In
will
Interment
is
variance
13,
greatest
said House Foreign AfJune
month
tails,"
ideal. The
day, before their first regular meeting of the
Democrats
many
Plaestine cemetery with the publicans and
Thomas E.
.Chairman
fairs
the 63rd, which is 16 per cent
saying he wanted the board to have more time to study the
arrangements by the Blalock- said the President had made a Morgan, D-Pa., "especially
under, while the others vary
proposal before acting on it.
Coleman Funeral Home where balanced appeal for congres- what we gave up on the SALT
from 6.5 under to 7.5 per cent
sional approval of the two
friends
may call.
from
(Continued
1)
Page
agreements."
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)-A 29-year-old Lexington man was
over.
n agreements.
arms-limitatio
a
of
was
member
Williams
Senate Foreign Relations
shot to death on his way to work by an unknown assailant with
The 23rd Senatorial District dential candidate or lack of
expressed
Democrats
Other
the
of
Alford Chapter No. 445
Committee Chairman J.W. Fulwhat police theorized was a "pretty powerful" weapon.
in Kenton County now is 3.9 per commitment as required.
terms.
harsh
Order of the Eastern Star at disappointment in
bright, D-Ark.,• refused comDeputy Corner William McCarney said Bill Turner was on his
As it turned out, about threecent under a Perfect district.
"He had good prime time to
Aurora who will conduct rites at
ment on the President's report.
way to work Thursday when he found the path of his auto blocked
The LRC staff had reported fourths of the delegates were
public
American
the
to
talk
Maurice Conley Wallace, 62, the chapel at seven p.m. tonight
did Senate Democratic leadby a garbage can. When begot out to remove the can, he was shot, that two districts in Campbell listed as uncommitted.
So
November
the
Friday), and of Aurora indge with an eye on
McCarney said.
Mike Mansfield.
er
This was the path preferred retired state employe of the
County were off substantially
No. 925 F. & A. M. who will elections," said House DemoPolice had no suspects and could determine no motive in the
But Senate Armed Services
as well. But Hep. Arthur by state chairman J. R. Miller Department of Agriculture,
O'Neill
P.
Thomas
Whip
cratic
p.m.
7:30
died at 5 p.m. Wednesday at conduct rites at
shooting.
Committee Chairman John C.
Schmidt, R-Cold Spring, found and Gov. Wendell Ford.
tonight, also at the funeral Jr. of Massachusetts. "And he
1D-Miss., praised the
Stennis,
They still support Maine Sen. Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville,
an error in their figures which
home chapel. The Aurora lodge didn't tell us a thing we didn't
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. ( AP)-The former director of
President for making a "good
made the greatest variance Edmund Muskie, who dropped Tenn.
know."
already
six
p.m. tonight.
Mr. Wallace, a resident of will open at
Louisville's legal department, William T. Baskett, died here
presentation of what he has
only 3.6 per cent under, in his out of state primaries, and
Democratic presidential conThe death of Williams, age 59,
Wednesday.
want the uncommitted bloc for Cadiz, had been ill the past two
He said the arms agreedone."
69th District.
was at 11:50 p.m. Wednesday at tender Sen. George McGovern,
Baskett, who was 87, was also the Louisville school board's
ments Stand "a good chance for
The LRC staff previously had some horse trading at the na- ears.
said
California,
in
campaigning
Funeral services will be the Murray-Calloway County
attorney for 20 years.
approval by the Congress."
confirmed that only four of the tional convention next month.
been an the absence of all but a passing
Hospital. He had
Baskett was a native of Shelby County, Kentucky. He received a
The governor has written all conducted today at three p.m.
22 House districts in Jefferson
a
was
Vietnam
to
reference
Murray
the
of
employee
law degree bent the University of Virginia and began his legal
County were within the 3 per delegates, asking them to go to at Goodwin Funeral Home,
Cadiz, by Rev. Randolph Allen Division of the Tappan Com- "painful weakness" in the adcareer in Louisville in 1905.
Miami Beach uncommitted.
eent guideline.
(Continued from Page!)
and Rev. Marshall G. Mines. pany since June 18, 1947. He was dress. He pledged support for
In one district there was as
Alahowever.
of
The plant is chemistry and
agreements,
supporters
Meantime,
the
his
and
Xugust
1912,
20,
born
man
County
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)-A 19-year-old Jessamine
much as 45 per cent over the bama Gov. George Wallace for Burial will follow in East End
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D- engineering at work to produce
late Clarence
the
were
parents
Masonic
with
Cemetery
cuflLnhitted suicide by hanging himself in the city holdover,
per
32
ideal while another was
president are trying to corral graveside rites.
Mass., heading up Democratic products for this sophisticated
and Lillie Jones Williams.
Coroner Chester Hager said.
cent under.
votes for him through
some
He and his wife, the former platform hearings in Pitts- society we live in today. Things )(),
of
charges
two
on
trail
Jerry Way Downs was awiating
Mr. Wallace was born in
Those errors were what ini- newspaper advertisements with
Carline Fennell, who survives, burgh, also noted that Vietnam that make things work better.
malicious shooting and wounding his brother. .thy, 20, and
tially brought the matter up, blanks to be mailed to Miller Trigg County, the son of the late
were married July 9, 1933. They was basely touched on. Until
Mrs.
Luton
Gilbert Lowrey, 17, of Lexington, during an altercation at a
and
Gertie
Arthur
when former GOP legislative seeking that goa1.
After viewing this marval of
on Dexter Route One in the war is resolved, he said,
resided
service station.
The obtained only a handful Wallace.
aide Danny Boggs discovered
"We have not fully achieved modern engineering, we
community.
Palestine
the
Department
He
the
with
was
the discrepancies and charged of Wallace delegates at the lowSurvivors in addition to his our goals for real peace in the decided that we had better stick
GLASGOW,Ky.( AP 1-A riding by Circuit Judge Cass Walden
they resulted from fraud on the er level, not nearly enough to of Agriculture 15 years and has wife are two daughters, Mrs. world."
with the newspaper business.
BenRobert
by
filed
appeal
an
on
days
10
about
is expected in
County
Trigg
the
in
taught
Democratic
part of the
equal a single national dele- School system 12 years.
Republican Rep. John Ash- We can at least bang on this old
Dale ( Wanda Sue) Campbell,
ningfield, former Glasgow police chief.
leadership. The LRC later gate.
The city council dismissed Benningfield on a split vote after he
Mr. Wallace was a veteran of 1504 Dudley Drive, Murray,and brook, seeking his party's pres- Royal which does not have one
looked into the matter and
The results from April would World War II.
Mrs. Glenn (Edna) Jones of idential nomination, accused thermocouple in it, one tranwas charged with misconduct. His appeal contended the council
been
had
decided that no fraud
leave 39 delegates uncommitted
Murray Route Three; one Nixon of keeping parts of the sister or one circuit card.
didn't follow proper procedure in the dismissal.
Cadiz
of
member
a
was
He
committed.
and eight for McGovern, but Masonic Lodge No. 121 and also sister, Mrs. Dorothy McDaniel agreement secret. Detailing
Schmidt told an LRC meeting Miller said there is no way yet
By the way today is the 100th.
JACKSON,Ky.(AP)-The body of Willie Holbrook,34, has been
an active member of Golden of Detroit, Mich.; five grand- comparisons of Soviet and
that he did not be- to tell if this ratio is correct.
Thursday
County.
Breathitt
in
Creek
children, Diane, Barbara, American weapons capabilities day in a row with no accidents
recovered from Quicksand
Baptist
Church.
Pond
A further complication is the
An autopsy has been ordered in the death of Holbrook, who was lieve any "legal fraud" had
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Tammie Sue, and Wanda Lynn growing from the agreemehts, for the plant. Safety is stressed.
been committed, but he said he national requirement for the
a coal company watchman. He had been missing since Saturday
Wallace; a Campbell, and Glenn Allen Ashbrook said the Soviets Anti-pollution is stressed.
felt the redistricting bill had Kentucky delegation to repre- Geneva Holland
"could deploy significantly Polluted water is scrubbed with
and officials estimated the body had been in the water for three or
Dunn of Jones.
Ronald
Mrs.
daughter,
been handled wrongly during sent women, minorities and
checmicals and dissipated into
more weapons than we could."
four days.
Jim
son,
a
and
Ill.,
Alton,
the regular session.
young people in adequate num- Wallace of Cadiz, Basketball
Sen. Henry M. Jackson, D- the air as vapor and the residue
He said that rather than wait bers.
sold to firms for other uses.
coach at Trigg County High
until the last days, as was
Even the water that comes as
Many county slates are all- School.
done, the matter should have male and all-white whereas
is caught in trenches,
rain
Also surviving are three
transferred to a holding tank,
PHILADELPHIA (AP)-A judge has declared unconstituional been taken up earlier so legis- women comprise half the popu- sisters, Mrs. Ellis Fennell of
(Cautioned from Page 1f.
checked carefully before it is
lation and Negroes about 8 per Christian County, Mrs. Bernard
the 1968 federal law allowing wiretapping on grounds that it puts lators could catch any errors.
Nixon as the President, upon
released.
"the privacy of every citizen in jeopardy."
The delay in bringing up the cent.
jour-day
13
his
from
returning
1Riggin of Paris, Tenn., and Mrs.
Thus, Miller and his aides Raymond Turner of Murray;
U.S. District Court Judge Joseph S. Lord III made the ruling reapportionment bill in the
Ellen Watson has been ney, transferred directly from
Good folks and good neighThursday in connect on with a motion by seven defendants in an House is believed to have been must "blend" the delegation six brothers, Clyde Wallace of selected to represent Alpha his jetliner to a helicopter and
bors. As Minnie Pearl says
alleged gambling case which sought to suppress evidence intended to give Ford more le- makeup on the district and Christian County, Lew C. Joe Sigma chapter at the 50th an- hopped to Capitol Hill.
we're so proud for them to be
verage over legislators until the state levels to satisfy the new and Arthur Wallace, all of niversary convention of Kappa
gathered by electronic surveillance.
"The foundation has been
requirements.
here.
end of the session.
national laid for a new relationship bePhi,
Cadiz, Howard Wallace of Omicron
The women, in the form of Toledo,Ohio,and Jesse Wallace professional home economics tween the two most powerful
SAIGON ( AP)-U.S. Phantom jets attacked one of Hanoi's
The House Subcommittee on
power plants Thursday and blew out the center of a bridge on the Redistricting decided later the Kentucky women's political of Chico, Calif.; and four honor society, June 8-11, in nations on earth," Nixon renortheast rail line to China, the U.S. Command announced today. Thursday to ask the Jefferson, caucus, plan to raise the ques- grandchildren.
ported to the unusual joint sesMaryville, Mo.
The attacks were made by a small number of planes using supet- Fayette and Kenton County leg- tion of their representation, and
sion in his nationally broadcast,
home
senior
a
is
Watson
Miss
accurate "smart" bombs which are electronically guided.
islative delegations to work out the heat already is on Demoeconomics major at Murray half-hour address.
In South Vietnam, an explosion believed to be from a satchel new redistricting plans for their cratic chieftains from a nation"Now it is up to us-to all of
State University. She is the
operalIons
tactical
the
Vietnamese
South
charge wrecked
respective areas by next al women's representatives at
us here in this chamber and to
Gene
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
daughter
command post in the central coastal city of Qui Nhon,IIMore
Wednesday. The subcommittee Washington headquarters.
all of us across America-to
Watson of Lynn Grove..
fighting was reported in the central highlands, around Kontum then would use those plans to
Miller crieriNitiir the recomjoin with other nations in buildwith
Phi,
Omicron
Tobacco grown in Calloway
Kappa
City.
mended new rules to delegates,
draw up a bill by Thursday.
10,000 active and alumnae ing a new house upon that foun- County this year will be samThe Senate subcommittee de- told them the work took 3u2
home
a
pled at market tedetermine if
members, has 54 college and 11 dation-one that can be
BEIRUT (AP)-The Iraqi government today suspended ex- cided to meet for the same pur- years and invited questions begrowers have used pesticides
aliisnnae chapters in 21 states. for the hopes of mankind and a
porta of its country's oil from Mediterranean terminals and sent pose Thursday morning and fore a state rules committee
shelter against the storms of containing I5DT or TDE on their
Its foreign minister to Moscow for 'important talks" in the wake have a bill ready by the time meeting Friday eight.
Mrs. Lamer (Ruth) Farmer The honor society was founded conflict."
late
the
by
1922
11,
December
of the nationalization of the European-American Iraq Petroleum the session convenes in the
tobacco, according to 011ie C.
Some regulations are ex- of 416 South 9th Street, Murray,
Referring to his Peking trip Hall, chairman of the Calloway
at
Anthony
M.
Hettie
Miss
Co.
a.m,
at
11:25
at
died
Thursday
for
the averafternoon. It decided adjust- tremely difficult
in February as well as his
President Ahmed Hassan al Bake in a broadcast Thursday ments had to be made in only age delegate to understand.
Agricultural
the Murray-Calloway County Northwest Missouri State meeting with Soviet leaders, County
Maryville,
)
NWMSC
(
night announced the seizure of the company, which accounted for. -two
College
Stabilization and Conservation
For example, the formula for Hospital. She was 80 years of
districts - the 26th
Senate
about 10 per cent of the Middle East's oil production. The and 36th, now represented by apportionment among legisla- age and her death followed an Mo. It was founded for the Nixon declared "the summits Committee.
president said the former owners would be compensated.
purposes of furthering the best of 1972" are "part of a great
Random samples will be
Sens. Tom Harris, D-Worth- tive districts and counties of extended illness.
of home economics, national journey for peace."
interests
taken from the tobacco at time
The Murray woman was a
Jr., R- delegates to the state conMiller
Scott
and
ville,
While deep philosophical difBELFAST ( AP)-A road mine at the border of the Irish
member of the First Baptist developing an appreciation for ferences persist and the threat of marketing, Hall said. These
vention is arrived at this way:
Louisville.
encouraging
Republic killed two British soldiers today and wounded two others
and
home,
the
samples will be chemically
was
Sepborn
The total Kentucky popu- Church. She
of war has been reduced but
as Roman Catholic women seeking peace in Northern Ireland
is divided into the county tember 29, 1891, in Calloway cultural, social, and scholastic not eliminated, he said, histo- analyzed to determine DDT or
lation
claimed growing thousands of followers. A British army
TDE residues, if any.
or district population and then County and her parents were achievements.
spokesman said the mine appeared to have been detonated from
A student must maintain a rians will record 1972 as "the
Each producer will be asked
multiplied by the total number the late Will Guthrie and Sarah
to
helped
America
inside the republic.
minimum grade point average year when
to certify whether or not either
of delegates fixed by the cen- Turner Guthrie.
lead the world up out of the
(Cestneed from Page 1
Mrs. Farmer and her of 3.0 on a 4-point system) in lowlands of conAant war, and. of these chemicals was used on
tral committee for the state
course
economics
home
her
the tobacco after it was planted
obwho
survives,
husband,
convention------•
onto the high plateau of lasting in the field. This certification
Weralesday, June 7-nine
the total Kentucky served their 55th wedding an- work to be eligible for mem- peace."
Next,
a.m. Penny; ten a.m. Stella;
will be necessary before a
Democratic vote in the last niversary on March 29 of this bership in Kappa ODicron
Nixon recited the range of
eleven a.m., Kirksey School;
The opening gene7a1 session
marketing card will be issued
year.
is
presidential
election
divided
cooperaspace
on
agreements
one p.m., Alino School; three
of the convention will feature a
for the farm, Hall said.
her
include
survivors
to
The
plans
he
into
county
says
or
the
Harvey
district
Lawrence
and
efforts
)-Actor
medical
tion, ioint
LONDON ( AP
p.m. Cook's
p.m. Dexter;
Tobacco producers using
husband of 416 South 9th Street ; keynote address by Dr. Arthur other accords announced at
marry British fashion model Paulene Stone, the mother of his 3p.m. Don Democratic vote in 1965 and
fi
Grocery;
comMissouri
Mallory,
either of these chemicals are
Edwin
Mrs.
daughter,
one
by
fixed
the
multiplied
number
new
the
predicted
and
Moscow
year-oid daughter.
Johnson Grocery; seven p.m.
(Mary Kathryne) Cain, -1711 missioner of education. Also at U.S.-Soviet Joint Commercial not eligible for government
of delegates.
Harvey, Miss Stone and the child, Domino, arrived at London
Health Center.
the convention will be Mis
loans on their crops, Hall
when
married
Then
be
the
would
products
tlerived" Miller Avenue, Murray; five
will reach a comairport Thursday and told newsmen they
Thursday, June 6-nine a.m.
Mabel Cook, head of the Commission
continued. False certification
Orr
Farmer
Joe
Hollywood
grandchildren,
from applying these formulas
agreement
trade
prehensive
his divorce from Joan Cohn, the wealthy widow of
Hazel- School; ten a.m.
NWMSC home economics
concerning use of these
Henry
Mrs.
Tenn.,
Memphis,
of
are
and
added
divided
by
two.
final.
is
Cohn,
year.
magnate Harry
Clayton's Store; eleven a.m.
until she retired later this
department
materials is a violation of
Tom's
of
to
Schwier
married
been
lEdwinal
also
An
sidelight
indirect
has
was
the
He
43.
"And most important," he
Miss Stone is 34 and Harvey is
New Providence; one p.m. New
N.J., Larry, Jimmy, and last year. Miss Cook originated said, "there is the treaty and Federal law, he added.
River,
expected
appearance
at
Louisactress Margaret Leighton, but Domino is his first child. Miss
Concord. School; two p.m.
on Phi
Hall
indicated that both
ville Friday of former Mas- Greg Cain, all of Murray; seven the idea of Kappa
Stone was formerly married to a photographer.
Bonners 'Grocery; three p.m.
of threeliving related executive agreement domestic and foreign buyers
one
is
and
grartdchildren.
great
sachusetts
Gov.
Endicott
first
the
for
limit,
will
which
p.m.
four
Grocery;
Lee's
are concerned about the level of
Funeral services will be held charter members.
KERRYVILLE, Tel. (AP)-Former Prtsident Lyndon B.
time, both offensive and defenDonelson's Grocery; five p.m. Peabody, an announced DemoDDT and TDE in their purthe
at
a.m.
the
ten
at
-stomping
at
aturday
S
foot
and
cratic
handclapping
candidate
for
vice
prAi-'
little
a
did
weapons
Johnson
sive strategic nuclear
Faxon School; seven p.m.
an
chases
in certain areas last
Blalock-Colem
the
of
chapel
dent.
Kerrville Folk Festival.
in the arsenals of the United
Health Center.
year, and that some have said
Fuperal Home with Rev. W. Ed
He
he
said
to
plans
show
up
"This came as a surpcise to us all," Mrs. Johnson said of her
U.S.S.R.".
the
and
States
Friday, June 9-nine a.m.
that they may reduce their
at the Frankfort' conventions Glover officiating.
husband Thursday night.
Mustering arguments against
Midway; ten a.m. Crosslimd;
the
to
go
all
will
Ray
be
Pallbearers
'Let's
said,
just
moment
even
he
the
though
has
of
been
disFederal Stete-Market- -News conservative critics-Of-Me mis- purchases in .those areas this
"He on the spur
eleven a.m. Morton's Store; one
season.
Buckingham, Charles Iamb, Service June 2, 1972
couraged
from
so
doing
by
unmusic festival."
siles accords, Nixon continued:
p.m. Wiswell; two p.m. Lynn
"It is important for ever)
Mahlon Frizzelli, Albert Crider, Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
named
Democrats.
Darrell Royal, coach of the Texas Longhorns football team and
people
the
all
of
"Three-fifths
Grovai-three p.m. J.M. GritHowell
the
and
to
president
tobacco
Williams,
former
the
grower to avoid the use
with
Neville
went
that
group
the
Market Report Includes 9 alive in the world today have
a member of
tendon's Store; four p.m.
of DDT and TDE", Hall said,
Thurman.
festival, told a reporter it was the "first time he Johnson has been
Buying Stations
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